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ABSTRACT

The V/arburton Basin is one of the least known basins in Australia in terms of its stratigraphy,

depositional history and relationships with adjacent basins. It contains a complex succession

of volcanic, carbonate and siliciclastic rocks which represent a mosaic of non-marine to

marine environments. The primary purpose of this study is to provide an improved

stratigraphic framework, sedimentary and tectonic history of the eastern'Warburton Basin, and

develop new petroleum play concepts. An integrated basin analysis approach has been

applied. This has involved a multidisciplinary study ranging from biostratigraphy, structural

geology, sequence stratigraphy, sedimentology, volcanology, and reservoir and trap

prediction.

A systematic palaeontological study of more than one thousand trilobite, conodont and other

fossil specimens has resulted in recognition of eight new trilobite species: Austrasinia dailyi,

Amphoton moombaensis, Dorypyge gidgealpaensis, Horonastes oepiki, Hypagnostus

shergoldi, Lisania changi, Solenoparia gatehousei and Solenoparia changi. Eight Cambrian

and three Early Ordovician faunal assemblages have been established, ranging from early

Middle Cambrian Late TempletonianÆloran to Early Ordovician Lancefieldian stages. These

faunal assemblages can be correlated with the well-established northern Australian

biostratigraphic assemblages, and those on other continents. The refined biostratigraphy

provides a foundation for sequence stratigraphy in the basin. It serves as a guide for seismic

mapping and wireline log correlation across tectonically deformed regions with poor seismic

quality of the'Warburton Basin.

Two phases of volcanism have been differentiated according to their lithofacies and

geochemical characteristics. The early phase is dominated by basin-wide, rhyodacitic

volcanics with minor basalt during the Early Cambrian. In contrast, the late phase is

dominated by locally-distributed, basaltic volcanics during the Middle to early Late

Cambrian. The within-plate nature of the basalt indicates renewed continental rifting or a

localised deep-seated fracture zone.



Two major depositional systems and various environments are recognised. The older is a

carbonate-dominated shelf-to-basin system, with environments varying from lagoonal,

peritidal, and shelf-edge, to slope apron and basin transitions. The younger is a mixed

carbonate-siliciclastic shallow marine system, with environments varying from carbonate and

siliciclastic shoals to storm influenced muddy shelf. Five stages of sedimentary history and

palaeogeography from the Early Cambrian to Early Ordovician have been reconstructed. A

warrn water, low latitude palaeogeography is indicated by high biological activity; especially

benthic microbial production, abundant peloids, ooids and other coated grains; shallow marine

sea floor cementation, early peritidal dolomitisation; and distinctive upward-shoaling cycles.

Four major post-depositional structural styles are interpreted mainly based on seismic data.

The most prominent is a thrust fault system initially formed in the 'Warburton Basin, that

created a series of imbricate slices, and hence repeat sections. Within the Warburton Basin,

three major unconformities separate four seismic packages which can be differentiated by

distinctive reflection configurations, amplitudes, frequencies and interval velocities. An

understanding of structural style, seismic package matching by reflection character, and

biostratigraphic control, enable regional correlation of these packages across largely undrilled

and tectonically deformed parts of the eastern Warburton Basin. This permits reconstruction

of pre-deformation geometry of this part of the basin. The four seismic packages mainly

include four major, thick and regionally distributed lithostratigraphic units: Mooracoochie

Volcanics, Kalladeina Formation, "Innamincka Red Beds", and "Mudrangie Sandstone".

The seismic package mainly composed of carbonate rocks of the Kalladeina Formation shows

regionally parallel-layered, and locally mounded reflection patterns, and locally wedge-filling

geometry. This seismic facies analysis confirms and complements the reconstruction of

carbonate shelf-to-basin palaeoenvironments and basin architecture derived from facies

analysis of well-logs, cores and cuttings.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

1.1. Basin limits and study area

The Warburton Basin (Fig. 1.1) is an Early Palaeozoic subsurface basin unconformably

underlying the Pedirka, and petroleum productive Cooper and Eromanga Basins (Fig. 1.2).

The basin was named by Wopfner (1969,1972), and recent work (Gatehouse, 1986; Rankin

& Gatehouse, 1990) suggests that the preserved basin limits are bounded to the south by the

Muloorina Ridge, to the west by the Musgrave Block and to the north by the Arunta Block.

The eastern boundary has not been defined. Gneiss in the bottom-hole core of Haddon

f)owns I probably represents basement of the basin; and may be an extension of the Arunta

Block (Rankin & Gatehouse, 1990).

The basin is divided into western and eastern regions by the Birdsville Track Ridge (Fig.

1.2). Strata of the eastern 'Warburton 
are unconformably overlain by non-marine beds of the

Cooper Basin which are of Late Carboniferous-Triassic age. Strata of the western

'Warburton unconformably underlie deposits of the Permo-Carboniferous Pedirka Basin.

Both Cooper and Pedirka strata are unconformably overlain by Early Jurassic to Late

Cretaceous beds of the Eromanga Basin, which also unconformably overlie the 'Warburton

Basin, such as along the Birdsville Track Ridge and Murteree Ridge. Tertiary to recent

fluvial and aeolian sediments of the Lake Eyre Basin conceal all these underlying basins.

Intensive petroleum exploration of the overlying Cooper Basin has revealed limited

stratigraphy of the eastern Vy'arburton Basin, whereas the western Warburton Basin is

virtually under-explored. There are numerous instances where the 'Warburton Basin well

intersections are misidentified. McDills 1 and Witcherrie 1 in the western Warburton region

have been regarded as lying in the southeastern extent of the Amadeus Basin (Jones, 1973;

Devine & Youngs, 1975). Both wells contain generally comparable vertical sequences as

those of the Amadeus Basin: the lowest unit is a dolomite unit that is equivalent to the Todd

River Dolomite of Early Cambrian age, and the younger part is the Finke Group of late

Devonian to early Carboniferous age. Several other western Warburton Basin wells are

1
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considered to contain undifferentiated 'Warburton Basin sediments interfingering with the

Amadeus Basin sediments (Moore, 1986). The present study focuses on the eastern

Warburton Basin, where more wells and relatively better quality seismic data permit a

comprehensive basin analysis study.

I.2 Historical review of previous investigation

Exploration of the Warburton Basin began in 1957 with field mapping of the Innamincka

Dome, a surface feature 180km south of the Haddon Corner. Seismic surveys by the South

Australian Department of Mines and Energy led to the drilling of Innamincka 1 in 1959.

The earliest holes were targeted for the interpreted Early Palaeozoic rocks but the presence

of gas in Gidgealpa2 in 1963 caused interest to change to the Permian strata.

1.2.1 Stratigraphy and general geology

Little research has been carried out in the Warburton due to a lack of major petroleum

discoveries, limited drilling, complicated structures, and poor to fair seismic data. Wopfner

(1912) defined the basin as comprising mainly the Cambrian to Devonian successions in the

northeastern area of South Australia. Sprigg (1961) informally named a thick red bed

sequence in the basin the "Innamincka Red Beds". Following Kapel (1966a, b), who

recognised four lithostratigraphic units, Gatehouse (1983b) formally defined the

Mooracoochie Volcanics, Kalladeina Formation and Dullingari Group. Gatehouse (1983a,

1983b; 1986) carried out a significant investigation on regional geology of the Basin

including the geochemistry of the Mooracoochie Volcanics, a structure contour map of the

Warburton Basin unconformable upper boundary, the distribution of rock types, and a

general palaeogeographic model. Preliminary identification of trilobite faunas by Daily

(1964, 1966:- 1967; in Pemberton l9l0) provided a basic biostratigraphic framework. A

more recent study concentrated on regional seismic mapping in the vicinity of the

Patchwarra Trough. In that area, investigation for petroleum play in the Kalladeina

Formation has resulted in a tectonic framework and petroleum play concepts (SAGASCO,

1988; Roberts et a|.,1990); a similar study has also been carried out on the Gidgealpa South

Dome area by Carroll (1990). Preliminary sequence stratigraphy and major sedimentary

characteristics and phases have been suggested by Gravestock & Gatehouse (1995),

Gravestock (1990a, 1990b) who, with Ms Hibburt examined many cores and mapped

formation tops of the Warburton Basin, recognising a new stratigraphic unit, the Pando

2



Formation (Gravestock et al., 1995) (Fig. 1.3). Boucher (1991) reviewed the tectonic and

structural development of the Warburton and Cooper Basins, and studied volcanics in Jena

and Murteree wells, suggesting a possible Cambrian rifting model. Zang (1992; 1993a, b)

studied acritach fossils, and the sedimentology of the Innamincka and Pando Formations.

McKirdy (in Gravestock et aI., 1987) has compared general geochemical characteristics of

Cambrian potential source rocks in South Australia, including the'Warburton, Arrowie and

Officer Basins.

1"2.2 Other díscussion

In studying the adjacent or overlying basins, several previous workers have made general

comments on the Warburton Basin. Kapel (1966a, b), Wopfner (1966a, b; 1912) and

Battersby (I916) highlighted major depositional and tectonic phasos of the Warburton and

Cooper Basins. Webby (1976, 1978) reviewed the Ordovician System in southeastern

Australia including the evolution of a shelf and geosyncline within the Warburton Basin. A

similar palaeogeographic model has been suggested by Cas et aI. (1980). Veevers (1984)

proposed Early Cambrian rifting along the Tasman Line which passes through the eastern

Warburton Basin. Recently, Shaw et aI. (1991) proposed widespread continental extension

for the same period, and he suggested that bimodal volcanism of the Mooracoochie

Volcanics possibly indicates a rifted marginal plateau of thinned continental crust in the

Vy'arburton Basin. Devine & Youngs (1915) assessed the stratigraphy and petroleum

potential of pre-Permian rocks of central Australia, including the Warburton, Arrowie,

Officer, Amadeus and Georgina Basins. They suggested that these basins were probably

connected during early Palaeozoic time, and that facies analogous to the hydrocarbon

productive Ordovician rocks of the Amadeus Basin may exist in the'Warburton Basin.

1"3 Tectonic framework and structural development

Superimposed folds and faults have severely distorted strata of the Warburton Basin,

resulting in their irregular subcropping.

1"3.1 Structural elements and trends

Major structural trends in the Cooper Basin include the northeast-oriented Birdsville Track

Ridge, the Gidgealpa-Merrimelia-Innamincka Ridge (GMI) and Murteree-Nappacoongee

(MN) Ridge. The Patchawarra and Nappamerri Troughs occur between these ridges. The

major ridges and troughs are well shown in a coloured top "C" soismic horizon structure

contour map and an overlay of major structural elements of the Cooper Basin (after

J
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Thornton, 1979) (Fig. 1.4). The GMI Ridge is the most prominent NE trending anticlinal

feature in the basin, and has an arcuate shape extending for a distance of 150km. It

comprises four major structural culminations, namely Gidgealpa, Merrimelia, Packsaddle

and Innamincka. The GMI Ridge is a very steep sided feature, largely fault controlled, with

a maximum relief of 1000m (Thornton, l9l9). The MN Ridge is S-shaped and extends for

100km also in northeasterly direction" The Patchawarra Trough is an arcuate structure,

running sub-parallel to the GMI Ridge" The Nappamerri Trough is a very long, doubly

plunging depression that extends from the western edge, nearly through to the eastern edge

of the Cooper Basin. Two composite regional seismic lines cut across the GMI and MN

Ridges show structures controlled by steep faults that caused irregular distribution of the

Warburton Basin strata (Fig. 1.5).

These structures are believed to reflect episodic rejuvenation of pre-existing elements during

development of the Cooper, Eromanga and Lake Eyre Basins (Wopfner, 1960; Sprigg, 1961;

Stuart, 1976; Kuang, 1985; O'Driscoll, 1990; Apak et aI., 1993, 1995)" O'Driscoll (1990)

pointed out that reactivation of the Warburton Basin structural lineaments influenced the

depositional patterns, subsidence and uplift within the CooperÆromanga Basins, and

subsequently influenced the basin morphology. These major structural trends make a

significant impact on the distribution of oil and gas fields in the CooperÆromanga Basins.

Major structural development and tectonic events can be divided into three main phases

(Fig. 1.3), and likely formed well after deposition of the 'Warburton Basin, and thus do not

influence the syndepositional tectonic setting.

1"3.2 Major phases of development of post-depositional structure

Phase L Post ?Ordovician to Early Carboniferous structures

The prominent structures formed after deposition in the 'Warburton Basin are strike-slip

(wrench) faults, high angle reverse, and thrust faults, and folds (Nelson, 1985; Kuang, 1985;

Roberts et a1",I990 and Carroll, 1990). Battersby (1976) pointed out that these structures

mainly orionted northwest and northeast. These structures are probably related to northwest

and northeast trending lineaments indicating effective zones of weakness recognised by

O'Driscoll (1990).

Various timings of compressional events have been suggested because unsatisfactory

chronological control and incomplete preservation of the strata provide few constraints.
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Roberts et aI. (1990) assumed that the compression event is possibly equivalent to the

Delamerian Orogeny because the latest preserved strata are possibly of Ordovician age.

However, Wopfner (1972) and Gatehouse (1986) believed that the Benambran Orogeny

(Late Ordovician - Silurian) was the event which deformed Warburton Basin rocks.

Battersby (1916) and Apak et aI. (1993) suggested that the .Àpr".rional folding and

faulting were possibly associated with the Early Carboniferous granitic emplacements.

Gravestock (in Gravestock et al., 1995) believes that the northwest-directed thrust fault

system and granite intrusion are both associated with the Alice Springs Orogeny.

Forbes (1969) quoted an unpublished report which gave Rb-Sr ages of 360 to 450Ma for the

Mooracoochie Volcanics in Gidgealpa 2 over the interval 2lÙ7-2646m (6913-8681feet), and

700Ma at2747m (9012 feet). The younger age is more likely because the Volcanics are

overlain by the Middle Cambrian carbonates. Referring to Pandieburra 1 and Dullingari 1 in

particular but including other possibly Ordovician sediments,'Wopfner (1912) suggested that

folding took place in Late Ordovician time but had been overprinted during emplacement of

Early Carboniferous granite. V/illiams (1975) reported K-Ar isotopic ages on slaty argillites

in Mokari I (476+ 25 Ma) and Poonarunna 1 (435+ 25 Ma) in the western Warburton Basin,

and concluded that Proterozoic or Early Palaeozoic strata were overprinted with Delamerian

isotopic ages. Granites have been penetrated as intrusives in Big Lake 1, Mcleod I and

Moomba wells, where conventional zircon dating gave ages of 310117Ma in Mcleod 1

(Gatehouse et aI., l99l; Gatehouse et al., 1996), and 305Ma and 333-362 Ma (Gatehouse,

1983a) and 342¡;28 Ma. (Gatehouse et aI., 1991; Gatehouse et aL, 1996) in Moomba 1

respectively.

The NW compressional regime, NE structural trends and the isotope age of granites all

suggest that the orogenic event which terminated the Warburton Basin is likely Early

Carboniferous or older. However, more stratigraphic evidence is needed to constrain the

timing of this tectonic event.

Phase 2 Late Carboniferous to Triassic structures

Several major structural events have been recorded during development of the Cooper Basin,

and several interpretations have been proposed, including both extensional (Battersby, 1916)

and compressional models (Stuart, 1916; Kuang, 1985; Apak et al., 1993, 1995). More

recently, Apak et aI. (1993) believe that at least four mildly compressional tectonic events

5



occurred during Cooper Basin development. Two events took place in Early Permian,

Sakmarian time, and were followed by Late Permian post-Daralingie and Middle to Late

Triassic post-Nappameni uplifts. Apak et aI. (1993) also pointed out that these events,

involved episodic reactivation of pre-existing structures under compressional regimes and

resulted in enhancing major northeast structures such as the GMI and MN Ridges.

Phase 3 Late Cretaceous and Tertiary (Eromanga and Lake Eyre Basins)

Tectonic movements were mild in this phase compared with those previous. A number of

Late Cretaceous to Tertiary compressional events have been recognised, mainly as typified

by drape folds or minor reverse and wrench faults.

'/...4 Objectives and approaches

1.4.1 Objectives

As reviewed above, the Warburton Basin is a frontier basin, with little detailed research. To

date, the Vy'arburton Basin has been regarded as economic basement to the overlying basins,

but understanding its stratigraphic framework, sedimentary environments, basin tectonic

history and evolution is essential for commencing a petroleum exploration programme. The

primary purpose of this study is to provide an improved stratigraphic framework and a

sedimentary and tectonic history of the eastern Warburton Basin.

1.4.2 Approaches

To achieve the objective, a detailed study of chronostratigraphy, sedimentology, sequence

stratigraphy has been carried out by using an integrated basin analysis approach such as

given in (Miall, 1990; Allen & Allen, 1990). Different data sets including core, cuttings,

wireline log and seismic data are integrated to ensure a reliable chronostratigraphic

sequence, and well correlation basin wide in order to reconstruct lateral and vertical facies

changes, depositional cycles and sequences, and finally basin architecture. Multidisciplines

of geological science have been involved, including practical palaeontology, biostratigraphy,

sedimentology, sequence stratigraphy based on both seismic and well data, volcanology and

structural geology (Fig. 1.6). This study will demonstrate how an integrated basin analysis

method can be applied to a deep, little drilled, frontier basin to develop petroleum play

concepts.
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1.4.3 Thesis layout

Because this thesis has involved a multidisciplinary study, it is divided into two major parts.

Part I Stratigraphy, sedimentology and volcanology

. Chapter 2 reviews and describes all lithostratigraphic units in the basin, and also briefly

describes sedimentation of the Dullingari Group and "Innamincka Red Beds".

. Chapter 3 establishes biostratigraphy and consequent biochronological sequences on the

basis of systematic palaeontology (Part II) to provide a stratigraphic framework for

the basin.

. Chapter 4 differentiates volcanics and their settings in order to reveal their tectonic

implications for basin evolution.

. Chapters 5, 6 & 7 describe and interpret major depositional systems of the Kalladeina

Formation.

. Chapter I describes four major unconformity bounded seismic packages (I-IV) and

correlate them across a largely undrilled and tectonically deformed region; discusses

post-depositional structural styles and development; which helps reconstruct pre-

deformation geometry for more detailed sequence stratigraphic analysis.

. Chapter 9 recognises and discusses four depositional sequences within Package tr by

using seismic sequence stratigraphy.

. Chapter L0 integrates all the data to reconstruct depositional systems and sequences at a

regional scale, and describes basin sedimentary history. The sequence development

has been applied to predict location of petroleum reservoirs and traps.

. Chapter 11 conclusions

Part II Systematic palaeontology

Taxonomy of trilobites, conodonts, and other selected taxa.

. Chapter L2 Trilobites: eight new species are named.

. Chapter L3 Conodonts

. Chapter 14 Other taxa

7



1.5 Data access and quality

The raw data are kindly provided by Department of Mines & Energy, S.A. (MESA), Santos

Ltd, Boral Energy Resources (formerly SAGASCO) and Wiltshire Geological Services.

L5.1 Well datø

Since 1963, when Gidgealpa 2 flowed commercial quantities of gas from Permian

sandstones, exploration in the study area has targeted the Permian strata in the Cooper Basin

and Jurassic and Cretaceous rocks in the overlying Eromanga Basin. As a result, drilling in

most wells stopped before reaching the Warburton Basin, and only a limited number of wells

have intersected more than 100m of 'Warburton Basin section. Only seven wells intersected

more than 100m of the Kalladeina Formation, and five of these wells have limited cores.

Most of cores recovered cover only short intervals (average 3m), and there are gaps of 50 to

100m between successive cores. Cuttings were usually collected every 3 to 15m. About 21

key wells with more than 100m of 'Warburton Basin section together with another 30 wells

have been studied in terms of core, cuttings, and log data (Fig. 1.7). Although Kalladeina 1

contains the most complete stratigraphic record in the basin about 1700m, there is only a

small amount of core remaining. Therefore, Coongie 1, Gidgealpa 1 and Gidgealpa 7 were

more useful key wells for this study.

Most wells have limited wireline log suites, and only the gamma log is available for all

wells. Neutron and density logs were rarely recorded.

1.5.2 Seismic data

The Warburton Basin is generally not very well imaged on the large volume of seismic data

which has been acquired in the study area. Processing is optimised for the overlying Cooper

and Eromanga Basin rocks, and in many cases, data from the underlying section were either

not acquired, or were not processed. Thick Permian coals substantially reduce signal

penetration and have consequently degraded imaging of the'Warburton section in the present

structurally low areas. Only 2-D, variable area-wiggle trace paper sections were available

for this study. Seismic lines are 1973 to 1992 surveys, and most of sections were recorded in

1980s because they are long regional lines. Only a few wells have checkshot surveys for the

Warburton Basin intersections. Most of them, however, are unmigrated, making

interpretation of highly deformed areas of the'Warburton Basin more difficult.

8
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1.6 Sample collecting and techniques

1.6.1 Structural geology and volcanology

The backstripping method has been used on several digitised key seismic lines, aiming to

remove the effects of deformation and reconstruct the pre-deformation setting.

Volcanic facies analysis has been carried out on a number of Cambrian samples in order to

differentiate volcanic phases and reveal their sedimentary setting. Eight new samples have

been geochemically analysed in order to assess their association with the tectonic setting'

1.6.2 Sequence stratigraphy

Sequence stratigraphy using Exxon methods (e.g. in Payton, ed.,1977; Vail in Bally, 1987)

was applied in this study. More than 160 seismic lines have been carefully selected through

whole Eastern'Warburton Basin. Vertical well-log sequence analysis of the key wells have

been carried out. 'Wireline logs of about 40 wells have been tied to the seismic lines by

synthetic seismograms, some of which were generated by Santos Ltd and Boral Energy

Resources. Additional synthetic seismograms are generated by a tie-point method in the

"Geolog" software package.

1.6.3 Sedimentology and diagenesis

All the representative wells which penetrated the eastem Warburton Basin have been

lithologically logged and described in detail. Due to limited coring intervals, many cores

have been examined at centimetre scale. Cuttings of the type section wells and some key

wells are also examined at a centimeter scale. About 200 thin sections are made from core

and cuttings samples, MESA provided all their relevant thin sections, and funded additional

thin sections (Appendix II). Petrography has been done on more than 350 thin sections.
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X-ray diffraction (XRD) technique has been used for routine mineralogy determination of

most samples (Appendix IV). X-ray fluorescence (XRF) has been used to geochemically

analyse volcanic rocks. Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM), cathodoluminescence (CL)

and microprobe analyses have been carried on carbonate rocks including potential reservoir

rocks to reveal their diagenetic environment and history, and porosity development, this

work will be published elsewhere.

Wireline log analysis includes the annotation of described core to log values and recognition

of the attributes of curve shapes. This analysis is essential for interpreting lithologies when

limited cores are available.

1.6.4 Palaeontology ønd biostratigraphy

More than 1000 fossil specimens had been extracted from 12 key wells by Daily and

Gatehouse in 1960 to 1970, and additional samples have been collected and extracted by

myself. All the specimens have been described and classified according to modern

taxonomic practice. Biostratigraphical analyses have been used to establish a

biostratigraphic framework for the Warburton Basin based on trilobite and conodont

assemblages. These have been compared with the Australian Middle Cambrian to Early

Ordovician zonal scheme established largely in the Georgina Basin.
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CHAPTER 2

Lithostratigraphy

2.1 Introduction

Wopfner (1972) defined the Warburton Basin as mainly the Cambrian to Devonian

successions in the northeastern area of South Australia. Kapel (1966a, b) recognised four

lithostratigraphic units: volcanics, a red bed sequence, Middle to Upper Cambrian ca¡bonate

dominated sediments; and an Ordovician siliciclastic dominated sequence. Sprigg (1967)

informally named a thick red bed sequence as the "Innamincka Red Beds" comprising red

siltstone, bioturbated shale, and minor fine-grained sandstone. Gatehouse (1983b) formally

defined three major stratigraphic units: the Mooracoochie Volcanics, Kalladeina Formation

and Dullingari Group. According to his original definition, the Mooracoochie Volcanics

embrace all the major volcanics encountered in the basin, including trachyte, rhyolite, and

possibly andesite in Murteree A1; the Kalladeina Formation comprises limestone, dolomite,

shale, siltstone and sandstone, and minor tuffs; the Dullingari Group lumps pyritic shale,

siltstone, and minor sandstone characterised by a high degree of induration, probably to the

zeolite facies of metamorphism, and also glauconitic bioturbated sandstone and siltstone.

Spatial occuffence of these units was mapped on well data (Gatehouse, 1986). Recently, a

new stratigraphic unit Pando Formation has been named (Gravestock et aI., 1995), and

represents a unit of bioturbated, glauconitic sandstone containing abundant zircons; with

minor interbedded siltstone and shale.

Because these stratigraphic units were named from different wells, no direct contacts

between them can be observed within single wells except for an unconformable contact

between the Mooracoochie Volcanics and Kalladeina Formation. Thus the units are based

on short sections from different and widely spaced wells and with distinct wireline log

characteristics (Fig. 2.1). Additionally, tectonic deformation caused uneven distribution of

these units; this plus insufficient drilling and fossil data makes the establishment of a corect

lithostratigraphic sequence and correlation between wells across the basin very difficult.
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Therefore, the lithostratigraphic relationships of these major units still remain elusive; a

tentative lithostratigraphic column was provided by Gravestock et al. (1995) and Gravestock

(in Drexel & Preiss, 1995) (Fig. 1.3). An integrated study of palaeontology, sedimentology

and sequence stratigraphy has been attempted in order to improve stratigraphic knowledge of

the basin. Both good fossil evidence and direct stratigraphic boundary relationships permit a

comprehensive study of the Kalladeina Formation and the underlying Mooraccochie

Volcanics in detail. In this chapter, these two units will be briefly introduced, other units

will be reviewed and discussed in terms of their lithology, distribution, sedimentation and

limited palaeontological evidence.

2.2 Mooracoochie Volcanics

2.2.1 Lithofucies and distribution

The Mooracoochie Volcanics were defined by Gatehouse (1983a, b) who nominated the type

section in Gidgealpa 3 (Fig. 2.L). A detailed study of volcanic facies analysis,

sedimentology, and geochemistry (Chapter 4) indicates that the unit comprises mainly acid

to intermediate lava including rhyodacite, dacite and latite, and minor basalt; also

ignimbrites and associated volcaniclastic rocks including syn-eruptive hyaloclastites and

carbonate rocks. In addition there are also epiclastic conglomerates and sandstones. Their

distribution and correlation between key wells are also discussed in Chapter 4.

2.2.2 Palaeontology ønd øge

Because the Mooracoochie Volcanics have not yet been fully penetrated, the lower boundary

is unknown. Fossil fragments including trilobites, brachiopods and some encrusting

microbes are recovered from skeletal, peloidal wackestone / packstone which is a mixture of

carbonate and lava clasts indicating syn-intrusive hyaloclastite resedimented in a shallow

marine environment.

In Gidgealpa I, a glassy basalt or basalt breccia unit also contain several fossiliferous cherty

pebbles yielding some trilobites and hyolithids.

The presence of trilobites and other marine fossils indicates that the age of the unit is as old

as Early Cambrian, and is at least older than the Templetonian age as constrained by the

overlying Kalladeina Formation.
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2.3 Vuggy Dolomite

2.3.1 Lithofacies and distribution

There is a dolomite unit containing wggy and fracture porosity (Pl. 1, A, D-F) which has

been included within the lower part of the Kalladeina Formation (Gatehouse, 1983b;

Gravestock in Drexel & Preiss, 1995). However, this unit does not exist in the type section

in Kalladeina 1, and was recognised only in several wells in the Gidgealpa area. Therefore,

it may be a separate new rock unit, and the section in Gidgealpa 5 is suggested to be the type

section because ofbetter preservation and recovery ofcore.

Complete dolomitisation and karstification have created secondary vuggy and

intercrystalline porosity in this unit whose precursor limestone fabric is difficult to

reconstruct. Carroll (1990) suggested the precursor to be wackestone, wheareas Gravestock

& Gatehouse (1995) postulated ooid grainstone. On the surface of the polished core slab of

this dolomite, 'ghosts' of former oncoids and intraclasts (Pl. 1, A, D) are more or less

recognisable, 'ghosts' of fragments of trilobites and echinoderms (Pl. 1, B) and calcified

cyanobacteria are also observed in thin sections by using the white card method (Pl. 1, C).

Therefore, the precursor of this dolomite unit may be oncoid-intraclastic wackestone /

packstone, which was possibly deposited in a peritidal environment (Sun et aI.,1994).

2.3.2 Palneontology and. age

Since the unit has been totally replaced by dolomite, only a few 'ghosts' of trilobite

skeletons and possible Girvanellø oncoids can be recognised petrographically. The age of

the unit can only be assumed to be early Templetonian / Ordian because that is the age of the

immediately overlying strata.

2.4 Kalladeina Formation

2.4.1 Lithofacies and distribution

The Kalladeina Formation was originally defined as early Middle to late Late Cambrian,

carbonate-dominated strata unconformably overlying the Mooracoochie Volcanics

(Gatehouse, 1983b). It comprises two major types of lithologies representing two stages of

deposition. The early stage comprises mainly carbonate dominated lithologies including

bioclastic wackestone, packstone, grainstone, dolomitic limestone, siltstone and shale, shale
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/ lime mudstone interbeds; and indicates a relatively broad shelf to basin depositional system

(Chapter 5,7). The late stage consists of mainly mixed siliciclastic/carbonate lithologies

including shale, siltstone, sandstone and minor sandy limestone; probably representing a

shallow marine shelf deposit (Chapter 6).

2.4.2 Palaeontology and age

Compared with other formations in the basin, the Kalladeina Formation has the best fossil

control, represented by 11 fossil assemblage zones (Fig. 3.3). These assemblage zones

ensure that the formation has a time span from early Middle Cambrian to Early Odovician

(Chapter 3).

2.5 Dullingari Group

2.5. I Lithofacies and distribution

Gatehouse (1983a, b) defined the Dullingari Group. In its type section well, Dullingari 1,

there are two different units: a lower dark grey to black pyritic shale and an upper greenish

siltstone and shale, separated by a thin bed of pebbly sandstone or breccia.

Since the Dullingari Group was named by Gatehouse (1983b), intersections in more than

200 wells in the southern part of the eastern 'Warburton Basin have been assigned to the

Dullingari Group, and contain lithologies varying from siltstone, glauconitic sandstone to

conglomerate or breccia and metasiltstone, and pyritic shale. I suggest that the Dullingari

Group should be limited dark grey to black, pyritic shale (early stage), greenish

siltstone/shale (late stage), and minor pebbly sandstone in the middle. Other beds of totally

different lithology should be excluded from the Dullingari Group. These include 1)

bioturbated glauconitic sandstone rich in heavy minerals in the Daralingie area - now called

the Pando Formation (Gravestock et al., 1995), and 2) a clean sandstone unit with green

shale clasts found in Mudrangie 1, Coonatie 1 and possibly some Merrimelia wells -

proposed to be the Mudrangie Sandstone (see below).

The lower unit comprises dark grey to black horizontally laminated siltstone and shale, with

abundant pyrite nodules and wavy black streaks of unknown composition along the bedding

planes (Pl. 2, B-D). It is widespread in the south eastern part of the eastern Warburton

Basin, Murteree 1 to the west, and Kidman 1 to the east or possibly to Orientos 1. Dark grey

to black pyritic mudstone and shale finely interlaminated with minor starved-ripple
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siltstone/sandstone lobes normally indicates a starved basinal facies according to (Scholle er

¿1. in Scholle et al., eds., 1983). This unit has been deformed by later tectonic movement,

resulting in steep dips, folding, fracturing and development of quartz veinlets and sulphide

mineralisation. An extreme case was observed in Strzelecki 1 and possibly Lycosa 1 which

contains a thin mineralised breccia.

There is a feldspathic sandstone which is often overlain by or interbedded with the light grey

to dark grey shale, such as in Pandieburra 1, Kalanna 1, Putamurdie 1 and Toolachee 9.

According to their interfingering relationship and geographic proximity, they probably form

a facies association. A turbidite style of deposition was suggested for the unit in Dullingari 1

by Gatehouse and Cooper (1986).

Between the lower and upper units there is a thin breccia or pebbly sandstone unit only

partly recovered in core 29, Dullingari 1. It is about 14.5m thick over the interval 2973.63-

2988.14m (9156-9503.6 feet) (Harrison & Greer, 1963). It contains slightly rounded clasts

including semiconsolidated sandstone, siltstone and shale, basalt, and few rounded carbonate

pebbles (Pl. 3, C-E) within a matrix of medium sized sandstone (Pl. 3, F). This pebbly

sandstone unit has disrupted the surrounding or "background" lithified black shaly layers (Pl.

3, G) which suggests that the breccia forms part of a slump deposit.

In Dullingari 1, the upper greenish laminated siltstones and shales apparently differ from the

lower black pyritic shale by their colour, being much less deformed, and lacking abundant

pyrite nodules along bedding planes. In this siltstone / shale dominated sequence, slumping,

scoured surfaces (Pl. 3, B)and microfolding (P1.3, H) are also observed. These sedimentary

structures, sharp-based and consistent siltstone / shale couplets with fine horizontal

lamination suggest that these sediments were deposited on a slope or at a slope front.

Either the black pyritic shale or greenish siltstone / shale facies in the Dullingari Group

could be a lateral (basinal) facies variation of the Kalladeina Formation because of their

similar lithofacies. Furthermore, an altered basalt overlies the black pyritic shale in

Mudlalee 1 (Pl. 2, E). This probably indicates an important basic volcanic event during

deposition of the pyritic shale of the Dullingari Group, suggesting a lateral facies

relationship between the Dullingari Group, the Murteree-Jena basalt and Kalladeina

Formation. Finally, some lime mudstone clasts showing vague peloidal fabric are found in

the pyritic mudstone / shale in Pinna 1; this also indicates that fine-grained carbonate

breccias have been resedimented in this pyritic shale. If this correlation is correct, at least
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the lower part of the Dullingari Group could be a lateral facies association of the Kalladeina

Formation.

2.5.2 Palaeontology and age

Trilobite - brachiopod - calcified cyanobacteria assemblage.

Several bioclastic limestone pebbles from the breccia in core 29, Dullingari I are

fossiliferous, containing fragments of trilobites, brachiopods, hyoliths (Orthotheca),

Epiphyton, and a possible archaeocyathid (Daily in Harrison and Greer, 1962). In addition, a

bioclastic wackestone pebble from the breccia in the same core, yields trilobites,

brachiopods and calcispheres (Pl. 3, E).

Other fauna

Large (cm size) spicules are found in cherty siltstone / shale in Brumby 1 (Pl. 3, A), and

similar spicules are also observed in Kallana I (Gravestock, pers., comm., 1992).

Graptolite assemblage

Several graptolite faunas were reported from shale in core 9, Pandieburra 1 by Daily (1963):

vague traces of graptolites as flattened impressions, and a branching form suggestive of

Clinograptus. However, he pointed out "it is impossible with the scanty material available

to get any perfectly satisfactory identification". Graptolite assemblages were also reported in

Dullingari 1 by Öpik & Jones (1962):1) biserial graptolites (Diplograptids) are abundant in

greenish to grey shale in core 26;2) fragments of uniserial graptolites found in pyritic shale

in core 30 and 31; 3) other fragments of graptolites also in core 2'l .

An Early Ordovician age was suggested based on 'uniserial graptolites' (Öpik, & Jones,

1962) from pyritic shale in core 30 and core 31, Dullingari 1; a Middle to Late Ordovician

age is also inferred from the appearance of biserial graptolites, possible diplograptids (Öpik,

& Jones, 1962) for the fauna from core 26, Dullingari 1. An Early to Middle Ordovician age

has been suggested for the fauna in core 9, Pandieburra I because of its bearing possible

Clino graptøs (Daily, 1963).

Gatehouse (pers. comm., 1995) saw the above material years ago, and considers that the

material was quite difficult to recognise positively. The specimens were located on small
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areas of bedding planes sheared by microfaulting. He, Gravestock (MESA) and I have failed

to fine any graptolites in either Dullingari I and Pandieburra 1 or other wells.

Since the graptolites were reported as vague traces, and are not available for this study, I

cannot comment on them. The age of the Dullingari Group was based on these unreliable

fossils, and thus this succession needs to be restudied.

2.6 "Innamincka Red Beds"

2.6.1 Lithofacies and distribution

This unit was named informally by Sprigg (1961) for a thick red bed unit based on the type

section extensively cored in Innamincka 1, (Fig. 2.1). Innamincka Formation is suggested to

replace "Innamincka Red Beds", and with its lower portion interfingering with the top part of

the Kalladeina Formation (Gravestock ¿/ al., 1995; Gravestock in Drexel & Preiss, 1995).

However, I suggest that the top part of the Kalladeina Formation and the "Innamincka Red

Beds" are probably diachronous deposits (Chapter 8).

In the type section, the "Innamincka Red Beds" unit can be subdivided into two members: a

lower part dominanted by red colour, and near top part dominanted by green colour. The red

interval is much thicker, and dominated by homogeneous red mudstone, shale, siltstone and

intraclastic sandstone containing iron-rich rims (Pl. 4, A-8, F). Cross lamination and severe

bioturbation (Pt. 4, C) are also common. The upper interval is greenish, flat laminated,

glauconitic, more sandy, and with more calcite cement (Pl. 4, E) than the underlying red

beds, which probably causes a distinct neutron log shift (Fig. 2.1)'

The "Innamincka Red Beds" have been suggested to be deposited in a shallow marine

environment (Ludbrook, 1961). Gravestock (in Hibburt,1992, 1993; in Drexel & Preiss,

1995) interpreted it to be an extensive shallow subtidal environment, with its glauconitic

sandstone intertonguing with thin sandy, glauconitic limestone often containing Nuia debris.

Zang (1993b) recognised several facies associations, and interpreted them to be a delta

deposit interfingering with a shallow carbonate shelf deposit of the top part of the Kalladeina

Formation, and also with an estuarine glauconitic sandstone in the Pando and Daralingie

areas.

The "Innamincka Red Beds" in all have a wide distribution through the northeastern side of

the eastern Warburton Basin, and may extend southwards to the Moomba area and even the
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Pando-Daralingie region (Zang, 1993a, b). The red beds in Innamincka2,4, Packsaddle 3,

5, Merrimelia 1,2,3, 5 and possibly J are all comparable in lithology.

2.6.2 Palaeontology ønd age

Ludbrook (in Ryan, 1961) originally designated the unit as possibly as young as Devonian

age on the basis of a lithological comparison with the Devonian of the Adavale Basin and

also on a possible Lingula sp found in core 18, Innamincka 1. However, later re-

examination of the fossil fragments indicates that they are not actually Lingula sp.

(Ludbrook, pers. coÍìm., in Moore & Jones, 1930). The age of these fragments remains

unresolved. A few dark coloured pteridophyte spores recovered from calcareous siltstone in

core lT,Innamincka 1 were dated as not older than Silurian (Balme, in Ryan, 1961). Tracks

attributed to trilobites occurring in the "Innamincka Red Beds" led to a comparison between

the unit and the Middle Cambrian Lake Frome Group or Early Cambrian Billy Creek

Formation in the Arrowie Basin (Daily in Papalia, 1965; Moore & Jones, 1980).

The unit was also considered to be equivalent to the basal siltstone / minor sandy limestone

unit containing Early Ordovician conodonts in Packsaddle 1 (Cooper, 1986) because of their

simitar lithologies and geographical proximity (Gatehouse, 1986). Therefore, the age of the

"Innamincka Red Beds" was changed to Early Ordovician. However, this study indicates

that the conodont-producing rock in Packsaddle 1 belongs to the Kalladeina Formation

rather than the "Innamincka Red Beds" (Chapter 8).

A fragmentary spicule which has been extracted by acid treatment from a light green pebble

enclosed within laminated siltstone / fine sandstone (P1.4, D), core 21, Innamincka 1'

However, this worn spicule could come from the underlying eroded limestone. Some small

fragmentary bryozoan fossils (Pl. 4, F; Pl. 5, A-C) are observed in thin sections of a

relatively clean, well sorted quartzose sandstone in core 17, Merrimelia2 (P1.4' F). These

bryozoa are shallow marine fossils, and indicate an age at least younger than Early

Ordovician although the present material is too small and fragmentary to provide further age

control. From the seismic interpretation, the horizon yielding the bryozoan fossils is

approximately at the base of the "Innamincka Red Beds", and also above the top of the

Kalladeina Formation, thus the "Innamincka Red Beds" are not older than Early Ordovician

Arenig age.
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2.7 Pando Formation

2.7.1 Lithofacies and distribution

Gravestock (in Hibburt , 1992, 1993; Gravestock et aL 1995) defined the Pando Formation as

a glauconitic sandstone (Pl. 6, E-F) and siltstone / shale unit, which used to be assigned to

the Dullingari Group in the Daralingie-Pando-Boxwood area by Gatehouse (1986) and

Taylor et at. (1991). The sandstone is bioturbated (Pl. 6, F), fine to coarse grained, with

abundant glauconite and heavy minerals (particularly rich in detrital zircons), and is

interbedded with buff-grey occasionally pyritic siltstone / shale.

This formation was suggested to be older than the Early Cambrian Mooracoochie Volcanics

(Gravestock et a1.,1995) based on their relative stratigraphic positions: 1) shale in Boxwood

1 is overlain by sandstone then Mooracoochie Volcanics, and 2) in Gidgealpa 5 (core 27) a

thin (few cms) sandstone with similar lithology to the Pando sandstone is found enclosed

within the Mooracoochie Volcanics.

The thin (about 5cm thick) horizontally laminated fine sandstone interbed within the

Mooracoochie Volcanics in Gidgealpa 5 may indicate a shallow marine, possibly shoreline

deposit formed over a short duration between volcanic eruptions, or it represents a lithic

clast accidentally picked up during the volcanic lava flow. The second possibility is more

likely because the lava beds above and below are exactly the same, and so far no other well

shows the vertical sequence with the Mooracoochie Volcanics interbedded with this type of

sandstone. Therefore, it is unlikely that the sedimentary deposit with the volcanics could

extend to 197m thick as occurred in the type Pando Sandstone. Both in Gidgealpa 5 and

Gidgealpa 7, volcanogenic sandstones comprise abundant volcanic lithics and fragments

including characteristic volcanic (ß) quartz with euhedral, bipyramidal outlines and

embayments, and altered feldspar and groundmass. These sandstones differ totally from

clean, glauconitic sandstone with well rounded quartz grains, locally showing overgrowths

in Pando 1.

The Pando Formation was suggested to be unconformably overlain by the Dullingari Group

(Gravestock et a\.,1995) since the rock units in several wells nearby belong to the Dullingari

Group (Taylor et aL, 1991). If it is true, there is a long period of erosion before the

Dullingari Group was laid down. However there seems little evidence of uplift such as

might be expected for an early Middle Cambrian to Middle Ordovician hiatus'
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More recently, the Pando Formation was revised as the Pando Sandstone and suggested to be

equivalent to sandstone bed of the upper part of the "Innamincka Red Beds" (Zang, 1993a,

b). The Pando Sandstone in Pando I is believed to be coeval with the sandstone

conformably overlying the red intervals of the "Innamincka red beds" in Merrimelia2 (Zang,

1993b). Gravestock (pers. comm., 1996) recognises this sandstone but considers it to be

younger and distinct from his Pando Formation (Mudrangie Sandstone, see below).

The Pando Formation is suggested herein to be deposited in a marginal marine environment.

Clean, thoroughly bioturbated, glauconitic, mature sandstones indicate relative high energy,

shallow marine condition. Greenish bioturbated siltstone / shale in Boxwood 1 may be its

lateral facies association.

Therefore, the sandstones from the following wells can be correlated: Daralingie 1, 2,

Moolalla 1, and possibly Moomba 3, Cowan 2, Pando South 1. The greenish bioturbated,

slumping siltstone/shale from Pando North 1 and Boxwood 1 could be in a lateral facies

association

2.7.2 Palaeontology and age

No body fossils have been found from the Formation in the type section except burrowing

trace fossils that can only suggest a Cambrian or younger age. However, several small

fragments of bryozoa are observed in a cuttings thin section in Cowan 2 (Gravestock, pers.

comm., 1996), which are probably the same species as those found in the bottom core,

Merrimelia 2. If Cowan 2 does belong to the Pando Formation, the age of the Pando

Formation should be equivalent to the basal part of the "Innamincka Red Beds"; and at least

it is not older than Early Ordovician. Hence the Pando Formation does not interfinger with

the Mooracoochie Volcanics.

2.8 Mudrangie Sandstone

2.8. 1 Lithofacíes and distribution

A white to light grey sandstone unit has been observed from well and seismic data

throughout the northern and western part of the eastern'Warburton Basin. The informal type

section is designated in Mudrangie 1 (Gravestock, pers. coÍì.In., 1995).
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This sandstone unconformably underlies the Cooper Basin strata, and possibly

unconformably overlies the lower part of the "Innamincka Red Beds" based on facies

analysis and seismic inte¡pretation (Chapter 8). The boundary relationship can be observed

from wells such as Merrimelia 2, Innamincka I and seismic profile near Coonatie I and

Mudrangie 1 (Chapter 8).

This unit has a distinct lithology, thus can be used as marker bed to correlate between

isolated wells throughout the basin. It comprises a clean fine to medium grained, fairly well

sorted quartzose sandstone (Pt. 6, C-D, G-I). It is characterised by rounded greenish

mudstone / shale pebbles lined-up along the bedding-planes (Pl. 6' G'I). It comprises

frequent cross-beds and cross laminations, some foresets, and horizontally rhythmic

laminations. Tidal bundle structure (terminology follows Rahmani, 1988) has been observed

from core 6, Merrimelia2 (Zang, 1993b) who suggested that the sandstone with tidal bundle

structure indicates an estuarine channel fill facies. Rounded mud clasts have been

interpreted as rip-up clasts along the scoured surfaces indicating the influence of spring tides

(also storm / hurricane) (Zang, 1993b). The depositional environment of the sandstone is

thought to have been a mixture of shallow marine, at times influenced by fluvial input.

Zang (1993b) correlated this sandstone with the Pando Sandstone. However, the Mudrangie

Sandstone differs from the Pando Formation in having rounded shale / mudstone clasts, and

lacking bioturbation.

The Mudrangie Sandstone includes sandstone unit from Mudrangie 1, Tirrawarra 1, and

possibly the top greenish intervals of Merrimelia 1, Merrimelia 2, and Innamincka 1; and

possibly several sandstone packages formerly assigned to the Dullingari Group such as

Merrimelia 4,6, andPacksaddle 3.

2.8.2 Paløeontology and age

No skeletal body fossils have been found except some spheroidal acritarchs found in the

interbedded green-grey mudstone (Zang, 1993b). Gravestock (pers. comm., 1995) found

Rusophycus in this unit.

2.9 Conclusion

In summary, the present lithostratigraphy in the Warburton Basin can be improved only by

an integrated approach of biostratigraphy, lithostratigraphy, and seismic stratigraphy. The
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better understood lithostratigraphic units and newly suggested units are arranged in

chronologically ascending order: the Mooracoochie Volcanics, Vuggy Dolomite, Kalladeina

Formation, the "Innamincka Red Beds", and finally the Mudrangie Sandstone. The revised

lithostratigraphy will be explained in Chapter I (F'ig. 8.13).

The Pando Formation still remains uncertain both in age and sedimentary origin. It is

possibly equivalent to the basal part of the "Innamincka Red Beds" because of correlation of

the bryozoa.

The lower part of the Dullingari Group may interfinger with the Kalladeina Formation, and

the upper part of the Dullingari Group possibly interfingers either with the part of the upper

part of the Kalladeina Formation or the "Innamincka Red Beds". More palaeontological,

sedimentological, and seismic analysis work is needed before these problems can be solved

satisfactorily.
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Plate L

core slab of vuggy Dolomite, displaying 'ghosts' of former intraclasts and

oncoids, and disrupted thin layers. Core 25,2475'37-2475'5lm (8121'3-8121'15

feet), Gidgealpa 5.

Photomicrograph of Vuggy Dolomite, displaying 'ghosts' of possible fragments of

trilobites and echinoderms. Sample g4oTS32, core 25,2474.37m (8118 feet)'

Gidgealpa 5.

Photomicrograph of Vuggy Dolomite, showing 'ghosts' of calcified cyanobacteria;

plane polarised light using the white card method. sample 6841RSI14, cote 25'

2475.37-2475.5lm (S121 -3-812L75 feet), Gidgealpa 5'

Core slab of Vuggy Dolomite, showing 'ghosts' of former spherical and elliptical

oncoids and intraclasts; the slab also shows good fracture and minor vuggy

porosity. Core 25, 2474.37m(Sl lS feet), Gidgealpa 5'

E-F. Photomicrograph of vuggy porosity within vuggy Dolomite, illustrating zoned and

euhedral dolomite rhombs lining a vug. Authigenic quartz is also present' E'

plane polarised light; F, CL, Kv=14'8' pA =360' 17'58 second' Sample

940TS153, core 25,2475.59m(8122 feet), Gidgealpa 5'
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A.

C.

D.

E.

Plzte 2

Photomicrograph of pyritic mudstone / shale, indicating that several micritic

carbonate clasts have been resedimented into it. Sample 6941RS141, core 3,

2579.83m(8464 feet), Pinna 1.

Photomicrograph of pyritic shale, showing many wavy, parallel black streaks

enhance the lamina. Sample 7041RS369, core 31, 3319.88m (10892 feet),

Dullingari l.

Core slab of pyritic shale, showing wavy laminae enhanced by pyrite and wavy

black streaks. Core 31,3319.88m (10892 feet), Dullingari 1.

Core slab of laminated pyritic shale, displaying light grey and dark grey colour

alteration, some laminae are entirely composed of pyrite. Core 2, 2079.58m

(6822.8 feet), Mudlalee 1. Scale bar = 3cm.

Core slab of laminated pyritic mudstone and overlying altered basalt, displaying

a scoured surface. Core 2,2079.16m (6821.4feet), Mudlalee 1. Scale bar = 3cm.

Core slab of laminated mudstone / shale, showing altered light and dark grey

laminae, and some starved ripples (top right). Core L, 2619.8m (8792 feeÙ,

Lycosa 1.
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A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

G

H.

F

Plate 3

photomicrograph of silicified spicules within siltstone, with both longitudinal and

transverse sections. Sample 704 1 RS347, core 4, 2348 -l8m (17 04 feet), Brumby I'

photomicrograph of a scoured surface within laminated siltstone / shale of the

Dullingari Group. Core 27 ,2893.11m (9494 feet), Dullingari 1.

photomicrograph of pebbly sandstone of the Dullingari Group, showing varlous

shaped pebbles including semiconsolidated sandstone (s), siltstone and shale (sh),

basalt (b), and few rounded carbonate pebbles (ls). Sample 7041RS365, cole 29,

2981.95m (9803 feet), Dullingari 1.

photomicrograph of a basalt pebble, which comprises elongated feldspar laths

Sample 7041RS365, core 29,2987 95m (9803 feet), Dullingari I

Photomicrograph of a trilobite floatstone pebble, which contains fragments of

trilobites, brachiopods and calcispheres. sample 7041RS365, core 29, 2987.95m

(9303 feet), Dullingari I

photomicrograph of the pebbly sandstone, showing its coarse and immature lithic

sandy matrix. Sample 7041RS365, core 29,2987 '95m (9803 feet), Dullingari I

Core slab of pebbly sandstone, which has disrupted the surrounding or

,,background" lithified black shaly layers. Sample 7041RS365, core 29,2987 -64-

2987.83m (9802-9802.58 feet), Dullingari I

Photomicrograph of a microfold within laminated siltstone / shale of the

Dullingari Group. Sample 940TS75, 2806.66m (9208.2 feet), core 26'

Dullingari 1.

core slab of greenish laminated siltstone / shale of the Dullingari Group. core 27 ,

2893.52-2893.7 7 m (9 493.|7 -9 49 4feet), core 26, Dullingari 1 .
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Plate 4

A-8. Photomicrograph of stained thin section of a calcite-rich siltstone layer within red

mudstone of the "Innamincka Red Beds". The siltstone has iron-rich rims around

quartz grains and aggregates and displays poikilotopic calcite cement. A, plane

polarised light, B, cross polarised light. Core 21, 2510.02m (8235 feet),

Innamincka l.

c. Core slab of severely bioturbated red mudstone of the "Innamincka Red Beds",

showing various burrows. Core22,2558.79m (8395 feet),Innamincka 1.

D. Core slab of red mudstone of the "Innamincka Red Beds"; showing a calcite-rich

coarser siltstone / sandstone layer, in which some green granules are concentrated.

Core 21, around 2510.02m (8235 feet), Innamincka 1.

E. Core slab of greenish, flat laminated, glauconitic, siltstone of the "Innamincka

Red Beds". Core 17, around 2194.26m (7199 feet), Gidgealpa l.

Photomicrograph of a coarse sandstone with granules of bryozoan debris (near

bottom) and other composite clasts of siltstone, quartz grains are rounded and

surrounded by iron-rich rims. Sample 6942R5324, core ll ,3965.75m (1301 I feet),

Merrimelia 2.
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Plate 5

Photomicrograph of a fragmentary bryozoan preserved in a granule-sized sandstone

of the "Innamincka Red Beds". Sample 6942R5324, core I7,3965.15m (13011

feet), Merrimelia 2.

Photomicrograph of a fragmentary bryozoan preserved in a granule-sized sandstone

of the "Innamincka Red Beds". Sample 6942R5324, core I7,3965.75m (13011

feet), Merrimelia 2.

Photomicrograph of a fragmentary bryozoan preserved in a granule-sized sandstone

of the "Innamincka Red Beds". There is a bubble (middle) due to thin section

preparation. Sample (137596), core 17, 3965.14m (13009 feet), Menimelia 2.
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Plate 6

A-8. Photomicrograph of glauconitic siltstone / sandstone of the Pando Formation,

showing scattered porosity (stained in blue). A, plane polarised light; B, cross

polarised light. Sample 6941RS89, cuttings thin section,2548.l3m (8360 feet),

Moolalla 1.

C-D. Photomicrograph of clean mature quartzose sandstone of the "Mudrangie

Sandstone". C, plane polarised light; D, cross polarised light. Sample

6942RS314,318455m (10448 feet), core 11, Mudrangie 1.

E. Photomicrograph of glauconitic sandstone in the type section of the Pando

Formation. Sample 940TS 126,l7l1.5m (5812 feet), core 5, Pando l.

Core slab of the bioturbated glauconitic sandstone in the type section of the Pando

Formation. Core 5,1773.4m (5818.24 feet), Pando l.

G. Core slab of steeply dipping and fractured clean quartzose sandstone of the

"Mudrangie Sandstone", containing cross lamination and aligned greenish mud

clasts. Core 11, 3184.5m (10448 feet), Mudrangie 1.

H. Core slab of quartzose sandstone of the "Mudrangie Sandstone", and interbedded

greenish shale. The sandstone displays cross bedding and mud clasts. Core 8,

3 170.83-3 170.95m (10403-10403.4 feet), Coonatie l.

Core slab of greenish quartzose sandstone of the "Mudrangie Sandstone",

showing cross bedding, large rounded greenish mud clasts and patchy siderite

cement (right bottom). Core 8, 3168.85-3169.0m (10396.5-10397 feet),

Coonatie l.
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CHAPTER 3
Biostratigraphy

3.1 Introduction

The V/arburton Basin is one of the least known basins in Australia in terms of its

stratigraphy, depositional history and relationships with adjacent basins. There are five

stratigraphic units recognised within the Cambrian to Ordovician, and possibly younger

successions of the Warburton Basin. In originally suggested ascending order they are: the

Early Cambrian Pando Formation (Gravestock et al., 1995), the Early Cambrian

Mooracoochie Volcanics, the Middle to Late Cambrian Kalladeina Formation and Early to

Middle Ordovician Dullingari Group (Gatehouse,l983a, b), and the Devonian "Innamincka

Red Beds" (Sprigg, 1967). Because they are named from short sections in different wells, no

contacts between these units have been intersected except for the Kalladeina Formation

directly overlying the Mooracoochie Volcanics. Therefore, their lithostratigraphic

relationships cannot be positively established, and their individual ages were determined

either by preliminary palaeontological reports or assumed from apparent lateral lithofacies

relationships (Gatehouse, 1983a, b, 1986; Gravestock,l990a, 1990b, Hibburt, 1992;Zang,

1992,1993a, I993b; Alexander & Frears, 1995).

Palaeontological investigations in the 'Warburton Basin have been carried out since the

1960s. Trilobites, conodonts, brachiopods, small shelly fossils, and graptolites have been

found in the Delhi-Santos petroleum exploration wells and reported in well completion

reports of Gidgealpa 1, 5, andT (Daily, 1964, 1965, 1966; Öpik, 1966); Coongie 1 (Daily,

1970) and Kalladeina 1 (Daily, 1967); Dullingari 1 (Öpik and Jones, 1962;Da\ly, 1962);

Pandieburra 1 (Daily, 1963); and Innamincka I (Ludbrook, 1961). These initial studies

provided preliminary age control of the Cambrian biostratigraphy of the Kalladeina

Formation. Later, a conodont fauna from Packsaddle 1 was documented with illustrations

and proper identifications, and suggested to have a possible Early Ordovician Arenigian age

(Cooper, 1986). This has been supported by an acritarch study of Zang (L992).

A detailed systematic palaeontology (Part II in this thesis) has been carried out on fossil

material carefully chosen from more than one thousand specimens collected by Dr Daily, Mr

Gatehouse and myself. These specimens were extracted from core material out of wells
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including Gidgealpa 1,5, and 7, Kalladeina 1, Packsaddle 1, Charo 1, Daer l,Innamincka 1

and Wantana 1. Necessary laboratory extractions by acid-digestion were attempted, and

resulted in discovery of important conodont material from Charo 1, Coongie 1 and Wantana

1. Abundant silicified fossils from Mr Gatehouse's collection have been kindty transferred

from the Australian Geological Survey Organisation to me for this study. The graptolite

specimens collected from Dullingari 1 and Pandieburra 1 by Drs Öpik and Jones could not

be located. Palaeontological study of these fossils, especially trilobites and conodonts has

resulted in recognition of eight Cambrian and three Ordovician fossil assemblages. These

assemblages are recognised from eight key wells, and potential correlations among these

wells are analysed (Fig.3.1).

The standard Australian Middle Cambrian and Early Ordovician biochronological timescales

are established on the biostratigraphy developed essentially in the Georgina and Amadeus

Basins (Shergold, 1989; 1995). About eleven biostratigraphic stages have been named,

consisting of more than thirty index trilobite and conodont assemblage zones (Shergold,

1995).

' Because the fossils in the'Warburton Basin were recovered from discontinuous drill cores

and sometimes are poorly preserved, index taxa such as formal zone fossils were difficult to

find. Many gaps occur between the following established assemblages. Nevertheless, the

fossils from Assemblage 1, Assemblage 2, Assemblage 3 and Assemblage 10 provide

convincing trilobite and conodont faunas with index taxa or representative forms in the

Georgina and Amadeus Basins. The present detailed biostratigraphic and palaeontological

study provides a basis to constrain the time framework of the strata, especially the Middle

Cambrian to Early Ordovician sequence, and improves understanding of the lithostratigraphy

and intrabasinal well to well relationships, as well as interbasinal and intercontinental

correlation.

3.2 Faunal assemblages, age and correlation

Eight assemblages in the Cambrian and three in the Ordovician based on significant age-

diagnostic trilobites and conodonts, are recognised from detailed palaeontological research

(Part II). Each of the assemblages is derived from a single fauna or several coeval faunas

from different wells.
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The eleven fossil assemblages cover a biostratigraphic range from the Middle Cambrian Late

TempletonianÆloran to the Early Ordovician "Arenigian" stages. Therefore, a moie or less

continuous biostratigraphic sequence indicates that the basin as a whole had been

accumulating sediments during virnrally the whole of the Middle Cambrian, Late

TempletonianÆloran to Late Cambrian, Iverian time. However, because no diagnostic

fossils from the latest Cambrian (late Iverian to Payntonian Stages) have been found, it

remains uncertain if this indicates simply a barren record or an erosional hiatus. The

definition of these faunas, and their age significance are described in stratigraphically

ascending order. Possible additional faunas from the Early Cambrian and Ordovician are

also discussed.

Cømbrinn

Early Cambrian: Upper part of Faunal Assemblage2 - Micrina etheridgei

The oldest known Cambrian rocks of the basin are recognised from Amerada McDills I of

the Northern Territory, in the westem Vy'arburton Basin. The lithology encountered in the

bottom-hole core in McDills I is a jointed and fractured, dark brown, microcrystalline

somewhat calcareous, anhydritic dolomite with glauconite and pyrite. This was recognised

as the Early Cambrian Todd River Dolomite by Gilbert-Tomlinson (1965). Nisusia and

Micromitra (Paterina) etheridgei were reported over the interval2935.83-2938.88m (9632-

9642 feet) in core 30, McDills 1. Micromitra (Paterina) etheridgei has been revised as

Micrina etheridgei (Tate, 1892) by Laurie (1986). It is diagnostic of Daily's (1956) Faunal

Assemblage 2 (FAZ). Faunas commonly-associated with Micrina etheridgei (Tate, 1892)

have been recognised in the Amadeus and Arrowie Basins and western New South Wales in

dolostone or dolomitised limestone lithologies. Because of the occuffence of FA2, the

"Todd River Dolomite" equivalent unit in the western'Warburton Basin may be correlated

with the Todd River Dolomite in the eastern Amadeus Basin (Gilbert-Tomlinson in'Wells ¿r

al., 196'l and in V/ells et al., 1970; Laurie & Shergold, 1985), the Mt Baldwin Formation

(Gilbert-Tomlinson, 1965), the Errana Formation and the Red Heart Dolomite (Laurie &

Shergold, 1985; Laurie, 1986) in the Georgina Basin, the Mt V/right Volcanics in New South

Wales (Warner & Harrison,196l; Öpik, 1976; Kruse,1982), and the Ajax and Wilkawillina

Limestones of the Arrowie Basin (Daily, 1956).
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The age of Faunal Assemblage 2 (FA2) was considered by Daily (1912) to be Atdabanian,

and he also suggested the fauna in the Todd River Dolomite to be earliest Atdabanian or late

Tommotian. Kruse & West (1980) studied the archaeocyaths associated with the fauna and

suggested the fauna to be of Atdabanian to early Lenian age. More recent work on the South

Australian Early Cambrian archaeocyaths by Gravestock (1984) led to the subdivision of

FA2 into lower and upper parts. The lower part of FA2 is coeval with the Middle

Atdabanian of South Australia, based on the genera which occur both in South Australia and

Siberia. The appearance of Micrina etheridgei in abundance signals the start of the upper

part of FA2. The phosphatic organisms also support an Atdabanian or younger age (Laurie

in Shergold et aL,1991).

Fauna contemporaneous with and prior to the Mooracoochie Volcanics

In core 17, Kalladeina 1, many volcanic lithics are mixed within skeletal wackestones

containing trilobite debris. This indicates that these trilobites were contemporaneous with

the Mooracoochie Volcanics. Unfortunately, they are only fragmental, and cannot be

identified any further.

A fauna can be recognised from pebbles enclosed within vesicular basalt in core 30,

Gidgealpa 1 and Daily (1964, 1966) reported Biconulites, Girvanella and fragments of

polymerid trilobites. Trilobite genal spines are too fragmentary to be identified any further,

and the poorly preserved "Biconulites" is believed to represent the class Orthothecimorpha

(Kruse, pers. comm., 1993) rather than Biconulites.

Middle Cambrian

Possibly Early Templetonian/Ordian

A vuggy dolomite unit lies between the Mooracoochie Volcanics and a siltstone/shale

interbedded with wackestone/packstone lithofacies producing Assemblage 1 (see below) in

the Gidgealpa area. Only fragments of trilobites and Echinodermata have been found in this

vuggy dolomite by thin section observation, as no further diagnostic fossils survived through

such pervasive dolomitisation.

a
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Late TempletonianÆloran

Assemblage L (Penarosa I Fuchouiafecunda (lL)-- Pentagnostus I Galahetes (lB))

This assemblage comprises several penecontemporaneous faunas extracted from four wells

(Table 1).

Symbols ** indicate that the fossil names were given by previous workers, but have not been

located in the present study.

Table L Kalladeina I

core 16

3453.7-

3455.8m

Gidgealpa 5

core 24

2420.4--

2423.5m

Gidgealpa 7

core 15 core 14

3043.4-- 2948.6.

3047.1m 2952m

Gidgealpa 1

core 24

3842-

3845.1m

TRILOBITA

Diplagnostøs sp.

Peronopsis cf. tramitis (Öpik)

Ptychagnostinae gen. et sp. indet.

Fuchouia? sp.

Xystridura aff. milesi (Chapman)

Penarosa ? sp.

Ptychopariidae gen. et sp. undet. I

Peronopsis sp.

Ptychagnostidae gen. et sp. indet.

Fuchouiafecunda öpik
Penarosa sp.

Pagetia cf . whitehousei Jell

Pentagnostus cf . praecurrens (Westergård)

Peronopsis sp.

Hypagnostus sp.

G alahete s fulc r o s us Opik

Austrosinia dailyi sp. nov.

Pagetia significans (Etheridge Jnr)

Xystridura sp. (Öpik, 1966) **

Diplagnostinae (Öpik, 1966) **

Peronopsis sp.

Penarosø sp.

Pagetia sp.

Goniagnostus (C.) paenerugarøs Öpik

cf ibbus son

X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X
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Table 1(continued)

8m

core 16

3453.1-

Gidgealpa 5

core 24

2420.4--

2423.5m

Gidgealpa

core 15

3043.4--

3047.|m

7

core 14

2948.6-

2952m

Gidgealpa

core 24

3842-

3845.1m

Peronopsis sp. C

Itagnostus cf. elkedraensis (Etheridge

Jnr.)

Valenagnosføs ? sp.

Penarosa cf . vittata Opik

Horonastes oepiki sp. nov.

Pagetia sp.

Dolichometopidae gen. et sp. indet. I

BRACHIOPODA

Inarticulata gen. et sp. indet.

Lingulella sp.2

Lingulella sp. I

Micromitra sp. I

Inarticulata fam. indet.

Tre pto tre ta j uc unda Henderson

& MacKinnon

Orbithele sp.

Micromitra sp. I

Inarticulata fam. indet.

Orthida fam. indet. 1

Obolidae gen. et sp. indet.

MOLLUSCA

Pelagiella sp.

Mellopegma sp.

Scolecondont fam. indet.

COELOSCLERITOPHORA

Chancelloriø sp. A

CALCIFIED CYANOBACTEzuA

Obruchevella sp.

indet.

X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X
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Fauna L: from core 16, Kalladeina 1. The fossils are from dark grey shale or very fine
siltstone, and include: Dipløgnostus sp., Peronopsis sp. cf. p. tramitis (öpik, lg1'g),
Ptychagnostidae gen. et sp., xystridura sp. cf. x. milesi öpik, r9j5, Fuchouia ? sp.,

Penarosa ? sp., and Ptychopariidae gen. et sp. undet. 1, a hyolithomorph indet., and
inarticulate brachiopods.

This fauna is indicative of the Late Templetonian/early Floran Stages because Diplagnostus,

nepeid and Fuchouia are found in the early Floran A. atavus Zone in northern Australia.

Although Xystridura milesi was reported from the Templetonian Beetle Creek Formation of
the Mount Isa region in the Georgina Basin (Öpik, 1915), Xystridura can persist as young as

the P. punctuosusZonein the same basin (Shergold, pers. comm., 1993). Considering the

younger components, the age of this fauna is likely within the early Floran A. atavus Zone.

Fauna 2: from core 24, Gidgealpa 1. The fossils are from dark grey shale or very fine
dolomitic siltstone, bioclastic wackestone/packstone and even sandy grainstone with
phosphatic concretions. They include: Goniagnostus (Criotypus) paenerugatus Öpik, 1979,

Triplagnostus (7.) gibbus (Linnarsson 1869), Itagnostus sp. cf. I. elkedraensis (Etheridge,

1902), Peronopsis sp., Valenagnostus? sp.; Horonastes oepikl sp. nov., Fuchouia fecunda
Öpik, 1982, Penarosa sp. cf. P. vittata Opik, 1970, Pagetia sp., Dolichometopidae gen. et

sp. nov. indet., a hyolithomorph indet., the brachiopods Treptotreta jucunda Henderson &
MacKinnon, Lingulella sp., Orbithele sp., Micromitra sp.,Inarticulata fam. indet., Orthida
fam. indet. I, Pelagiella sp., ?scolecodonts, Chancelloriides, and the calcified cyanobacteria

Girvanella and Obruchevella .

Half of the components of this fauna occur in the early Floran A. atavus Zone in the

Georgina Basin, b:ut Penarosa vittata Öpik, 1970 and Fuchouia fecunda Öpik, 1982 are

found in the Late Floran Euagnostus opimus Zone in northern Australia. Furthermore, the

biofacies and lithofacies of this fauna are very similar to a fauna reported by Öpik (1982,

p.29) from the Georgina Basin in a silty shale; this includes Fuchouia fecunda, Pagetia,

Peronopsis, Hypagnostus, Euagnostus and countless phosphatic brachiopods. Although
neither Euagnostus nor Hypagnostus are found in the present fauna, the remaining

components and associated numerous phosphatic brachiopods, especially Treptotreta

iucunda Henderson & MacKinnon, 1981, have been previously reported by Henderson &
MacKinnon (1981) from the Euagnostus opimus Zone onwards in the Georgina Basin.

Furthermore, the advanced Orthida indet. normally indicates a similar or younger age than

the Euagnostus opimus Zone (Rowell, pers. comm., 1992). Therefore, this fauna may be

equivalent to the Floran A. atavus and Euagnostus opimus Zones of the Georgina Basin.
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Fauna 3: from core 15, Gidgealpa 7. The fauna occurs in dark grey, very fine siltstone
interbedded with ribbon or nodular lime mudstone: Pentagnostø.r sp. cf. p. praecurrens
(Westergård, 1936), Peronopsis sp., Hypagnostus sp., Pagetia significans (Etheridge Jnr.

1902), Galahetes fulcrosus Öpik, 19'75, Austrosinia dailii sp.nov. and Fuchouia fecunda
Öpik, 1982. The presence of Galahetesfulcrosus Opik, 1975 indicates the Templetonian T.

(T.) gibbus Zone (Öpik, 1975) or basal portion of the A. atavus Zone (Shergold, pers.

comm., 1993). The other components have been recorded from either the A. atavus or E.

opimus Zones. Therefore, it should also be equivalent to the Late TempletonianÆloran,

similar in age to Fauna 1 from Kalladeina 1, but may be slightly older than the fauna from
Gidgealpa 1.

Fauna 4: from core 14, Gidgealpa 7. The following fossils were recovered from dark grey

to greenish, finely-laminated, very fine-grained siltstone or shale: Peronopsis sp., Penarosa

sp., Pagetid sp., and unidentified inarticulate brachiopods.

This fauna comes from strata stratigraphically younger than Fauna 3. The presence of
Penarosa sp. and Pagetia sp. probably indicates an age equivalent to the Euagnostus opimus

Zone.

Fauna 5: from core 24, Gidgealpa 5. The following fossils are preserved in black stylolitic,
bioclastic wackestoneþackstone: Peronopsis sp., Fuchouiafecunda Öpik, 1982, Pagetia sp.

cf. P. whitehousei Jell, 1975, Penarosa sp., Lingulella sp., Micromitra sp., Pelagiella sp.,

Mellopegma sp. (E. Zhegzllo, Pal. Inst. Moscow, pers. comm., 1995), Chancellorlø sp.,

Obruchevella sp., Girvanella; and Scolecodont fam. indet..

This fauna is similar to that from Gidgealpa 1 as both contain Fuchouia fecunda, Pagetia

and abundant phosphatic brachiopods, small shelly fossils and scolecodont fam. indet..

This hybrid assemblage can be correlated with those of the Late TempletonianÆloran from
the Georgina Basin described or reported in (Öpik, 1970, 1975, 1979; Shergold, 1989;

Southgate & Shergold, 1991), and more likely equates with the A. atavus to E. opimus

Zones. However, Fauna 1 from core 16, Kalladeina 1, and Fauna 3 from core 15, Gidgealpa

7 , are possibly slightly older than Fauna 2 from core 24, Gidgealpa 1 and Faun a 4 of core 14,

Gidgealpa 7, because of containingXystridura and Galahetes fulcrosus. Therefore, the older

one is suggested to be Assemblage IA. - Pentagnostus I Galahetes, and the younger one is

Assemblage 1B - Penarosa I Fuchouiafecunda although they contain the contents of overlap

of the T. gibbus and A. atavus Zones and overlap of the A. atavus and E opimus Zones. The

same overlap situation also occurs in the Georgina Basin (Southgate & Shergold, 1991),

represented by their parasequence set 2, indicating a transgressive systems tract. That is why

they suggested a hybrid stage Late TempletonianÆloran to represent this complicated period.

It is very interesting that this equivalent fauna in'Warburton Basin is also in an open marine

sedimentary environment in sharp contact with the underlying vuggy dolomite unit,
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representing a back-stepping, transgressive systems tract as proposed by Gravestock

(1990b); the evidence from study of the sedimentology is consistent with this conclusion

(see later chapters). The overlapping of fauna through several fossil assemblage zones

strongly suggests a condensed section within a transgressive systems tract. Thus, this fauna

should be correlated with the Late TempletonianÆloran of central Australia.

In the Warburton Basin the rocks containing this hybrid assemblage are relatively rich in

organic matter. In the dark grey silty limestones interbedded with black shale, Total Organic

Carbon (TOC) reaches upto 0.857o (Appendix m, AMDEL, 1987). This is partially

confirmed by the 'genetic potential' results and kerogen photomicrographs while the interval

from 3350 to 3400m (core 16) in Kalladeina 1 indicates moderate source potential, and

3045m (core 15) in Gidgealpa 7 shows fine sapropelic material (Roberts et a1.,1990).
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UNDILLAN

Assemblage 2 (Doryagnostus magister I Triplagnostus (Aotagnostus) -- Amphoton I
Lisania)

This is based on three faunas from three localities 2

Gidgealpa 7

core 13

2849.3-2852.3m

Gidgealpa 1

core 23

3730.4-3734.\m

Table 2

TRILOBITA

Kalladeina 1

core 14

3201.9-3214.2m

Anomocarella cf . temenus (Walcott)

Anomocarella aff . chinensis Walcott

Manchuriella ? sp.

D o ry a gno s tus ma g is ter (Whitehouse)

D o ry a gno stus aff . ma g is te r (Whitehouse)

Hyp agno s tus clip eus'Whitehouse

Hypagnostus shergoldi sp. nov.

P e ronop s i s laiw uens is (Lorenz)

Triplagno stus (A) c ulmino s us Oplk

Valenagnostus cf. imitans (Öpik)

Axagnostus sp.

Diplagnosløs sp.

Utagnostus sp.

Amphoton cf. marginicrassa Opik

Amphoton moombaensls sp. nov.

Amphoton sp.l
Anomocørella aff. albion 'Walcott

Anomocarella aff . temenus (Walcott, 1905)

Anomocarellidae gen. et sp. indet.

Dolichometopidae gen et sp. indet. 2

Dolichometopidae gen et sp. indet. 3

Dolichometopidae gen et sp. indet. 4

Dorypyge gidgealpaensls sp. nov.

Lisania changi sp. nov.

Solenoparia gatehousel sp. nov.

Nepea sp. I

Nepea sp.2

Menocephalites sp.

X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
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Table 2 (continued) Kalladeina 1

core 14

3201.9-

3214.2m

Gidgealpa 7

core 13

2849.3-

2852.3m

Gidgealpa 1

corc23

3730.4-

3734.|m

TRILOBITA

Ptychopariidae gen. et sp. indet. 1

Ptychopariidae gen. et sp. undet. 2

X
X

BRACHIOPODA

Lingulella sp.2

Treptotreta jucunda Henderson & MacKinnori

Linnarssonia? sp.

Lingulella sp.2

Micromitra sp.2

Micromitra sp. 3

Amictocracens sp.

MOLLUSCA

Lotouchella cf . accordionata Runnegar

& Jell

Intouchella sp.

COELOSCLERITOPHORA

Chancelloria sp.

Pleodioria cf . tomacis öplk
Hyolithomorpha fam. indet.

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

Fauna l,: from core 14, Kalladeina 1. Dark grey shale contains Anomocarella sp. cf. A.

temenus (Walcott, 1905) and Lingulella sp.

f,'auna 2: from core 13, Gidgealpa 7. Light grey to yellowish, oncolitic grainstone contains

Anomocarella sp. aff . A. chinensis'Walcott, 1905, Manchuriella ? sp., and undeterminable

librigena 2.

The presence of the similar forms of Anomocarella temenus (Walcott, 1905) and

Anomocarella chinensis'Walcott, 1905 enables these two faunas to correlate with Fauna 3

from core 23,Gidgealpa 1 (see below).
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Fauna 3: from core 23, Gidgealpa l. Light grey, bioclastic packstone, grainstone

interbedded with tuffaceous siltstone, and sandstone containing abundant dissolution seams

produce agnostid trilobites: Hypagnostus clipeus Whitehouse,1939, H. shergoldl sp. nov. (=

Australian specimen assigned to H. tjernviki Westergård, 1946 by Öpik, 1979),

Doryagnostus magister ('Whitehouse, 1939), Doryagnostus sp. aff D. magister,

Triplagnostus (Aotagnostus) culminosus, Peronopsis laiwuensis (Lorenz, 1906),

Valenagnoslzs sp. cf . V. imitans (Öpik, 1961), Diplagnost¿¿s sp., Axagnostus sp., Utagnostus

sp.; polymerid trilobites: Lisania changi sp. nov., Amphoton moombaensis sp. nov.,

Amphoton sp. cf. A. marginicrassa Öpik, 1982, Solenoparia gatehousei sp. nov, Dorypyge

gidgealpaensls sp. nov., Anomocarella sp. aff. A. albion Walcott, 1905, Anomocarella sp.

aff. A. temenus (Walcott, 1905), Anomocarella sp. aff. A. chinensis (Walcott, 1905), Nepea

sp., Solenopleuridae gen. et sp. indet., and Ptychopariidae gen. et sp. undet.; small shelly

fossils: I-atouchella sp. cf. L. accordionata Runnegar &. Jell, 1976; brachiopods:

Linnarssonia'! sp.,Treptotretø jucunda Henderson & MacKinnon, 1981, Amictocracens sp.,

Lingulella sp. 3, Micromitra sp; and spicules: Pleodioria tomncis Öpik, 1963 and

Chancelloria sp.; and fragments of crinoid plates; and hyolithomorph indet..

Most of the agnostids and some of the polymerid trilobites are documented from the

Undillan Ptychagnostus punctuosus, Doryagnostus notalibrae, and Goniagnostus nathorsti

Zones in the Georgina Basin, and the agnostids are especially abundant in packstone within

the interval 3732.89-3733.50m (12247-12249 feet). Among them, Doryagnostus magister

(Whitehouse, 1939) and Triplagnostus (Aotøgnostus) culminoszs Öpik, 19'79 are recorded

from the V-Creek Limestone ranging from the Ptychagnostus punctuosus and Goniagnostus

nathorsti Zones (Öpik, 1919). Hypagnostus clipeus 'Whitehouse, 1939 is from the

Doryagnostus notalibrae to Goniagnostus nathorsti Zones. Hypagnostus shergoldi sp. nov.

(= H. tjernviki Westergård, 1946 in Öpik, 1979) and Valenagnostus imitans (Öpik, 1961)

occur from the V-Creek Limestone of the Goniagnostus nathorsti Zone (Öpik, 1961, 1979).

Amphoton marginicrassø Öpik, 1982 is from the Doryagnostus notalibrae Zone, in the V-

Creek Limestone of the Georgina Basin. Amphonton moombaensis sp. nov. is

morphologically very close to Amphoton idica Öpik, 1982 from the Goniagnostus nathorsti

Zone in the Georgina Basin. Furthermore, Lisania changi sp. nov., Solenoparia gatehousei

sp. nov., and Amphoton moombaensis sp. nov. have similar species in the Amphoton and

Taitzuia-Poshqnia Zones on the North China Platform. Solenopleuridae gen. et sp. nov.

indet. in this assemblage is very similar to Menocephalites on the North China Platform
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except that they possess different glabellar furrows. The close affinity of the fossils in this

Assemblage with the Chinese species confirms Öpik's prediction (1982, p.2) that the

occutrence of Lisania and Menocephalites sp. cf. M. acantha would enhance the correlation

between China and Australia. This also supports the correlation between the Undillan

Ptychagnostus punctuosus to Goniagnostus nathorsti Zones in the Georgina Basin and the

Chinese Amphoton to Taitzuia-Poshania Zones, North China, as previously proposed by

Chang (1988), Sun (1989), and Shergold et aI. (1990). If considering the younger

component, Assemblage 2 may possibly correlate with the Goniagnostus nathorsti Zone in

northern Australia.
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BOOMERANGIAN

Assemblag e 3 Ã (Valenagnostus I Agnostus)

This assemblage is based on a single fauna from core 21, Gidgealpa 1; and another possible

fauna from core 13, Kalladeina I (Table 3).

Table 3 Kalladeina 1, core 13

3046.5-3O4J.5m,

Gidgealpa I, corc2l
3558.5-3570.9m,

TRILOBITA

?Dolichometopidae gen. et sp. indet.

Hypagno stus cf . s ulciþr (Wallerius)

Valenagnostus cf. velaevis (Öpik)

Agnostus cf . neglectus Westergård

"Plmlagnosl2,s" sp.

Dorypyge aff. corusta 'Whitehouse

Solenoparia cf. changi sp. nov.

Pianaspis sp.

Fuchouia? sp.

Amphotonsp.3

Blountiinae gen. et sp. indet.

Dolichometopidae gen. et sp. indet.

Lisaniidae gen et sp. indet.

CALCIFIED CYANOB ACTERIA

Obruchevella sp.

BRACHIOPODA

Acrotreta gen et sp. indet.

Lingulella sp.E

COELOSCLERITOPHORA

X

?X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X

?

X

X

Fauna L: from core 13, Kalladeina 1. Light grey pebbly bioclastic packstone produces

Dolichometopidae gen. et sp. indet., Acrotreta gen. et sp. indet., Acrothele,lingulellid and

sponge spicules according to Daily (1967). Numerous crinoid plates and phosphatic

brachiopods are observed in thin section. The presence of Dolichometopidae gen. et sp'

indet. may suggest a Middle Cambrian age. Furthermore, this fauna is between overlying

strata dated as Mindyallan and the underlying strata belonging to the Undillan and is

therefore very likely correlated with the Boomerangian.
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Fauna 2: from Gidgealpa 1, core 21. Dark grey to black silty mudstone is interbedded with

light grey bioclastic wackestone/packstone; the former contains only one or two species of

undetermined Acrotreta gen. et sp. indet. brachiopods whereas the latter yields reasonably

abundant fossils including trilobites: Agnostus sp. cf. A. neglectus Westergård, 1946,

"Phalagnostus " sp., Hypagnostus sp. cf. H. sulcifer (Wallerius, 1895), Valenagnosløs sp. cf.

V. velaevis (Öpik, 196I); Dorypyge sp. aff. D. corusta Whitehouse, 1945, Solenoparia sp.

cf . S. changl sp. nov., Amphoton sp., Blountiinae gen. et sp. indet., Dolichometopidae gen. et

sp. indet. l, Pianaspis sp., Lisaniidae gen. et sp. indet..

Valenagnostus velaevls occurs in the Lejopyge laevigata tr & m Zones in the Georgina

Basin. Agnostus neglectus appears to be very rare in the Jincella brachymetopa Zone and

common in the Lejopyge laevigata Zone in Sweden (Westergård, 1946). Hypagnostus

sulciþr is recorded from the Lejopyge løevigata Zone in Sweden (Westergård, 1946). The

similar forms of Pianaspls sp. and "Phalagnosfúr.r" sp. are found in the Lejopyge laevigatal

to III Zones from the Georgina Basin and northwestern Tasmania respectively. Therefore,

over all, this fauna is equivalent to those assigned to the lzjopyge laevigøta Zone of the

Boomerangian Stage Qate Middle Cambrian) in the Georgina Basin and northwestern

Tasmania, respectively, possibly ranging from the Iæjopyge laevigata tr to III Zones.
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Table 4 Gidgealpa 7

core l0

2564.3-2570.4m

Gidgealpa 1

core 12

2869.7-2872.7m

Gidgealpa I

core 19

3468.01-3468.17m

TRILOBITA

Quadrahomagnostus sp.

Hyp agno stus híppalus öplk
agnostid

Ptychopariida gen. et sp. indet.

Lej o py g e laevi g ata (Dalman)

Izj opy g e drmata (Linnarsson)

Agnostus sp.

P ernop sis cf . Iaiwuensis (Lorenz)

Fuchouia sp.

Dorypyge cf . corusta Whitehouse

Solenoparia changi sp. nov.

Ptychopariina gen. et sp. indet. (cranidium)

Ptychopariina gen. et sp. indet. (pygidium)

? Dorypyge sp. (Daily, 1964¡x*

? Hypagnosløs sp. (Daily, 1964¡xx

BRACHIOPODA

Orthida fam. indet.

Lingulella sp.

(Daily, l9æ¡x

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X

Assemblage3ß (Lejopyge laevigata I Lejopyge armata)

This assemblage consists of three faunas from core 12, Gidgealpa 1 and possibly core 10,

1

The fauna was collected from light grey bioclastic wackestone interbedded with tuffaceous

and siliceous conglomerate over the interval 2869.5-2812.7m (9415-9425 feet), core 12,

Gidgealpa 1. This is a repeated sequence in the borehole because of thrust faulting. Fossils

include trilobites: Lejopyge laevigata (Dalman, 1828), Lejopyge armata (Linnarsson, 1869),

Agnostus sp., Peronopsls sp. cf. P. laiwuensis (Lorenz, 19O6); Solenoparia changi sp. nov.,

Dorypyge sp. cf. D. corusca Whitehouse, 1945, Dolichometopidae gen. et sp. indet.,

Ptychopariidae gen. et sp. indet. These fossils indicate a latest Middle Cambrian age,

Lejopyge laevigata U. Zone or even later because of the appearance of Lejopyge armata

(Linnarsson, 1869) which usually ranges into the early Mindyallan Cyclagnostus quasivespa
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Zone in the Georgina Basin, and the Damesella torosa and Ascionepea janitnt Assemblage

ZoneinTasmania (Daily & Jago, 1915).

The fauna is also represented in core 10, GidgealpaT. It occurs in light grey ribbon/nodular

limestone interbedded with silty shale. Hypagnostus hippalus Öpik, 1961,

Quadrahomagnostus sp. and Peronopsis sp. are found in light grey, bioclastic

ribbon/nodular limestone. Hypagnostus hippalu.s Öpik was recovered from bioclastic

wackestone over the interval 2529.2-2569.5m (8429-8430 feet) (Öpik, 1966).

Quadrahomagnostus was extracted from bioclastic wackestone without indication of a

particular depth. Having examined and logged the core, I assume that the depth may be over

the interval2564.89-2566.42m (8415-8420 feet). Therefore, Quadrahomagnostus may be

slightly younger than Hypagnostus hippalus if the assumed depth is correct. Hypagnostus

hippalus Öpik, 1961 has been documented from the Lejopyge laevigata tr and the lower part

of the Lejopyge laevigata III Zones in the Georgina Basin (Öpik, 1961). Thus this fauna

should be equivalent to the Lejopyge laevigata U. and the lower part of the Lejopyge

Iaevigata III Zones in the Georgina Basin. However, Quadrahomagnostus has been found

from the early Late Cambrian, Blaclwelderia Zone in North China, and the similar form of

Idolagnostus occurred in the Erediaspis eretes Zone and through the whole Mindyallan of

the Georgina Basin (Öpik, 1967). If considering the age represented by

Quadrahomagnostus, this fauna should be younger than that suggested by H. hippalus.

Combining the ages of these two species suggested, this fauna more likely belongs to the

Lejopyge laevigatafr.Zone. Based on this, Assemblage 4 should be equivalentto Lejopyge

laevigataIIZone, and so it is slightly younger than Assemblage 3.
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MINDYALLAN

Assemblage 4 (Erediaspis eretes) This assemblage is established on two faunas from two
wells (Table 5).

Table 5 Gidgealpa 1, core 11

2185.9-2789.2m

Coongie 1, core 9

3424.1-3429.3m

TRILOBITA

Proagnosttts sp.

Peronopsis sp.

agnostid

Rhyssometopøs ? sp.

? Erediaspis eretes Oplk

Solenpleuridae gen. et sp. indet.

? Proasaphiscidae gen. et sp. indet.

BRACHIOPODA

Acrotreta gen. et sp. indet.

Lingulella sp.

hyolithomomh indet.

X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X

Fauna L: from bioclastic wackestone/packstone at3428.24m (11247 feet 5 to 9 inches), core

9, Coongie l. The fauna comprises ?Erediaspis eretes Öpik, 1967, Solenoparia sp., ?

Proasaphiscidae gen. et sp. indet., and Trilobita gen. et sp. indet.. ?Erediaspis eretes Öpik,

1967 was based on only a free cheek that probably was the specimen assigned to Erediaspis

eretes by Daily (in Pemberton, 1970). Because the free cheek is poorly preserved, and no

other specimens are available to support the identification, its identification still remains

uncertain. The rest of the fauna can only indicate a late Middle Cambrian age. This fauna is

tentatively related to the latest Middle Cambrian Erediaspis eretes Zone.

Fauna 2: from core 11, Gidgealpa 1. This fauna comes from another repeated sequence,

which physically overlies core 12, Gidgealpa 1, but is interpreted as a thrust fault contact

above corc 12 (Roberts et al., 1990). The lithofacies is very similar to that of core 21,

Gidgealpa 1, black silty shale interbedded with ribbon lime mudstone. The black silty shale

contains only acrotretid brachiopods, whereas the light grey, ribbon-lime mudstone contains

Peronopsis sp., Proagnostus sp., R/zyssometopus ? sp., and some complete, but poorly

preserved, undetermined agnostids, and other non-trilobite fossils including Lingulella,

Acrotreta gen. et sp. indet and a hyolithomorph gen. et sp. indet.. The combination of
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Proagnostu.r sp. and R/ryssometopus ? sp. usually indicates the Mindyallan Stage in western

Queensland. Considering the stratigraphic position, this assemblage is possibly coeval with

the earliest Mindyallan, Erediaspis eretes Zone.

Late Cambrian

MINDYALLAN

Assemblage 5 (Ammagnostus I Clavagnostus)

This assemblage represents combination of three faunas from three wells (Table 6)

Table 6 Kalladeina 1

core 12

2892.6-2894.7m

Gidgealpa 7

core 9

2460.3-2463,4m

Gidgealpa I

core 17

3300.4-3303.4m

TRILOBITA

Clavagnostus cf . burnsi Jago & Daily

Proagnostus aff. bulbus Butts.

Ammøgnost¿¿s sp.

Agnostina gen. et sp. indet.

Acionepea ? sp.

Rhyssometopur sp.

B lountia (Mindycrusta) sp.

Anomocaracea gen. et sp. indet

Blaclo,velderia ? sp.

Placosema aff . adnatum Oprk

Ferenepea ? sp.

Papyriaspididae gen. et sp. indet

BRACHIOPODA

Lingulellid

SPICULES

Pleodioria sp.

hyolithomorph indet.

X

X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X

Fauna L: fromGidgealpa 1, core 11 (3300.31-3303.42m (10828 to 10838 feet)). This core

comprises agglomerate and small amounts of tuffaceous limestone, and in 1965 Daily or

Öpik extracted several fragmentary specimens, most of them being external moulds from the

tuffaceous limestone without specific depth information. These fossils are identified as
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Blackwelderia? sp., Placosema sp. (aff. P. adnatum Öpik, 1967), Ferenepea ?sp.,

Papyriaspididae gen. et sp. indet.; sponge spicules: Pleodioria sp.

Öpik had identified the same fauna, and confidently referred it to the late Mindyallan

Glyptagnostus stolidotus Zone (Daily, 1966, p.100). The faunal content by my identification

is different from his, and I presume th¿t perhaps some of the specimens he identified are lost.

Nevertheless, our conclusions concerning the age are the same; most of the species usually

occur in the Glyptagnostus stolidotus Zone in western Queensland.

Fauna 2z ftom Kalladeina 1, core 12 (2892.55-2894.99m (9490 to 9498 feet)). Light grey,

bioclastic wackestone/mudstone, producing trilobites: Clavagnostus sp. cf. C. burnsi Jago &

Daily, 1974, Proagnostus sp. cf. P. bulbus Butts, Ammagnosfus sp. indet., Ammagnostus ?

sp., Agnostid gen. et sp. indet., Ascionepea ? sp., Rhyssometopør sp., and other fossils such

as calcified cyanobacteria including Girvanellø, sponge spicules, lingulellids and hydroids.

Clavagnostus burnsi Jago & Daily, L914, Ammagnostus and R/ryssometopus were reported

from the late Mindyallan Glyptagnostus stolidotus Zone or the equivalent horizon from

western Tasmania and western Queensland respectively. The rest of the trilobites are also

similar in form to species from this epoch. Therefore, this fauna should be approximate the

late Mindy allan GIy pta gno stus stolidotus Zone.

Fauna 3: from Gidgealpa 7, core 9. Blountia (Mindycrusta) sp. and Anomocaracea gen. et

sp. indet. were found in light grey wackestone/mudstone. Although Blountia (Mindycrusta)

is not positively identified because of the lack of a cranidium, this kind of trilobite should be

from the Mindyallan Glyptagnostus stolidotus Zone. Therefore, in general, this assemblage

is correlated with that of the late Mindyallan Glyptagnostus stolidotus Zone in the Georgina

Basin. Furthermore, a fauna reported from the Boshy Formation of shallow marine origin,

western New South Wales by Wang et al. (1989), is indeed the same fauna as the present

assemblage because Blackwelderia ? sp., Placosema sp. (aff. P. adnatum Öpik, 1967) from

core 17, Gidgealpa 1, and Ammagnoslus sp. indet. from core 12, Kalladeina 1, are

morphologically very similar to Blachuelderia sp. cf. B. repanda Öpik, 1,967, Placosema

adnatum Öpik, 1967 , and Ammagnostus sp. indet. (Wang et a\.,1989), respectively.
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IDAMEAN

Assemblag e 6 (Eugonocare I Proceratopyge)

This assemblage comprises two faunas from core 8 (2349.09-2350.31m (1701 to'7111 feet)),

Gidgealpa J, andcore 1l (2143.2-2746.25m (9000 to 9010 feet)), Kalladeina 1 (Table 7).

Table 7 Kalladeina 1, core 11

2743.2-2744.4m

Gidgealpa 7, core 8

2347.3-2350.3m

TRILOBITA

Pseudagnostus idalis idatis öPik

Pseudagnosl¿rs sp.

Agnostid sp. (meraspid)

Eug ono c ar e aff . whit ehous ei IJenderson

Eugonocare ? sp.

Aphelaspidinae gen et sp. indet. 1

Aphelaspidinae gen et sp. indet. 2

Pseudagnostus cf . chinensis (Dames)

P r o c e r atopy g e cf . lata Whitehouse

Aplotaspis ? sp.

Oleninae gen et sp. indet. (? = Olenus Öpik,

1965*x)

Elviniinae gen et sp. indet.

BRACHIOPODA

Acrotreta gen et sp. indet.

Hydroids (Daily, 196l x*)

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X

X

Fauna L: from Kalladeina 1, core 11. Fossils from this fauna were recovered from

calcareous shale, including some unidentifiable meraspids of agnostids, polymerids and

mature agnostids, and brachiopods. The identified taxa include Pseudagnostus idalis idalis

öpik, 1967, Pseudagnoslzs sp., Agnostid sp. indet. (meraspid), Agnostids indet. (effaced

type), Eugonocare sp. aff E. whitehouseiHenderson,lgT6, Eugonocare ? sp., Aphelaspidine

gen. et sp. indet. 1, Aphelaspidine gen. et sp. indet. 2.

The fauna probably is coeval with the fauna from the early Idamean zones of Gfuptagnostus

reticulatus and Proceratopyge cryptica in the Georgina Basin because Pseudagnostus idalis
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idalis and Eugonocare sp. aff E. whitehousei arc common or similar components in those

two zones.

Fauna 2z from Gidgealpa 7, core 8 over the interval 2348.48-2348.19m (1705 to 7710 feet).

It contains some small, almost complete but vague moulds of polymerid trilobites and

abundant well-preserved phosphatic brachiopods. The brachiopods tend to be found in dark

grey to black silty mudstone, whereas the trilobites tend to be found in wackestone or lime

mudstone. Some trilobites especially complete ones and olenids are associated with

brachiopods within lime or silty mudstone. The identified trilobites are Proceratopyge

(Proceratop)g¿ ) sp. cf. P. (P.) Iata Whitehouse, 1939, Pseudagnost¡rs sp. cf. P. chinensis

(Dames, 1883); Aplotaspis? sp., Elviniinae gen. et sp. indet., Oleninae gen. et sp indet.

(meraspid), Oleninae gen. et sp. indet. (cranidium). These fossils especially Proceratopyge

(Proceratopyg¿ ) sp. cf. P. (P.) lata Whitehouse, 1939 and Pseudagnosrrs sp. cf. P.

chinensis (Dames, 1883) indicate an early Idamean age, and can be correlated with the

ChuangiaZone of the North China Platform.

This assemblage therefore should be correlated with the early Idamean zones of

Glyptagnostus reticulatus and Proceratopyge crypticø in the Georgina Basin and the

Chuangia Zone in North China.

Early lverian (Post-Idamean) age.

This fauna is preserved in oolitic, quartzose grainstone over the interval 2587.I4-2593.24m

(8483-8508 feet), core 10, Kalladeina 1. It contains Oncagnostlts sp. cf. O. ultraobesus

(Lermontova, 1940) and other unidentified fragments of trilobites and brachiopods.

Oncagnost¿r.r sp. cf. O. ultraobesus is similar to the specimen assigned to Homagnostus sp.

cf. H. ultraobesus (Lermontova, 1940) by Shergold (in Shergold & Cooper, 1985, p.95-96)

from the post-Idamean in Antarctica. Furthermore, it is also similar to Oncagnostus hoi

(Sun) from the Changshania Zone of the Changshan Formation, North China. The

similarity of the species suggests that this horizon may be also coeval with the post-Idamean

of the Georgina Basin.
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Middle or late Iverian

Assemblage 7 (Oncagnostus (Strictagnostus) I Neoagnostus)

This fauna occurs at a single locality. It is preserved in dark grey shale and siltstone, over

the interval 2998.6-3002m (9838-9849 feet), core 5, Coongie 1. It includes Oncagnostus

(Strictagnosføs) sp. cf . O. (S.) sp., Oncagnostus sp. cf. O. hoi (Sun, 1924), Neoagnoslus sp.

(øraneavelal¿rs group, Shergold, 1917, 1980), Neoagnostus (clavus group, Shergold, 1977,

1980); Shirakiella ? sp..

In the Georgina Basin, Neoagnost¡ls occurs from the Wentsuia iota - Rhaptagnostus apsis

Znne onwards, Oncagnostus (Strictagnostus) ranges from the R. bifaxlNeoagnostus

denticulatus to Rhaptagnostus clarki maximuslR. papilio Zones (Shergold, 1993). The

similar form of Shirakiella occurred in the Shirakiella xiaoshiensis Zone (Qian, 1994)

which is equivalent to the Peichiashania Zone. This fauna therefore has a middle to late

Iverian age.

DATSONIAN

Assemblage 8 (Cordylodus proavus)

This assemblage represents a single locality fauna from a glauconitic, within Nuia, oncolitic

packstone/grainstone at 2229.25 (7313.8 feet), core 1, Charo 1. Trilobites are too

fragmentary for identification, but some conodonts were extracted and identified as

Cordylodus proavus Müller, 1959 (Nicoll, pers. comm., 1994), Cordylodus sp. cf. C.

proavus Müller, 1959 Cordylodus sp., Monocostodus sp., Oneotodus ? sp. 1, Cordylodus ?

sp.. The presence of Cordylodus proavus indicates the latest Cambrian to earliest

Ordovician (Nicoll, 1991). The absence of Cordylodus lindstromi may suggest that this

assemblage zone is equivalent to the Cordylodus proavus Zone in the Georgina Basin.
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ORDOVICIAN

Early Ordovician

WARENDAN

Assemblag e 9 (Asaphellus - Yo simuraspis)

This assemblage represents a single locality fauna from green to grey shale and very fine

sandstone over the interval 20I7.2-2022.O4m (6618-6634 feet), core 4, Kalladeina 1. It
includes Asaphellus sp., Yosimuraspis sp. aff. Y. magezhuangensis (Zhou, 1980), Shumardia

(Conophryr) sp., Isotelinae gen. et sp. indet., Protopliomeridae gen. et sp. indet.; brachiopod:

Lingulellø sp.; gastropod: ? Salpingostoma sp. (Yu, pers. comm., 1994); a hyolithomorph

indet.; abundant wonn castings, trilobite tracks and common brush marks of the Cruziana

ichnocoenose.

The combination of Asaphellus, Shumardia (Conophrys), Yosimuraspis and

Protopliomeridae gen. et sp. indet. strongly indicates the assemblage to be of early

Ordovician, Warendan (equivalent to early Tremadocian) age. Furthermore,

Protopliomeridae usually appear in Early Ordovician, and the present Protopliomeridae gen.

et sp. indet. is similar to Protopliomerops taoyuanensis (Liu, 1971) from the Apatokephalus

Iatilimbatus - Taoyuania affinis Assemblage Zone (early Tremadoc), Jiangnan Slope Belt,

Hunan, China (Peng, 1990). Yosimuraspis magezhuangensis (Zhou) is reported from the

Yosimuraspis Assemblage Zone (early Tremadoc) of North and Northeast China (Zhou &.

Zhang, 1984; Zhou & Fortey, 1986; Qian, 1986). Asaphellus sp. 1 is somewhat similar to

Asaphellus trinodus Chang, 1949 from the Asaphellus trinodus Zone (also early

Tremadocian) in North China (Zhou & Fortey, 1986).

Thus, this assemblage is possibly correlative with either the Yosimuraspis Assemblage Zone

or the lower part of the Asaphellus trinodus Zone of North/1.{ortheast China; and possibly to

the Apatokephalus latilimbatus - Taoyuania ffinis Assemblage Zone of western Hunan

(Peng, 1990, p.7l). It is older than the Assemblage 2 of Late Tremadocian, Amadeus Basin

described by Shergold (1991), and also older than the fauna documented from the Florentine

Valley Formation of Tasmania by Jell & Stait (1985). Dr Zhou Zhi-yi (pers. comm., 1993)

also believes that this assemblage is likely correlative with the earliest Ordovician,

equivalent to the conodont Cordylodus lindstromiZone.
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Assemblag e L0 (C ordylodus øngulatus)

This asemblage is represented by two faunas from core 4, Wantana 1 and core 4, Coongie 1

(Table 8).

Table I Wantana 1, core 4

2934.92-2935.22m

Coongie 1, core 4

2625.9-2629.4m

CONODONTOPHORIDA

C o rdy lodus an g ulatus Pander

Variqb ilo c onus b as s leri (Furnish)

Variabiloconus sp.

? Drepanodus tenuis Moskalenk o, 1967

Monocostodus sev ierensls (Miller)

Acqnthodus cf . lineatrzs (Furnish)

Teridontidae gen. et sp. indet.

Hirsutodonføs sp.

Drepanodus sp.

Indetermined I
TRILOBITA

Neoagnostus ? sp.

asaphid

BRACHIOPODA

Orthida fam. indet. 2

eoorthid

CALCIFIED CYANOBACTERIA

Nuia sp.

undetermined encrusting algae

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

Fauna 1: from sandy, Nuia grainstone over the interval 2934.92-2935.22m (9629-9630

feet), core 4, Wantana 1. It contains diverse conodonts, a few trilobite fragments, one of

which is possibly Neoagnostus sp., and the brachiopod: Orthida fam. indet. 2, numerous

fragments of segmented or the branching calcified cyanobacteria Nuia; phosphatised algal

debris, and an undetermined species of possibly Pelagiella. Conodonts include: Cordylodus

angulatus Pander, 1856, Variabiloconus bassleri (Furnish, 1938), Variabiloconus sp.,

?Drepanodus tenuis Moskalenko, 1967, ?Monocostodus sevierensis (Miller, 1969),
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Acanthodus ? sp., Hirsutodonrus sp., and Acanthodus sp. cf. lineatus (Furnish, 1938),

Teridontidae gen. et sp. indet. and a few unidentifiable specimens.

Fauna 2: from sandy, glauconitic bioclastic grainstone, over the interval 2625.97-2627.0m

(8615.4-8618.8 feet), core 4, Coongie 1. From it, an eoorthid brachiopod and an asaphid

trilobite were reported by Daily (in Pemberton, 1970), and he suggested that this trilobite

was similar to those from core 4, Kalladeina 1. I have examined the sample, but the asaphid

trilobite is too fragmentary to be identified and is unsuitable for comparison. A conodont

fauna has been extracted from sandy, glauconitic, bioclastic grainstone at 2627m (8618.8

feet), and contains the conodonts: Cordylodus angulatus Pander, 1856, Oeneotodus ? sp. 2,

Drepanodus sp., indetermined I and2.

The presence of Cordylodus angulatus in both faunas and the absence of Cordylodus

Iindstromi ensure correlation of both faunas with the Cordylodus angulatus Zone in the

Georgina Basin, and possibly with other Cordylodus angulatus Zones in northeast China,

and elsewhere in the world.

LANCEF'IELDIAN

Assemblag e IL (Drep anois to dus I E o ne op rio niodus)

This assemblage is based on a single fauna previously reported from the sandy Nuia

grainstone, and is interbedded within sandstone and siltstone, and fine calcareous sandstone

at depths over the intervals 3157m (10357.61 feet),3164m (10380.58 feet) and 3165m

(10383.86 feet) in core 9, Packsaddle 1 by Cooper (1986). The conodonts are identified

according to Cooper (1986) as below: Drepanoistodus forceps (Lindstrom), Variabiloconus

bassleri (Furnish), Eoneoprioniodus (= Trigonodus, Triangulodus) sp. cf. E. subtilus (van

Wamel), Protopanderodus sp. cf. P. primitus Druce, Acodus sp.. Additional specimens have

been extracted from the same lithotype at 3164.91m (10383 feet 9 inches) for the present

study. This yielded Variabiloconus asymmetricøs (Druce & Jones, I97I) and other

undetermined specimens.

The first three species were suggested to indicate an early Arenig age (Cooper, 1986, p.lz).

As pointed out by Cooper (1986), this fauna may, at some stage, be related to those from

other regions such as the Georgina Basin (western Queensland), the Amadeus Basin

(Cooper, 1981) in the adjacent Northern Territory, and the Canning Basin (MacTavish and
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Legg, 1916), but more material is needed for detailed comparison. The acritarchs from this

fauna resemble those from the early Arenigian strata in northeast China (Zang,1992).

3.3 Intrabasinal correlation

Daily (1967) recommended a correlation between Gidgealpa 1 and J, and Kalladeina 1 based

on his preliminary identification of trilobites. Gatehouse (1986) and Gravestock (1990a, b)

also suggested general correlation between the wells based on similarity of the lithotypes

and sequence stratigraphic signature respectively. Roberts et al. (1990) and Carroll (1990)

used these general biostratigraphic controls to guide well-to-well correlation and regional

seismic mapping in the Patchwarra west and Patchwarra central, and the Gidgealpa south

dome are¿Ìs.

The present biostratigraphic study has refined the biostratigraphy of the basin, and

substantially improves correlation between the wells containing reliable fossils. A

correlation between three key wells is suggested (Fig. 3.2 ).

3.4 Faunal aflinity and interbasinal correlation

General relationship between the'Warburton Basin and other Palaeozoic basins in Australia

have been mentioned by various authors. Wopfner (1966, 1972) suggested an Early

Palaeozoic connection between the Arrowie Basin, Stansbury Basin, Bancannia Trough, the

'Warburton Basin and the Officer Basin during the Cambrian-Devonian depositional phase.

However, from the Middle Cambrian, the basin is better compared biostratigraphically with

the Cambrian sequences of the Northern Territory and Queensland rather than with the

Flinders Ranges (Daily, 1967). Gatehouse (1986) suggested that no connection existed

between the Warburton and Arrowie Basins because of the latter being more closely

correlated with the Stansbury Basin. Devine and Young (1975) commented that during the

Early Cambrian the marine and evaporitic nature of the dolomite units indicated some

connection between the Warburton Basin and the Amadeus Basin because of the common

occurrences of FA2 within the dolomite unit referred to the Todd River Dolomite by Gilbert-

Tomlinson (1965). However, Gravestock (1995) suggests that the sequence from the

western'Warburton Basin (e.g. McDills t has a dolomite unit containing FA2) relates more

closely with the Amadeus Basin than with the eastern Warburton Basin. The Warburton

Basin had been designated to the Warburton Shelf by V/ebby (1976) and Cas et al. (1980),

and been related to the Gnalta Shelf during Ordovician time (Webby, 1978, 1983).
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Gatehouse (1983a) suggested a connection between the Warburton Basin and the Tasman

Geosyncline as both contain Pagetia significans and Nepea. Cook (1982) also generally

compared the sequence in the Warburton Basin with the other basins and pointed out that the

Warburton Basin may provide a vital link between cratonic and geosynclinal areas of

sedimentation. Gravestock (1990b) compared the Warburton Basin with the Arrowie,

Stansbury and Officer Basins based on his supersequence stratigraphic analysis.

As the palaeontological data of this study show, more than 85Vo of the species of the

Warburton Basin during the Middle Cambrian to Early Ordovician are either the same as, or

are similar to those from the Georgina Basin. Therefore, a palaeontological correlation

between the Warburton and Georgina Basins can be made more easily and more precisely

than with other basins within Australia.

The fossil assemblages established in this study enable the following correlation between the

Warburton Basin and Georgina Basin: Assemblage 1A correlates with the Late

TempletonianÆloran, and possibly over the time span from T. gibbus Zone to A. atavus

Zone, whereas Assemblage 18 is from,4. atavus Zone to early E opimus Zone. Assemblage

2 is coeval to a late Undillan age, and possibly ranges from Doryagnostus notalibrae to

Goniagnostus nathorstiZones. Assemblage 3A with the læjopyge laevigata II & IfI Zone of

the Boomerangian Stage Qate Middle Cambrian) whereas Assemblage 38 with the Lejopyge

laevigata III Zone. Assemblage 4 with the Erediaspis eretes Zone of initial zone of

Mindyallan, which is Middle Cambrian according to Daily & Jago (1975). Assemblage 5 is

coeval to the late Mindyallan Glyptagnostus stolidotus Zone. Assemblage 6 is of Idamean

age, and possibly early Idamean Glyptagnostus reticulatus and Proceratopyge cryptica

Zones. Assemblage 7 is Late Cambrian (Iverian), possibly coeval with a time span from

Peichiashania to Hapsidocare Zones. Assemblage 8 has aLate Cambrian (Datsonian) age,

possibly Cordylodus proavus Zone. Assemblage t has an early Ordovician (Tremadoc) age,

possibly correlated with the early Warendan, C. IindstromiZone. Assemblage 10 is an early

Ordovician Warendan age, possibly Cordylodus angulatus Zone. Assemblage 11 is early

Lancefieldian age, and may be correlated with the the Paroistodus proteus Zone in the

Amadeus Basin since no fossil zone has been established during this epoch in the Georgina

Basin. This correlation provides a basis for interbasinal correlation (Fig. 3.3).

Generally speaking, the'Warburton Basin contains a fauna that occupied an open extensive,

shallow, warrn carbonate platform as shown by the high taxonomic diversity and large
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number of benthic polymerid trilobites. It differs from the so-called trough area such as the

Tasman Fold Belt in eastern Australia, where the fauna is dominated by pelagic agnostid

trilobites and graptolites on a soft substrate, in a restricted, relatively deeper water

environment. It is difficult to correlate faunas from the'Warburton Basin to those from the

geosynclinal basins within Australia such as those from the Dundas Trough studied by Jago

(1972, 1914a, 1974b, I976a, I9l6b, 1978). However, pelagic agnostids and conodonts

enable limited correlation.

In summary, during the Early Cambrian, the Warburton Basin and adjacent basins were

connected because of the co-occurrence of the upper part of Faunal Assemblage 2, and

similar carbonate rocks, now more or less dolomitised. During the Middle Cambrian to Late

Cambrian, the Warburton Basin was still connected with the Georgina Basin, Gnalta Shelf,

and possibly the Amadeus Basin and Officer Basin, but there may have been a deep trough

area between it and northwestern Tasmania. It was possibly disconnected from the Arrowie

Basin, Stansbury Basin, and Flinders Ranges following the Delamerian Orogeny. During

the early Ordovician, the Warburton Basin was still connected with the Georgina and

Amadeus Basins. However, since the Early Ordovician, the Warburton Basin was more

closely linked to the Amadeus Basin as both yield similar trilobite and conodont faunas, and

being shallower, more restricted, and containing more clastics than the Georgina Basin. This

interbasinal correlation is more or less consistent with the general picture suggested in

(Paine, 1992), except that volcanic activity in the Warburton Basin lasted longer than they

suggested.

3.5 Intercontinental correlation

No intercontinental correlation has been suggested for the'Warburton Basin until this study.

Like the Georgina Basin, the Warburton faunas have close affinities with those from the

North China Platform. Many typical Chinese genera are found from both basins.

Furthermore, Solenoparia, Lisania, Anomocarella from the Warburton Basin are a typical

Chinese fauna found for the first time in Australia.

V/ithin the Australo-Sinian biogeographic province, the Warburton fauna is more easily

compared with those from the epeirogenic areas such as the North China Platform and

central-northern Australia than from geosynclinal deposits such as the Jiangnan Belt,

Tianshan, Xinjiang in China, and Kazakhstan. Correlation between the Warburton Basin
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and other continents (Fig. 3.4) is mainly based on the above discussed similarities between

the'Warburton Basin, Georgina Basin and North China Platform. Cosmopolitan conodonts

and agnostid trilobites provide the most reliable evidence for intercontinental correlation.

Where fossil evidence in the'Warburton Basin is adequate for intercontinental correlation, a

zonal scheme is proposed; if there is inadequate fossil evidence, correlation is proposed

between stages. Where the interval does not provide fossil evidence, correlation between the

Georgina Basin and other continents is shown as previously suggested by various authors

(Lu & Qian, 1983; An, 1987; Chang, 1980, 1986, 1988; Sun, 1989; Shergold, 1982, 1989,

1993, 1995; Shergold & Nicoll, 1992; Chen et a1.,1993; Nicoll et al., 1993).

3.6 Future work

More work may be done to establish conodont assemblages to refine the Cambrian-

Ordovician boundary and Early Ordovician strata in the'Warburton Basin. Wells particularly

recommended are Charo 1,'Wantana 1, Packsaddle 1, Coongie 1, Nardu 1, Pondrinie 6 and

Kalladeina 1. This work may contribute to the international interest in solving the

Cambrian-Ordovician boundary problem, and also may identify potential reservoir rocks

similar to those found in the Amadeus Basin. More collection is needed in Dullingari 1, at

and near the interval of core 29, and this may better reveal the age of the Dullingari Group.
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CHAPTER 4

Geochemistry and facies of Cambrian

volcanic rocks

4.1 Introduction

Evolution of the \Varburton basin was influenced by volcanic activity, but little study has

concentrated on these volcanics. After defining the Mooracoochie Volcanics, Gatehouse

(1936) analysed twelve volcanic samples from ten wells and suggested that these could have

been formed in a volcanic arc setting because of the felsic composition and presence of

andesite. His model was followed by Roberts et aI. (1990), who proposed that under a

convergent basin margin setting the Gidgealpa arc had a subduction zone to the east. Shaw

(1991) pointed out that the Mooracoochie Volcanics should not be interpreted as an island

arc setting, and could have formed in a continental rift setting because of the bimodal nature

of the volcanics. Boucher (1991) indicated that the volcanics from the Murteree region are

within-plate basalt, and not andesite, based on geochemical analyses on three samples from

three wells; however, two possibilities remain for the Mooracoochie Volcanics, one is an arc

setting, the other is a rift setting.

A study of the volcanics using both geochemical and facies analysis has been attempted in

order to understand the volcanic types, phases and to improve the previous model for the

tectonic setting and basin development.

New analyses (XRF) of eight samples and the previous analyses (Gatehouse, 1986; Boucher,

1991) are all plotted on immobile trace element discrimination diagrams. According to their

geochemical characteristics and different stratigraphical position, the Cambrian volcanics in

the basin can be categorised into two major types which erupted in two different phases: 1.

Early Cambrian felsic volcanics, and 2. Middle to Late Cambrian basaltic volcanics (Fig.

4.1). The early phase volcanics, namely the Mooracoochie Volcanics, are widely distributed,
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Figure 4.1 Stratigraphic position of Phase 1 (Mooracoochie Volcanics) and Phase 2
(Kalladeina Formation) from key wells, Thin lines represent biostratigraphic
correlation between wells. Depths are in metres.
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comprising rhyolite / rhyodacite dominated lava flows and associated volcaniclastic rocks;

they were emplaced rapidly and in large volume. The later phase comprises localised

effusive basaltic volcanism, and was episodically emplaced in deep-water environments.

The two groups are further refined into nine principal volcanic facies using the genetic

classification scheme of McPhie et aI. (1993) and also their mineralogy. Facies models by

Cas & Wright (1987) are also applied to the volcanic facies recognised in the basin.

4.2 Geochemistry

4.2.1 Data reliability and methodology

Diagenesis and incipient metamorphism have obliterated many of the primary characteristics

of the volcanics in the Warburton Basin, especially chlorite, sericite and calcite alterations of

original feldspar, other phenocrysts, and groundmass. Therefore, precautions have been

taken in order to correctly plot analyses into discrimination diagrams. First, as emphasised

by Cas & Wright (1987), the rocks selected for chemical analysis should avoid ignimbrite,

especially welded ignimbrite, because of chemical alteration, presence of xenoliths and lithic

components, and concentration of crystals; secondly, should avoid rocks mixed with too

many non-volcanic sedimentary components; thirdly, their plotting into discrimination

diagrams should follow specified rule. As Prestvik (1982) pointed out, using Zr-Ti-Y

discrimination diagram of Pearce and Cann (1973), total alkalis percent are reliable forZr-

Ti-Y discrimination diagram plot under the condition that data should meet compositional

limits of 2OVo>CaO+MgO>L2Vo. In this study, the quality of data for the volcanics was

taken into consideration during interpretation; other data should be treated with caution, such

for the ignimbrites from Coongie 1 and Gidgealpa 4, and mixtures of basalt and limestone

rocks from Gidgealpa 1.

Because of severe alteration of these volcanics, the total alkali versus silica discrimination

diagram such as the one created by Le Bas et aI., 1986 as plotted by Gatehouse (1986) and

Boucher (1991) cannot achieve a satisfactory result. Because of the immobile nature Nb, Ti,

Y and Zr during metamorphism, they are widely used for plotting analyses into various

discrimination diagrams such as those created by Winchester & Floyd (1977) and applied
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here. These diagrams are considered useful for the analysis of altered and metamorphosed

volcanics (Floyd & Winchester, 1978). A discrimination diagram for distinguishing between

different types of basalts based on immobile elements (Nb-Zr-Y) by Meschede (1986) is

applied herein. Seven new analyses plus fifteen previous analyses (Gatehouse, 1986;

Boucher, 1991) are plotted into these diagrams.

4.2.2 Petrography ønd geochemistry

4.2.2.1Petrography of basic lava flows and products

There are two kinds products of lava flows, both are plagioclase phyric. One is thin bed of

pheno-plagioclase porphyritic lava only in Gidgealpa 7, with phenocrysts of plagioclase as

single crystals or aggregates scattered within strongly flow-aligned plagioclase laths

producing a trachytic texture. The other is massive, fine grained, amygdaloidal basalt of

possible pillow lava origin found in Gidgealpa 1, Murteree 41, Jena 1 and 6. In the

amygdaloidal basalt, fine-grained plagioclase laths are densely packed, various large

amygdales about 0.5cm across are normally filled by calcite or dolomite. The basaltic clasts

normally comprise microphenocrysts of plagioclase set in a glassy vesicular groundmass.

The brecciated lavas in Gidgealpa 1 commonly comprise altered to green, chlorite-rich

fragments.

Due to its glassy nature and severe alteration, it is not possible to identify any other

phenocrysts such as olivine or pyroxene. Plagioclase phenocrysts vary from relatively fresh

to partially replaced by sericite, chlorite + calcite. Greenschist facies metamorphism has

resulted in partial or total replacement of either fine grained plagioclase or groundmass or

both by chlorite.

In core 11, Gidgealpa2, a porphyritic basalt comprises phenocrysts of augite and feldspar,

pseudomorphs of former olivines, and unidentified carbonatite minerals, the groundmass

consists of mainly feldspar laths (Pl. 4, G). Chemical analysis (XRF) of this basalt has not

been done.
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4.2.2.2 Geochemistry of basic lava flows and products

Five new analyses from Gidgealpa 1 plus the previous analyses are listed in (Table 1). A

plot of the relatively immobile components Zr, Ti, Nb and Y using the discrimination

diagram created by Winchester & Floyd (1917), clearly shows that these volcanics have

alkali basalt affinities with Nb/Y greater than 0.7 except core 17 and core 18 in Gidgealpa 1

(Fig. 4.2) . This exception may be caused by the influence of a limestone component and

later calcite veining in these two samples, especially core 17, Gidgealpa 1. Similar results

are obtained from a Nb-Zr-Y plot such as that created by Meschede (1986) (Fig. asA).

When these analyses are plotted in aTi-Zr-Y discrimination diagram (Fig. 4.38), all points

plot in or along the "within-plate basalt" field (Pearce and Cann, 1973). Thus, alteration-

resistant trace-element abundances and relict primary mineralogy suggest that the basaltic

rocks of Gidgealpa 1 are alkali basalts similar to the alkali basalts from Murteree - Jena area

analysed by Boucher (1991). They are geochemically compared with those of the Mount

Wright area, New South Wales, and beneath the Murray Basin as observed by Boucher

(tee+).
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Table 1 Chemical and normative data for the basaltic volcanics

Abbreviations: LOI = loss on ignition; G=Gidgealpa; M=Murteree A1; J=Jena;

ct=cuttings; amy= amygdaloidal; brec=breccia; tuff=tuffaceous

No.

Well
m

core
litho-
loev

6942 940 940 940 940
RS54 TS2 TS11 TSTS TS21
G-l G.l G-l c.l c- 1

3997.13996.2 3730.7 3559.4 3468.3

30 30 23 2t 19

basalt basalt basalt basalt amy.
brec brec tufflls tuff/ls basalt

940 940 940 694t 694t 6940 6940 6940 6940
TS21A TS23 TS25 RS43 RS153 RS13 RS13 RST4 RS14

G- I G-l c- 1 M-Al M-Al J- 1 J-l J-6 J- ó

3468.3 3376.5 3299.4 t572.7 t571.5 1588 - 1588 - 1581.9- 1581.9-
ls94.t 1594.1 1584.9 1584.9

19181722ctctctct
amy. basalt basalt basalt basalt basalt basalt basalt basalt
basalt brec/ls brec/ls lava lava lava lava lava lava

7o

SiO2

TiO2
At2O3

Fe2O3

FeO

MnO
Mgo
CaO
Na20
Kzo
Pzos
IJ2O+
IJzo'
sos
LOI
Total

37.90

2.32

15.60

1.10

4.79
0.09
3.72

11.60

o.22

5.tz
0.62

2.32

r.l4

86.54

35.5 r

1.65

t2.43

8.02

0.09

4.46
t3.29
o.t]
4.07

0.45

0.l8
18.95

99.2'.7

42.01

1.90

r8.21

10.26

o.o2
2.44

4.99
4.37

3.12

o.76

0.10

tt.o2
99.20

23.94

r.57

13.73

3.79

0.07

3.13

23.74

0. l5
4,22

o.74

0.33

23.98

99.39

39.93

2.63

12.80

12.46

0.15

8.55

7.75

0.58

3.49

0.46

0.15

10,45

99.40

39.93

2.63

12.80

12.46

0.15

8.55

7.75

0.58

3.49

0.46

0.15

10.45

99.40

39.45

3.35

12.00

t2.t7

0.19
6.24
r0.15

3.39

0.40

0.34

0.34

11.33

99.35

tt.79
0.80

4.70

4.9t

0.11

2.06

38.64

0.07

t.52

o.2r

t.29
33.38

99.51

49.50

1,92

13.20

0.63

8.28

0.22

t.37
2.36

2.80

2.25

1.63

3.00

0.62

0.43

0.96

r.73
2.60

1.96

r.26

0.20
5.00
8.05

3.58

1.78

0.51

45.00

3.08

12,r0

15.00

0.19
4.70

8.05

3.32

1.87

0.47

6.90

42.80

1.78

5.85

t2.90

0.14

18.70

10.30

0.50

0.2r
0.19

42.70

1.48

6.35

t2.20

0.13

19.00

8.90

0.55

0.27

0.17

9.05

100.8

47.70 43.50

1.24 3.20

12.90 12.t0
t6.70 16.10

12.20

87;t8 99.68

4.50

98.52

6.90
100.7

7.to
100.5

ppm
Au
Ba
Ce
Co
Cr
Cu
Ga
La
Li
Mo
Nb
Nd
Ni
Pb
Rb
Sc

Sr
Th
U
v
Y
Zn
Zr

<0.05
270

40

170
40

l0
<4

50

l0
190

160

16

<4
180

189.0

63.0

23.2

134,0

t25t.
66.0
46.2

148.0

r274.
67.O

46.8
137.0

r75.0
43.0

43.8

235.0

68.0

35.0

24.3

67.0

6.8

t].o

8.0

14.0

<0.05

20

150

5

150

540

340.0

110.0

30.0

<2
6.0

400.0
70.0
55.0

120.0

80.0

390.0

80.0

55.0

140.0

85.0

130.0

30.0
85.0

660.0
70.0

<3
15.0

540
5.0

N/A

100.0

5.0

<4
190.0

14.0

85.0

105.0

130.0

30.0

70.0

600.0

80.0

245.0 214.0
47.00 72.0
53.40 27.7

183.0 74.0

420

14.10

23.00

23,7

36.0

t4.t
29.0

18.9

28.0

16.4

32.O

18.9

20.o 70.0 50.0 40.0 20.0 20.0

21.40

23.00

33.3

33.0

36.3

35.0

5.3

113.6

14.6

t4r.t
2,7

-0.3

t54.t
34.7

tt9.o
292.9

26.5

35.0

25.9

33.0

r1.6
26.0

4
56.0

20

9.0

56.0

<3
32.O

150

10.0

70.0

6

32.0

200
20.0

64.O

4
t2.0

680

10.0

N/A

15

<4

<2
<2

80

140

20

<4
30

5

330

5.70
161.6

16.90

147.5

0.70
0.30
t36.4
24.20

29.00

24r.6

7.r
t49.1

13.5

385.5

7.3

3.7

105.4

43.3

32.0

255.8

5.2

70.3

23.0
205.3

3.5

1.0

24r.8
35.9

143.0

t89.2

5.8

69.7

23.8

205.2

3,7

0.1

242.7

35.2

r44.O

188.7

2.r
6.6

25.0
313.5

1.3

-0.6
317.8

37.2

140.0

r'74.7

11.8

69.1
_4x

508.3

2.r
t.6

43.4

t7.9
26.0

5r.2

125.O

4.0

5.0

11.0

42.0
80.0

330.0

490.0
4.0
<4

26.O

26.0

130.0

260.0

480.0
8.0

<4
250.O

26.O

150.0

250.O

115.0

<4
<4

170.0

12.0

75.0
94.0

ls=limestone
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4.2.2.3 Petrography of felsic rocks (>56 percent SiOZ).

The felsic rocks include two major types of lava flows: a) Pheno-quartz-feldspar-pyroxene

porphyritic lava: euhedral phenocrysts of feldspar, pyroxene and quartz commonly with

embayments are set within a fine-grained to glassy groundmass; b) Pheno-feldspar-

porphyritic lava: euhedral to subeuhedral feldspar phenocrysts as single crystals or

aggregates are set in a fine-grained groundmass showing subtle trachytic texture.

Phenocrysts of feldspar and pyroxene are more or less altered into sericite + calcite.

4.2.2.4 Geochemistry of felsic rocks

Twelve core samples from 10 wells (Table 2)have been analysed by x-ray fluorescence and

plotted after the manner of Church (1975), with the result that core 9, Gidgealpa 4, corc 27 ,

Gidgealpa 5 and core2, Murteree A1 are andesite, Gidgealpa 1 is basalt, but the rest of the

volcanics are either dacite or rhyodacite according to (Gatehouse, 1986, fig.5b). Core 2'1,

Gidgealpa 5 and core 9, Gidgealpa 4 plotted in the trachyte field according to (Gatehouse,

1986, fig.5a). Similar results are achieved when the felsic rocks are plotted in discrimination

diagrams such as created by Winchester and Floyd (1977) based on SiO2 percent versus the

ratio ZrfliO2, and ratio Nb/Y (Fig. 4.2). The majority of analyses fall into the

rhyodacite/dacite field except core 17, Kalladeina 1 and core 9, Gidgealpa 4. However,

these two exceptions are possibly caused by contamination, the former comprising

resedimented rhyodacitic clasts within a limestone, and the latter consisting of fine ash tuff.

Winchester and Floyd (1917) and Floyd and Winchester (1978) have utilised several

immobile elements (Ce, Ga, Nb, Sc, Y, Ti, Zr) to construct a series of diagrams relating

altered intermediate and felsic volcanic rocks to their original chemical composition but not

to tectonic setting.
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No.

Wells
m

core

lithology

6943 6942 6841
RS3 RS56 RS19
Cu- L G-2 S- 1
3077.26 2641.65 2056.49

2133
rhyoda rhy brec conglo

6742
RS2
K-1

3647.24

18

rhyoda

6942 6942 6942 6943 6942 6841 940
RS58 RS36 RS55 RS2 RS57 RS18 TS1O4

G-4 G-3 G-2 Co-l G-4 G- 5 K- 1

2372.26 3331.16 2412.19 3637.48 2211.93 26s4.20 3602.13

11t4t210927r7
tuff rhyoda rhyoda ignim. vf.tuff rhyoda rhyo-ls

4o

SiO2

TiO2
A12O3

Fe2O3

FeO

MnO
Mgo
CaO
Na2O

Kzo
Pzos
H2O+
Hzo'
so¡
LOI
Total

0.43

4.66

99.38 93.90 98.11 98.81 99.14 98.32 97.64 9't.47 96.76 97.82 99.21

71.40

0.35

13.50

0.68

1.73

0.06

1.27

r.35
2.83

4.35

0.10

t.46
0.30

70.80

0.44

13.40

2.25

0.89
0.07

o.79

r.44
3.76

3.74

0.15

r.o2
0.15

70.60

0.46

12.80

3.4t
0.53

0.02
0.58

0.31

0.20

7.48

o.t2
1.36

0.24

68.20

0.55

13.60

4.15

0.36

0.06

0.63

1.96

2.62

5.10

0.13

1.14

0.31

61.10

0,51

15.90

2.33

0.72

0.06

0.61

1.73

3.63

4.56

0.16

1.48

0.35

65.80

0.46

t5.20
2.50

0.95

0.06

1.08

1.68

4.54

4.54

o.t4
I.00
0.37

64.10

0.51

15.00

2.49

r.25

0.10
0.96

2.66

4.47

3.87

0.16

1.30
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63.00

0.53
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1.28

3.1 I
0.10
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ppm
Au
Ba
Ce
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Cr
Cu
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La
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Nb
Nd
Ni
Pb

Rb
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Sr
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U
v
Y
Zn
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<0.05 <0.05

920 600

70 45

35 40

<5 <5

510

<2
4

150

<0,05
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30

10

10

540

65

30
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5
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15

<5
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5

10
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<0.05
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5

6

5
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4
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220

3292.0

29.0

103. I
32.0

<0.05<0.05<0.05<0.05 <0.05

520
65

35

<5

10

35

<4
4

10

<4
6

15

5

6

5

<4
6

5

<4
8

l0
<4
6

l0
<4
6

25

<4
<4

<2

5

r20

2

I2
270

<2

ll
200

<2

7

180

5

35

130

170
l8
4

45

20

60

200

2

6

t40

5

130

2t0

75

32

<4
130

26

130

220

l0
<4
14

230
34

<4
130

38

130

200

16.9

13.0

14.4

t2.0

r076.9
171.7

8.1

73.1

t3.2
2.4

39.1

t7.3
29.0

308.0

15

38

260

150

32

<4
75

24

65

200

75

26

<4
75

26

20

300

46
28

4

65

22

45

220

t20
30

4

50
20

40
180

130

30

6

50

18

60

160

140
32

4

50
20

35

190

Table 2 Chemical and normative data for the acid-intermediate Mooracoochie

Abbreviations: G=Gidgealpa; Co=Coongie; Cu=Cuttapirrie; K=Kalladeina;

S=Spencer; rhyod= rhyodacite; rhy-rhyolitic; rhyo=rhyodacite; vf= very fine;

ignim= ignimbrite; conglo=conglomerate.
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4.2.3 Discussion

The data from core 2T,Gidgealpa 5 plots in the rhyodacite / dacite field in ZrfliO, versus

Nb/Y diagram, but plots in andesite or trachyte or the trachyandesite fields in several

different SiO, dependent diagrams. The different results are probably engendered by its low

silica content caused by alteration of alkali feldspars to sericite and calcite. The coherent

lavas from core 13, Gidgealpa 3 and core 2'1, Gidgealpa 5 both have similar euhedral

plagioclases and a fine-grained groundmass, but the feldspars of the latter are much more

altered, and replaced by calcite or sericite. This probably causes the result that the former

falls in rhyodacite/dacite field, but the latter in andesite or trachyte or trachyandesite fields.

Altered basic rocks such as Murteree Al and core 17, Gidgealpa t herein are not suitable for

plotting into major element dependent diagrams. This further demonstrates that for altered

volcanics immobile trace elements are much more reliable than major elements such as SiOt

versus sodium/potassium oxides. 't'he discrimination diagram after Meschede (1986) is

more reliable than others for basic rocks because it is independent of TiOr, and only based

on immobile trace elements.

4.3 Volcanic facies analysis

Volcanic facies analysis is important in the study of ancient volcanic successions, especially

those with chemical overprinting of metamorphism and alteration (Cas & V/right, 1987).

Different tectonic environments have distinctive volcaniclastic facies associations (Lajoie &

Stix in'Walker & James, 1992). Therefore, volcanic facies analysis has been carried out side

by side with a geochemical approach.

Since the identification and interpretation of volcanic textures involves a blend of process-

oriented volcanology and sedimentology, a genetic classification of volcaniclastic deposits

was suggested by McPhie et al. (1993), Fig.4.4.

This classification emphasises genesis, process and the interplay between volcanic rocks and

normal sedimentary rocks, and hence is suitable for classification of the Cambrian volcanic

rocks in the basin. Cas & Wright (1987) established ten facies models for ancient volcanic

successions; several are applied to the volcanic facies analysis in this study.

Two phases and kinds of the volcanics can be further divided into different facies. Four

major genetic groups of facies are recognised, and can be further subdivided into nine
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Facies C:

ignimbrite

Facios D:

lava breccia /

limestone

Facies E:

conglomerate

Facies F:

tuffaceous sandstone

PHASE 1 Facies A:

pheno-qu artz- feldspar-

porphyritic

Facies B:

pheno-feldspar

porphyritic

PHASE 2 Facies G: porphyritic

Facies H:

amygdaloidal

Facies I:

resedimented

hyaloclastite

Resedimented

(s¡'n-eruptive)

ExplosiveEffusive Epiclastic

different principal facies according to the phenocrysts included and general mineralogical

composition (Table 3).

Table 3

4.3.1 Phase I (Moorøcoochíe Volcanics)

4.3.1.1 Principal facies

Phase L (Mooracoochie Volcanics) comprises six principal facies which are outlined as

follows.

Two kinds of effusive lava are differentiated by the presence (Facies A) or absence (Facies

B) of qvartz phenocrysts.

Facies A Fresh to sericite / hematite-altered, porphyritic, massive pheno-quartz-feldspar

rhyodacite (Pl. 1, A-B)

Orange red, massive porphyritic rhyodacite. Internally massive or flow foliated.

Phenocrysts in glassy groundmass occupy from 30 to 60Vo of the bulk volume depending on

the locality. Quartz and feldspar phenocrysts are dominant, and pyroxene and biotite are

subordinate. Most phenocrysts are euhedral, and some quartz crystals are either embayed or

jig-saw-fit fragmented. The groundmass is too fine for identification of its component

mineralogy.

Interpretation. Facies A is characterised by evenly sized and shaped, euhedral or subhedral

phenocrysts of quartz, feldspar, pyroxene and biotite dispersed in much finer grained or
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glassy groundmass showing a typical porphyritic texture. The porphyritic and internally

massive or flow-foliated texture indicate coherent effusive lavas.

Facies B Sericite-calcite altered, porphyritic, massive, pheno-feldspathic rhyodacite / dacite

(Pl. I, C-G; Pl.2, G)

Orange to brown, massive porphyritic rhyodacite/dacite. Flow foliation is observed, but not

pyroclastic fragmentation. About 40Vo of phenocrysts, dominated by feldspar, are set in fine-

grained groundmass with a subtle trachytic texture. Pyroxene and possible former olivine

occur in lesser quantities. Quartz phenocrysts or fragments are not present. Most feldspar

phenocrysts are euhedral to subhedral, range in size from 0.6mm to about l.5mm. Some

phenocrysts are euhedral only at one termination, but some are not euhedral at either

termination, showing typical disequilibrium. Pseudomorphs of possibly former olivine are

now completely replaced by calcite (Pl. L, D). A similar rhyodacite/dacite lava breccia bed

has been observed in core 13, Gidgealpa2. It comprises monomict, poorly sorted clasts with

size varying from less than lcm to >l0cm across, and angular or truncated margins of clasts,

some with flow-banded texture (P1.2, G).

Interpretation. Both massive and porphyritic textures strongly indicate coherent lava. The

incomplete crystallisation of phenocrysts in uneven shapes and sizes may indicate that the

lava rapidly came to the surface before proper crystallisation. Content of mainly plagioclase

phenocrysts plus minor possible olivine seems to suggest the rock to be a more basic type

than Facies A, but the groundmass in this facies is greater than the phenocrysts in bulk

quantity; furthermore, chemical analysis gives an indication of rhyodacite/dacite. The

brecciated lava bed in core 13, Gidgealpa 2 is probably the basal bed of a rhyodacitic lava

sill.

Facies C represents an explosive pyroclastic deposit.

Facies C Pumiceous pyroclastic flow - ignimbrite (pumice-pheno-quartz-feldspar)

Orange to brown, coarse, varying from massive (non-welded) to planar foliation (welded),

crystal and shard-rich ignimbrite. Euhedral phenocrysts are in order of decreasing

abundance: quafiz or alkali feldspars, pyroxene and biotite. Quartz phenocrysts are euhedral

and with abundant typical resorption embayments (beta form); or may be shattered into jig-

saw-fit fragments or much smaller angular fragments. Plagioclase feldspars, pyroxene and

biotite are also euhedral. The groundmass is usually glassy and full of small aligned shards,
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most of which are platy; a lesser cuspate kind appears like bubble-wall, bubble-junction

relict shards. Those shards surrounding the "rigid" quartz or feldspar phenocrysts are

strongly deformed, showing a typical fiamme or eutaxitic texture. Some accidental lithic

fragments are observed.

Interpretation. Severe fragmentation of lavas, phenocrysts, and the abundance of pumice

and glass shards suggest its eruptive pyroclastic origin. Predominance of pumiceous lapilli

and blocks, and glass shards indicates a pyroclastic (pumice) flow deposit. Crystals of

phenocrysts, and fragments of lava with flow foliation are ultimately derived from explosive

eruption of porphyritic magma, and thus its quartz and plagioclase dominated crystals

suggest a possible source of a porphyritic rhyodacite. Aligned flattened, lenticular pumice,

and the eutaxitic texture and fiamme of glass shards show welding compaction. Welding

indicates the original conservation of heat of juvenile pyroclasts. Massive structure, lack of

sorting, absence of fossils and other non-volcanic sedimentary matrix all suggest a

pyroclastic flow product without water transport, namely, a subaerial pyroclastic flow

deposit.

tr'acies D is a resedimented (syn-eruptive) volcaniclastic deposit.

Facies D Thinly bedded, poorly-sorted, rhyodacitic lithic-rich carbonate breccia / limestone

(Pt. 3, A-E).

This facies is observed from core 17, Kalladeina 1. Its "background" deposit is a peloidal,

skeletal packstone, but contains various amounts of volcanic clasts occur in different beds,

varying from 2OVo to TOVo of the bulk volume within 2.7 metres of core (Fig. a.$.

Carbonate grains are small, mainly including disarticulated trilobites, brachiopod skeletons

and rod-shaped peloids. Volcanic material is poorly sorted, ranging from less than lmm to

cobble size (greater than 10cm) (Pl. 3, D-E), comprising fragments of monogenetic

rhyodacitic lava that is essentially similar to the underlying rhyodacite. The volcanic clasts

are mainly angular, though some smaller ones (1 to 2cm in size) are subrounded, and no

pumice or other convincing pyroclastic clasts occur. Some encrusting microbial build ups

have formed on the edges of relatively large rhyolitic clasts (Pl. 3' C).

Interpretation. The presence of syndepositional microbes and trilobites indicates a shallow,

clean, warïn marine environment. The monomict nature of the volcanic material, and its

angularity, lack of sorting, and fresh volcanic glass in usual vitriclastic or devitrified texture,

recognisable feldspar and hornblende within the rhyodacitic lava clasts, and lack of
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sedimentary conglomerates, all preclude it from being an epiclastic deposit. Absence of

pumice and glassy shards also precludes the likelyhood of a violent explosive origin.

Because the clasts do not show jigsaw-fit texture, it is unlikely to be an in-situ autobreccia

deposit. Therefore, the remaining possibility is resedimented autobreccia or a hyaloclastite

of rhyolitic lava.

Epiclastic lithologies can be subdivided into two lithofacies according to their grain size:

Facies E and F.

Facies E. Volcanogenic breccia / conglomerate (Pl. 4, D-F)

This conglomerate is massive and clast-supported. Most of the clasts are angular to

subangular. The "background" deposit is red mudstone and siltstone; the red mudstone

sometimes forms elongate, flat mud clasts comprising part of the breccia framework. The

matrix seems to be muddy to silty and in small quantity.

Interpretation. Predominance of lava fragments and association with a small amount of

sedimentary pebbles and matrix indicate a marked volcanic component. Welded pumices

are subordiate fragments. If pumice was welded in-situ, it might show continuing welding

alignment parallel to the bedding planes. The welding alignment is random, and truncated.

This means that this pumice has been fragmented and transported after welding, thus

indicating it to be a post-eruptive deposit. One large rounded lava fragment has a similar

weathered rim such as found on some coarse sandstone pebbles. The absence of a glassy

matrix further suggests a sedimentary origin. Angularity of most volcanic clasts and lack of

sorting both indicate that they have not been transported far. The more or less fresh

appearance of minerals within the lava and pumice pebbles also indicates that deposition

was rapid. This facies represents a post-eruption volcanogenic sedimentary deposit.

Facies F Tuffaceous sandstone (P1.4, A-C)

This facies is based on tuffaceous sandstone from core 17, Gidgealpa 7. Bedding varies

from thinly bedded to laminated (Pl. 4, C). In the laminated sandstone, distinct clay-rich

wavy bands are prominent; the grain size varies from 1 mm to 10mm in a vertical fining

upward sequence. Volcanogenic lithics including pumice, relict lava fragments and possible

trachyte are dispersed within relatively smaller, clean, angular quartz crystals and mud

drapes. The lithics are angular to slightly rounded, and poorly to fairly sorted. A small

fossil (? mollusc) is observed (P1.4, A).
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Interpretation. Graded-bedding, lamination, and mud-drapes reflect shallow water current

activity. Existence of a mollusc fauna and abundance of calcite both as cement and as

replacement of former lithics suggest a submarine environment accommodating a deep

subaqueous distal syn-eruptive volcaniclastic deposit or post-eruptive reworked - epiclastic

marine deposit. Different kinds and compositions of the volcanic clasts, and their relatively

weathered nature suggest the latter.

4.3.1.2 Facies succession and association

Vertical facies succession. Because of limited drilling, only a few wells can provide

vertical facies changes for the volcanic sequence. According to a combination of cores,

wireline log and mud log data, the vertical facies changes may be established in a broad

sense (Fig. a.6). In Kalladeina 1, Facies A is succeeded by Facies D. In Gidgealpa 2,

Facies B is succeeded by an undifferentiated acid tuff, basalt, and Facies F. Similarly, in

Gidgealpa 5, Facies B is succeeded by an undifferentiated acid tuff, and then Facies F. In

Gidgealpa 3, Facies B is succeeded by an undifferentiated acid tuff, and then Facies E.

Lateral facies association. Facies A is found in Cuttapirrie 1, and Facies C in Coongie 1

(Fig. 4.7), and they are possibly a lateral facies association because both yield the same

rhyodacite and are also close to each other geographically. Facies E (conglomerate)

gradually fines upwards from cobble-sized to pebble-sized conglomerate in Gidgealpa 3 and

Spencer 1. A similar upward-fining trend is observed in both corc I'7 , Gidgealpa 7 and core

26, Gidgealpa 5, in which lithic-rich pebble-sized sandstone fines to coarse grained

tuffaceous sandstone (Facies F). Their similar content of volcanic lithics make these two

pebbly sandstones possible lateral facies variants. Therefore, Facies F is possibly a

continuation of Facies E. If this relationship is correct, a marine transgression is indicated

by the vertical change from volcanic conglomerate (Facies E) of possible fluvial / lacustrine

origin to tuffaceous sandstone (tr'acies F) of shallow marine origin.

The spatial distribution of the Mooracoochie Volcanics, with suggested lateral facies

correlation is presented in Fig. 4.7. From this distribution, it is likely that the volcanics

exceeded an area of 10,000km'.

4.3.I.3 Facies models

Two major facies models from the ten described by Cas & Wright (1987) can be recognised.
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1 The model of continental silicic volcanoes represents a subaerial explosive felsic

volcanic eruption which produced lava, ignimbrite and other pyroclastics possibly associated

with central calderas or volcanic depressions. A combination of vertical facies succession

and lateral facies association permits the model to be applied to the Mooracoochie

Volcanics. The main facies include effusive lava (Facies B), ignimbrite (Facies C),

volcanogenic conglomerate (Facies E) and tuffaceous sandstone (Facies F). A facies model

interpreted for the Gidgealpa-Taloola-Spencer area is presented in Fig. 4.8. Minor basalts

are observed in core 11, Gidgealpa 1 (P1.4, G) and possibly Gidgealpa 8; they are probably

late stage basalts.

2. The model of submarine felsic volcanoes and volcanic centres is applied in the

Kalladeina area as subaqueous acid volcanics are indicated by brecciated rhyodacitic lava

(Lithofacies D) intercalated within a shallow marine carbonate environment. This model

suggests that a rhyodacitic cryptodome and synsedimentary sill produced a vertical section

similar to that observed in Kalladeina 1: rhyodacite lava (Facies A) at the base, then

hyaloclastite and redeposited hyaloclastite (Facies D) intercalated with contemporaneous

sedimentary deposits, and finally normal carbonate sediments at the top.

4.3.2 Phase 2 (Kalladeina Formation)

4.3.2.1 Principal facies

Phase 2 (Kalladeina Formation) comprises three principal facies. They are outlined as

follows.

Two kinds (Facies G & H) of effusive lava are differentiated according to different different

composition and texture.

Facies G Porphyritic basalt with trachytic texture

This facies is based on a thin (about 27cm) layer of basic lava interbedded within the late

Middle Cambrian skeletal wackestone in core 10, Gidgealpa 7. It is a porphyritic, massive

basaltic lava with a trachytic texture. Fine-grained feldspar laths line up along the flow-

oriented trachytic groundmass. Their elongated shape and lack of stain with sodium

cobaltinitrite solution suggest that they are probably plagioclase.
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Interpretation. Euhedral phenocrysts in a trachytic groundmass display the typical

porphyritic texture of a coherent lava. The high content of plagioclase feldspars together

with opaques suggests a basaltic lava rather than andesite. Interbedding within deep water

carbonates indicates that the lava could be derived from a distal subaqueous effusive basalt

flow or a dyke swarrn. The thin layering tends to indicate the latter.

Facies H Amygdaloidal, fine-grained basalt

This facies is described from core2, Murteree 41, and possibly also exists in Jena 1 and 6.

It comprises mainly fine-grained feldspar laths and much larger amygdales partially or

completely infilled by calcite or dolomite. Within 3m of core, there is a slight vertical

change from less vesicular to highly vesicular and back to less vesicular. The shape and size

ofthe vesicles also changes.

Interpretation. The homogeneous basaltic composition and non-fragmentary nature

suggest it to be a coherent effusive basaltic lava. The change of vesicularity possibly

indicates subtle changes between a pillow lava interior and margin according to McPhie ef

al. (1993). Its chloritised nature and trachytic texture with large amygdales filled by calcite

resemble submarine spilite. 'I'he association with deep water marine ribbon limestone in

core 19, Gidgealpa 1 indicates a deeper water environment; therefore, the facies is a

subaqueous vesicular basalt. Alternatively, it is a basaltic lava dyke intruded into the deep-

water marine succession.

Facies I Brecciated vesicular basalt or resedimented basaltic hyaloclastite

This facies is based on a brecciated basaltic deposit from several cores in Gidgealpa 1 and

possibly in Kobari 1 (cuttings). It comprises mainly grey to greenish, vesicular basalt clasts.

Minor limestones clasts are present. Irregular margins of the clasts are formed by bubble

walls. Most clasts are lapilli (2-64mm) to ash (<2mm) size. Within the vesicular lapilli

clasts, microphenocrysts of plagioclase feldspar laths are dispersed between spherical

vesicles. Microphenocrysts of plagioclase show swallow-tail terminations or fragmented

'polar ends'. Often these breccias are interbedded or mixed with limestone.

Interpretation. Swallow-tail terminations, bubble walls and angularity all indicate

quenching and brecciation texture. The monomict composition, dominated by highly
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vesicular, poorly-sorted angular basalt clasts with minor non-volcanic limestone lithics, and

much less mud-matrix suggest that the deposit is syn-eruptive and has not been much

transported or reworked. The close association with deep-water carbonate indicates a

submarine environment. Hence the facies represents a brecciated basalt - hyaloclastite, or

resedimented hyaloclastite, which were slightly reworked and mingled with limestone.

4.3.2.2 Facies succession and association.

The resedimented hyaloclastite (Facies I) and amygdaloidal basalt (Facies II) with similar

geochemical composition, are both intercalated with deep-water carbonate and recur

episodically through the whole vertical sequence in Gidgealpa 1 from early Middle

Cambrian (predates the Vuggy Dolomite) to early Late Cambrian Mindyallan age (Fig. 4.1).

In Gidgealpa 7, the porphyritic basalt with trachytic texture (Facies G) occurs sporadically

within the deep-water carbonate sequence spanning early Middle Cambrian (possibly

predates the Vuggy Dolomite) to late Middle Cambrian Mindyallan age. The basalts have

not been found either in shoal-water carbonate that has been resedimented within the deep-

water carbonate setting in the Gidgealpa area, or in carbonate deposits in Kalladeina 1 and

Coongie l. Therefore, the basalts in the Gidgealpa area are associated with the deep-water

carbonates, but not with shoal-water carbonates.

In Murteree A1, the amygdaloidal basalt (Facies H) is the same facies as and has similar

geochemical characteristics to the Gidgealpa basalt (Fig. 4.2r 4.34-8). This indicates that

they came from fairly homogeneous basalt bodies possibly resulting from the same tectonic

event. Alternatively, they are related to many events ranging through the Middle Cambrian

(Gravestock, pers. comm., 1996). Fragments of a similar vesicular basalt are also observed

in cuttings from Kobari 1, 87.5km southeast of Gidgealpa 1.

The vertical facies succession, lateral facies variation between Gidgealpa 1 and 7, and

possible correlation with Murteree A1 and other surrounding wells is presented in plan view

(Fie. a.e).

4.3.2.3 Facies model

Because the lavas and brecci¿,red clasts are intercalated and interbedded with deep marine

carbonate, a submarine basalt lava (possible pillow lava) and its associated hyaloclastites

(quench-fragmented lavas) are indicated. Monogenetic resedimented hyaloclastites but with

slight variation in their composition may suggest several stages of intermittent basaltic
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activity. An environmental synthesis is proposed in Fig. 4.10. In the vicinity of the

Gidgealpa atea, a carbonate slope to basin transition environment is interpreted on the basis

of facies analysis on Gidgealpa 1 and 7 (Sun & Gatehouse, 1996; Chapter 7); and to the

east, a possible submarine basalt lava dome or sill fed by feeder dykes. The feeder dykes

possibly intruded along a fault at the base of the slope, and produced porphyritic basalt

(Facies G), amygdaloidal basalt (Facies H), and associated hyaloclastites (Facies I) within

the carbonate succession of Gidgealpa 7 and 1. 'When it interacted with water, the basalt

lava became brecciated to form in-situ hyaloclastite. These hyaloclastites were then

redeposited in the nearby carbonate dominated environment - producing as a result Facies I,

or they were intermixed with carbonate mud to produce tuffaceous turbidite deposits

(Chapter 7). There were possibly several such basaltic lava domes; some may have formed

due to basalt dyke swarms. In the vicinity of Kobari 1, a mounded structure has been

observed in seismic profile (Boucher, 1994) may indicate this kind of setting.

4.4 Comparison with volcanics in adjacent basins

The present detailed biostratigraphic study enables a general correlation of the volcanic

events of the Warburton Basin with adjacent basins, where some volcanics have similar

texture and chemical composition.

Early Cambrian volcanic suites in adjacent basins have been compared with the

Mooracoochie Volcanics. Gatehouse (1986) considered that the Mooracoochie Volcanics

could have formed in an arc setting linked to Scheibner's (1974) "Mount V/right Volcanic

Arc". However, the geochemistry of the Mount Wright Volcanics indicates an intra-plate

extensional environment (Edwards, 1978; Zhou et a1.,1994). Boucher (1991) suggested that

no andesite exists within the Mooracoochie Volcanics, which probably formed in a similar

intra-plate rift setting. This study also reveals that the Mooracoochie Volcanics comprise

mainly rhyodacitic and minor basaltic volcanics, and thus could not form in an island arc

setting.

The rhyodacitic tuff and ash beds of the Mooracoochie Volcanics resemble the silicic ash-

fall tuff of the Cymbric Vale Formation, New South Wales, and also the vitric tuff in the

Billy Creek Formation, Flinders Ranges, both of Botomian to Toyonian age.

Boucher (1991) correlated the Murteree-Jena basalts with the Early Cambrian Truro

Volcanics from the Stansbury Basin / Kanmantoo Trough areas (Forbes et al., 1972;

Gatehouse et aL,1993). Although being essentially similar, basalts from the Gidgealpa area,
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and possibly Murteree-Jena region, are of Middle Cambrian age, and thus younger than the

Truro Volcanics and equivalents. He also correlated the Murteree-Jena basalts with the

within-plate basalt in MBT-1 beneath the western Murray Basin, which has no age constraint

(Rankin et aL.,1991).

The Heathcote and Mount V/ellington greenstone belts in Victoria are overlain by Upper

Cambrian-Ordovician strata (Crawford, 1988), implying an Early to Middle Cambrian age

for the greenstone belts and possibly the Stavely Belt. The Mount Stavely Volcanic

Complex contains clastics and volcanics with calcalkaline characteristics (Buckland, 1986;

Crawford, 1988; Coney et al., 1990), geochemically contrasting with the within-plate

alkaline basalt of Middle Cambrian age in the Warburton Basin.

Other Middle to Late Cambrian volcanic rocks include 1) the Mount Read Volcanics,

western Tasmania, which consist of compositionally and texturally diverse lavas and

volcaniclastic rocks (Corbett, 1992) including syn-eruptive marine mudstone and shale; 2)

bimodal volcanics interbedded with marine limestone of Middle to Late Cambrian age from

the southern Heritage Range, Ellsworth Mountains,'West Antarctica (Venum et aL,1992);3)

the Glasgow Volcanics from the Sledgers Group, Bowers Supergroup, which are submarine

island arc tholeiitic basalt, andesite, dacite and rhyolite including submarine pillow lava

flows, lava breccia and debris flows (Bradshaw et a\.,1985).

4.5 Tectonic implications

The volcanics in the Warburton Basin provide important information as to the tectonic

setting and devlopment of the basin, and also some clues to the relationship with the

adjacent basins. There are two major different volcanic events which suggest that each

represents a different tectonic setting. Phase 1 is older than Phase 2.

Phase 1 (Early Cambrian Mooracoochie Volcanics) is characterised by rhyolitic-rhyodacitic

subaerial to shallow subaqueous volcanics, continental red-bed conglomerate and sandstone,

and late stage basalt. As the facies analysis indicates, these volcanics are widely-distributed,

some are more than 100 km apart. Since rhyolitic to rhyodacitic lavas normally do not travel

very far (less than 10km), there must be multiple silicic vents involved. The two facies

models also suggest that a caldera probably existed in the Gidgealpa area; and possibly a

rhyodacitic cryptodome and synsedimentary sill existed in the vicinity of Kalladeina 1.

Minor (late stage?) basalt has found associated with the caldera facies, no andesite is
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associated with these volcanics. Continental volcanics were succeeded by shallow marine

deposits. All of the above evidence indicates a possible continental rift setting. According

to Lajoie & Stix (in Walker & James, 1992, p.101) "continental rift environments are

commonly associated with caldera structures where acid subaerial pyroclastic deposits are

found. Basaltic cinder cones and tuff rings also occur here, and are commonly associated

with lava flows". The continental silicic volcanic event, followed by marine incursion

further supports the rifting model.

Phase 2 (Middle to early Late Cambrian). A submarine basalt model is interpreted for Phase

2 basic volcanics. Their alkaline within-plate affinity may indicate a renewed intra-plate

extensional environment (rift or plume-related) as suggested by Boucher (1991) and

Gravestock et al. (1995), or possibly periodic reactivation of regional tectonic stress or

fracfure zones such as possible fault scarps. Its association with deep-water carbonate facies,

and possibly with deep-water mudstone / shale of the Dullingari Group (Chapter 2 & 7)

further support a possibly continuing rift event in the vicinity of Gidgealpa 1 and also to the

east and southeast.

General chemical composition, texture, and vesicularity of the Warburton basalts can be well

compared with the alkali basalt / basalt clasts studied from the Eastern North American

continental margin by Jansa et al. (1988). These American alkali basalts were derived from

the Middle Jurassic to Early Cretaceous mafic dykes, sills, flows at several different stages,

and local volcaniclastic sediment intercalated within continental shelf sediments. The origin

of that volcanism was interpreted as related to reactivation of old fracture zones, or

possibility to formation of new fractures in response to changing stress fields arising from

the motion and rearrangement of continental plates; this activity was synchronous with an

initiation of rifting (Jansa et aL, 1988). This is a good model analogue for the Gidgealpa

basalts, whose limited spatial distribution and intermittent occurrences may indicate several

episodes of reactivation of old fracture zones.

In Australia, an Early Cambrian extensional event is widely accepted by various researchers.

After von der Borch (1980) first suggested Cambrian rifting event in the Adelaide

Geosyncline, Veevers (1984) suggested that rifting along the Tasman Line occurred during

the Early Cambrian. Shaw (1991) suggested that the bimodal volcanism of the

Mooracoochie Volcanics possibly indicates a rifted marginal plateau of thinned continental

crust in the Warburton Basin. A geochemical study of the Mount Wright Volcanics from the

Wonominta Block, western New South Wales (Edwards, 1978 Zhov, & Whitford, 1994)
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indicated that the Early Cambrian Mount Wright Volcanics (southern section) have alkaline

basalt affinities and formed in an intraplate extensional environment indicative of a rift or

plume-related environment caused by the breakup of the Proterozoic supercontinent during

Early Cambrian. In South Australia, several previous workers also recorded the rifting event

prior to the Delamerian Orogeny. One of the tectonic models proposed by Rankin er al

(1991) also involves rifting. Cambrian rifting probably provided the basin into which the

Kanmantoo sediments were deposited and was also associated with the intrusion of pre-Fl

mafic dykes in the Mount Lofty Ranges (Fleming & White, 1984). The metadolerites which

post-date the Early Cambrian volcanics indicate a change with time from intraplate to

MORB type composition (Liu & Fleming, 1990) indicating an ensuing period of crustal

thinning and major dyke emplacement, associated rifting and crustal extension (Gatehouse er

a1.,1993).

In summary, Phase 1 volcanism in the basin possibly indicates a continental rift tectonic

setting, and not an arc setting. Early Cambrian alkali WPB indicates a second phase

Australian continental rifting event (von der Borch, 1980; Lindsay et al., 1987), or renewed

rifting (Powell et al., 1994). However, Middle to early Late Cambrian basalts of Phase 2

volcanism in the W'arburton Basin possibly indicate further crustal thinning or reactivation

of old fracture zones.

a
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Plate 1

Photomicrograpih of porphyritic, massive rhyodacite, showing euhedral

quaftz with typical embayments, altered feldspar, and fine-grained to glassy

groundmass. Sample no. 6943RS3, Cuttapirrie 1, core 2, 3017.26m (10096

feet), A: plane polarised light; B: cross polarised light.

Photor^ricrograph of porphyritic, massive feldspar-porphyritic rhyodacite /

dacite, displaying slightly altered, euhedral sodic plagioclase in massive

groundmass. Sample no. 6942RS36, from Gidgealpa 3,3331.16m (10929

feet); cross polarised light.

Photomicrograph of stained thin section of porphyritic rhyodacite / dacite,

showing possible pseudomorph of former olivine now completely replaced by

calcite (red stain) set in very fine-grained groundmass. Sample no.

6942RS36, from Gidgealpa 3,3331.16m (10929 feet); cross polarised light.

Core slab of porphyritic massive rhyodacite I dacite, displaying flow

foliation. Core 12, Gidgealpa 2, 2412. l9m (7 9 I 4 feet).

Core slab of orange/brovvn, feldspar phenocryst-rich porphyritic massive

rhyodacite / dacite displaying scattered euhedral feldspars. Core 14, 333lm

(10928.5 feet), Gidgealpa 3.

Core slab of porphyritic massive rhyodacite I dacite, showing coherent

massive structure. Core 27 , 2656.94-2657 .07m (8717 -8717 .42 feet),

Gidgealpa 5.
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Plate 2

Photomicrograph of massive, rhyodacitic ignimbrite, showing deformed

pumice squeezed in between rigid feldspar and quartz phenocrysts, scattered

phenocrysts of quartz and pyroxene (greenish), and shards within glassy

groundmass. Sample from 6943RS43, Coongie 1,3638.1m (11938 feet).

Fig.A: plane polarised light; B: cross polarised light.

Photomicrograph of slightly welded rhyolitic ignimbrite, which contains

phenocrysts of quartz and feldspar of various sizes and shapes dispersed

within glassy groundmass. Glass shards (sericitised) show stronger

compaction and homogenisation - glassy fiamme. A quartz phenocryst shows

typical embayment due to resorption. Sample from 684lRS103, Taloola 1,

core 1, I921.76m (6305 feet); cross polarised light.

Photomicrograph of slightly welded rhyolitic ignimbrite, showing platy glass

shards, partially dissolved feldspar phenocrysts with secondary porosity

stained blue. Sample 6841RSI03, 192I.76m (6305 feet), core 1, Taloola 1;

plane polarised light.

Core slab of slightly welded rhyolitic ignimbrite, displaying differentially

compacted greenish pumice clasts: strongly compacted elongate, streaky

wisps due to lack of quartz phenocrysts and less compacted polymict fabric

containing quartz phenocrysts. Core l,1922.'7m (6308.07 feet), Taloola 1.

Core slab of massive, porphyritic, rhyodacitic ignimbrite, showing lava

fragments (orange), streaky pumice wisps (black), and lithic fragments (grey).

Core 10, 3637.79m (11935feet), Coongie 1.

Core slab of a possible basal lava breccia, which comprises angular clasts of

rhyodacitic lava. Core 13,2647.49m (8686 feet), GidgealpaZ.
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A.B.

C.

D.

E.

Plate 3

Photomicrograph of rhyodacitic lithic-rich carbonate breccia, displaying

monogenetic lava fragments dispersed within peloidal packstone. Lava

fragments show porphyritic texture, with seriticised pyroxene and quartz

phenocrysts dispersed in glassy groundmass. Sample (6742R514), from core

I7,3602.14m (11820 feet), Kalladeina 1. A: cross polarised light; B: plane

polarised light.

Photomicrograph of rhyodacitic lithic-rich carbonate breccia, showing a

peloidal intraclast containing small, scattered rhyolitic volcanic lithics (left

top) and a rhyodacite fragment (right bottom). Microbial laminae encrust on

the surfaces of both clasts (arrow). Sample (6742RSTI), core I1,3602.13m

(11818 feet), Kalladeina 1; plane polarised light.

Core slab of rhyodacitic lithic-rich carbonate breccia, showing angularity

and poor-sorting of volcanic breccias. Core 17, 36OO.6m (11813 feet).

Kalladeina 1.

Core slab of rhyodacitic lithic-rich carbonate breccia, in which the largest

clast is cobble size, about 10cm long. Core 17,36O15m (11815.95 feet),

Kalladeina 1

Core slab of thin-bedded tuff, showing lamination and truncation of cross

bedding. Core'l, 6995.5 feet, Gidgealpa 2.
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Plate 4

Photomicrograph of laminated tuffaceous sandstone, showing angular to

slightly rounded quartz fragments and lithic clasts with glassy groundmass,

cemented by sparry calcite. A fossil (?mollusc) with internal cavity filled by

chert (arrowed). Stained thin section, sample 940TS34, 3221.74m (10570

feet), core 17, GidgealpaT; cross polarised light.

Photomicrograph of tuffaceous sandstone, showing its polygenetic

composition including a possible basalt fragment (black), and other felsic lava

fragments. A euhedral zircon is preserved within groundmass of a felsic lava

fragment (high relief crystal, below centre). Sample 940TS34, core 17,

3221.14m (10570 feet), GidgealpaT; plane polarised light.

Core slab of laminated tuffaceous sandstone, showing irregular, graded

lamination and clay drapes. Core 17, 322I.14m (10570 feet), Gidgealpa7.

Photomicrograph of lava-pumice rich breccia, which contains flow-banded

lava clasts, and quartz fragments, and a sedimentary rock fragment of a coarse

sandstone. Sample 6841RS14, core 3, 2053.44m (6737 feet), Spencer 1;

plane polarised light.

Core slab of brown lava-pumice rich breccia, displaying a large rounded

pebble of rhyodacite lava, other smaller fragments and red-brown silty -

muddy matrix. Core 3,2052.83m(6135 feet), Spencer 1.

Core slab of lava-pumice rich breccia, which comprises multicoloured,

slightly rounded, poorly sorted pebbles. Core 10, 2188.31m (9148 feet),

Gidgealpa 3.

Photomicrograph of porphyritic basalt, showing phenocryst of augite (right),

and other phenocrysts of feldspar within trachytic groundmass. Sample

940TS 1 69, 227 4.42m (7 462 feet), core 1 1, GidgeaIpa 2.
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Plate 5

Photomicrograph of amygdaloidal basalt, showing amygdales filled with

calcite (stained red), and feldspar laths some of which have a radiating

afrangement. Stained thin section, sample no. 6942RS44, core 19,3471.31m

( 1 13S9 feet), Gidg ealpa 1; cross polarised light.

Core slab of amygdaloidal basalt, displaying infilling of amygdales by

calcite. Core 19, 3467.7|m(Il37l feet), Gidgealpa 1.

Photomicrograph of amygdaloidal basalt, showing altered, fine-grained

feldspar laths and an amygdale. Sample no. 6941RS152, core 2, 1571.55m

(5156 feet), Murteree A1; plane polarised light.

Core slab of amygdaloidal basalt, displaying unevenly distributed vesicles.

Fracture and brecciation are probably caused by later tectonic stress. Core 2,

1571.55m (5156 feet), Murteree 41.

Photomicrograph of brecciated vesicular basalt / hyaloclastite, displaying

altered plagioclase laths and spherical vesicles of various sizes; some

plagioclase laths show swallow-tailed form or fragmented polar ends. Sample

(TS13103), core 30, 3996.84m (13113 feet), Gidgealpa 1; plane polarised

light.

Core slab of brecciated vesicular basalt / hyaloclastite, showing

monogenetic, a.ngular glassy basaltic fragments of various sizes and shapes,

with minor cherty sedimentary lithic clasts (black), some of which contain

fragmented fossils. Core 30, 3995.6m (13109 feet), Gidgealpa 1.

Photomicrograph of porphyritic, massive basalt, showing trachytic texture:

feldspar phenocrysts are dispersed within slightly trachytic-textured (flow)

groundmass. sample no. 940T5151, core 10, 2566.42m (8420 feet),

Gidgealpa 7; plane polarised light.
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CHAPTER 5
Peritidal carbonate platform environment

5.1 Introduction

The economic importance of peritidal carbonate deposits related to hydrocarbon sources,

seals and reservoirs has long been recognised (Shinn, 1983b). Cores, cuttings and wireline

logs of Coongie I and Daer 1 provide a relatively good vertical succession dominated by

carbonate unconformably overlying the Early Cambrian Mooracoochie Volcanics and

sharply underlying a siliciclastic-dominated succession (Fig. 5.L). Facies analysis indicates

that this predominantly carbonate succession was deposited in a peritidal carbonate platform

with little influence of terrigenous sediments. Ten lithofacies are distinguished and

described on the basis of sedimentary structures, component grains, mineralogies and fabrics

(Table 1). These lithofacies can be grouped into three major genetically related facies

assemblages: 1) lagoonal / restricted inner shelf; 2) ooid complex / carbonate buildup; 3)

peritidal carbonate complex. The vertical facies succession and evolution of depositional

environments are also discussed.

5.2 Lagoonal / inner-shelf facies assemblage

5.2.1 Lithofacies descrþtion and interpretøtion

Burrow-mottled, bioclastic-peloidal wackestone / packstone (Pl. L, C)

This facies is observed from core l, al3242.64m (10638.58feet), Daer 1, and also in cuttings

at 3529.58m (11580 feet), Coongie 1. It is thinly bedded, and comprises bioclastic

wackestone/packstone. Bedding has been partly destroyed by burrows, giving a mottled

appearance. Bioclasts are mainly trilobites, and carbonate grains include peloids, cortoids,

and intraclasts. Most grains are poorly sorted; some intraclasts are flake-shaped, and peloids

vary in shape. These grains are dispersed within micritic matrix.
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Table 1 Characteristics and environmental associations of lithofacies

(AbbreviatiOns: f = feet; C-l= Coongie l; D-1 = Daer 1; ws = wackestone; ps = packstone
ms = mudstone; qtz = quartz; gs = grainstone; authi =authigenic; echino = echinoderm;

brec = brecciation)

Enyironment
and

facies
assemblage

lagoon / inner shelf ooid shoal

/ buildup shallow subtidal
lithofacies

lithologies

color

sedimentary

structures

biota

grains &
constituents

mineralogy

primary

porosity

diagenetic

alteration

representative
sample no.

core

Mottled bioþel.
wVps

bioclastic ws/ps

intraclastic ws/ps

dark grey

burrow mottled

disruption into

Iarge intraclasts

trilobite / echino

debris

skeletons /peloids

? ooids, cortoid,

oncoid

calcite + dolomite

burrow

early

dolomitisation

940TS80
(3242.64m)

D-l, core I

Nodular lime
md dolomudstone

dolomitic lime ms

dolostone

light and dark grey

thin nodular ms

/ dolostone

rare trilobites

minor trilobite

debris

dolomite + calcite

intergranular

early/selective

dolomitisation

940TS128

(3242.3rm)

D-1, core I

Intra-coated-
grain pVgs

intra-coated-grain

dark grey

thin bed ( 5cm)

sharp contact

some echino

debris

cortoid, ? oncoids

intraclasts: flat

peloids/? ooid

dolomite + calcite

interparticle

selective

dolomitisation

940TS78
(3240.76m)

TS79 (3241.3m))

D-1, core I

Oolitic gs / ps

bioclastic

dolomitic oolite

bioclastic ws/ps

light grey

thin bed

erosional
surface

mudclast
breccias

open marine

ln ws

ws:skeletons

gs:well-sorted

calcite in ws

dolomite in gs

ooids - dolomite

intergranular

oomoldic

porosity

TS63
(3428.7m)

TS64

(3426.87m)

C-I, core 9

Peloid wVps

peloidal ms,

light grey

thin bed

microbes

peloids

minor ooids

calcite

+ authi,

intergranular

neomorphisn

of micrite

940TS65
(3100.73m)

C-1, corc1

Micribial
breccia

intraclastic gs/ rs

with fenestrae

light grey to pink

thin bed

relict microbial

binding

microbes

peloid/intraclasts

calcite + trace

authi. qtz

interparticle/shelter

fenestral void fillec

acicular then drusy

calcite spar

940TSó6
(3099.51m))

C-l, core 7
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Table 1
Environments

& Peritidal carbonate complex
facies

assemblase
IntertidaUsupratidal

lithofacies

lithologies

bedding

grains &
constituents

mineralory

primary
porosity

diagenetic

alteration

sample no.

color

biota

fenestral microbial
laminite

microbial laminite

oolitic ws

dolomudstone

laminae to thin bed

laminoid fenestrae

calcite + dolomite

+ trace authi, quartz

940T572,123, t33B
(3097.5m, 3097.9m,

3097.07m)

C-1, core 7

yellow to light brown

calcimicrobial film

ooid, irne peloids

gas bubble, ? shelter

early dolomitisation

flat-pebble rudstone

flat-pebble intraclastic rs

oolitic chips /
dolomudstone

desiccated storm layer;

thin bed (2 to 4cm)

imbrication of elongated

pebbles

calcite + dolomite

+ trace authi. quartz

940"rs72
(3097.5m)

TSl33a (3097.07m)

C-l, core 7

yellow, creamy

few echinoderm debris

intraclasts: ooid chips

& mudclast (up to lcm)

shrinkage pore, keystone

early dolomitisation

oomoldic leaching

brecciated intra.peloid ws/ps
(lntruded" by dolomudstone

intra-peloidal ws/ps

dolomudstone

thin bed to laminae / breccia

erosional crust / brecciation

dolomite mud 'dyke'

?boring on intra-peloid ws brec.

few echinoderm

& brachiopod? debris

breccias: intra-peloid ws

& bioclastic ws & blackish

dolomite + calcite within breccia

+ trace authi. quartz

early dolomitisation

940TS7l
(3097.01m)

TS138 (3096.97m)

C-I, core 6

shrinkage crack

brown, creamy

peloid-intraclast ps and

dolomudstone stringers

peloid-intra. ws/ps

dolomudstone

dark grey, pink, orange

thin bed to laminae

few breccia

?shrinkage cracks

open void?

few echinoderm debris

? bivalve & calcimicrobes

peloids / intraclasts

few ooids

calcite + little dolomite

+ trace authi. quartz

possible burrow

early dolomitisation

940TS67

(3069.64m)

TS l3l (3071.16m)

C-I, core 6
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Interpretation. The abundance of trilobite moults indicates an open marine condition, but

their abraded hard parts and the coating of some to form cortoids indicate that they had

undergone relatively high energy reworking. Mottling due to bioturbation suggests an

oxygen-rich substrate, but the presence of micrite or carbonate mud indicates relatively low

current energy. The environment is interpreted to be a low-energy carbonate mud flat, which

episodically received abraded skeletons derived from a high energy environment. Due to a

combination of these factors, a shallow subtidal, shelf interior environment or flank of a

barrier bar is suggested.

Nodular lime mudstone / dolomudstone (Pl. 1, E-F)

Thiò üthofacies is observed in core 1, Daer 1. Light grey nodules or lenses of lime mudstone

'float' within the massive dolomudstone, displaying pull-apart and laterallythinning

boudinage structure (Pl. 1, E). No biota is present. Nodules or boudins consist of pure

micrite or microspar, which show some relic of possibly calcareous microbial tubules. The

surrounding dolomudstone comprises only microcrystalline non-ferroan dolomite rhombs

(Pl. 1, F). Dolomitised dolomudstone contains much more argillaceous material than

undolomitised lime mudstone, both lithologies have minor scattered authigenic quartz.

Interpretation. From its lack of fossils, this pure micrite or slightly argillaceous

dolomudstone may represent a restricted lagoonal or inner shelf enviornment. The pull-apart

and thinning boudinage is most certainly of diagenetic origin due to differential compaction

and dolomitisation.

Intraclastic and coated grain packstone and grainstone (PI. L, C; Pl. 3' A'B)

This facies is observed from core 1, Daer 1, and normally occurs as thin (a few centimetres)

beds. There is a pisolite bed containing ooids (> 2mm, cf. Tucker & Wright, 1990) is about

5cm thick, which grades into an intraclast-concentrated layer, and a relatively abrupt contact

with the underlying bioclastic-peloidal wackestone / packstone. This has a moderate relief

surface emphasised by stylolites (Pl. 1, C). Main grains include intraclasts and coated

grains, and few skeletal and peloidal grains. Both large ooids (2-5mm) and cortoids often

have nuclei of trilobite skeletons.

Interpretation. The rounded, relatively well sorted ooids suggest relatively high energy

shoal-water conditions, intraclasts also indicate frequent reworking; however, the presence
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of carbonate mud also indicates lower energy conditions. Since this grainy facies is thin-

bedded, this probably suggests that a carbonate mud flat received grains from a nearby

higher-energy zone.

5.2.2 Faciesassemblage

The three lithofacies are frequently interbedded with each other and form cycles of several

centimetres thick (Fig. 5.2). The thickest and most common lithofacies is the burrow-

mottled, bioclastic-peloidal wackestone / packstone, and the thinnest and least common is

intraclastic and coated grain packstone / grainstone. The burrow-mottled, bioclastic-peloidal

wackestone / packstone indicates a moderate energy, bioturbated enviornment; the nodular

lime mudstone / dolomudstone facies suggests a restricted inner shelf environment; they are

succeeded by coated grain packstone / grainstone whose worn bioclasts and mainly coated

grains indicate a shoal-water relatively high energy environment. The association of these

three main lithofacies suggests a sometimes open and sometimes restricted lagoonal / inner

shelf environment on an episodically (or seasonally) prograding flank of a skeletal-oolitic

shoal or bar complex.

5.3 Ooid complex / carbonate buildup facies assemblage

5.3.1 Lithofacies d.escrþtion and interpretation

Oolitic grainstone and packstone (Pl. 1, B, D)

This lithofacies is from core 9, Coongie 1, and possibly occurs over the interval of 3395.47-

3471.78m (11140-11246 feet) according to the mudlog and cuttings thin sections. Thinly to

medium-bedded, dolomitised oolitic grainstone is interbedded with less dolomitised

packstone layers (Pl. I, D). Major grains are ooids, which are associated with scarce

echinoderm debris and peloids. Most ooids are average 0.5mm, can be up to 0.75mm in

diameter, and are well sorted within the porous layer (Pl. 1, B). Echinoderm fragments are

recognised by their single coarse crystals. V/ithin more dolomitised layers, most ooids have

been leached, and their moulds partially occluded by either rhombic dolomite or spany

calcite resulting in good secondary porosity (Pl. 1, B). V/ithin the less dolomitised layer,

ooids could have been micritised, and could be connected each other by micritic thin films.

Some relics of microbial filaments occur along the more muddy or less dolomitised layers.
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Interpretation. Oolitic grainstone normally indicates a high-energy environment of ooid

shoal, winnowed shelf sand shoal or beach and tidal bar environments (Wilson, 1975;

Tucker & Wright, 1990). Frequent interchange between grainstone and packstone may

indicate facies intertonguing between the high energy shoal and its muddy flank

environments.

Bioclastic wackestone / packstone (Pl. 1, A)

Bioclastic packstone / wackestone occurs as thin beds below or as rare patches or thin layers

interbedded with the oolitic packstone. Trilobites, echinoderms and bivalves are the main

bioclasts, together with minor ooids, peloids and sparse abraded lithoclasts or aggregates of

severely micritised ooids.

Interpretation. Abundant and relatively diverse fossils indicate an open marine

environment. Presence of a carbonate mud-rich matrix suggests a low to moderate energy

environment

5.3.2 Faciesøssemblage

Oolitic grainstone indicates high-energy ooid shoal environment. Its frequent interfingering

relationship with oolitic packstone, and minor bioclastic wackestone / packstone indicates

that it intertongues with a lagoon, inner shelf or proximal flank environment.

5.4 Shallow subtidal facies assemblage

5.4.1 Lithofacies descrþtion and interpretation

Peloid wackestone and packstone (PL.2' C-D)

This lithofacies is observed in core 7, Coongie 1. The rock is pink to yellow, composed

mainly of peloids and cemented within a mud-supported mosaic, although mud has been

recrystallised into microspar or pseudospar. Peloids vary in size and shape, but are mostly

fine-grained, some may be of microbial origin because there is some resemblance to relics

Girvanella tubules.

Interpretation. Lack of infauna and epifauna, fine peloids and micrite-rich sediments

indicate a restricted and low energy environment. This lithofacies resembles the Type tr
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Peloid Carbonate described from Late Cambrian Arrinthrunga Formation, Georgina Basin

which indicates a shallow water, hypersaline peloidal lime-mud lagoon (Kennard, 1981).

Microbial boundstone breccia (P1.2, A-B)

This lithofacies is more than 28cm thick over the interval 3099.51-3100.73m (10169-10173

feet), core 7, Coongie 1. Peloids and intraclasts of microbial boundstone are predominant

grains, ranging from mm to more than lcm in size. Clasts are thinly bedded but there is a

slightly fining upwards trend. The intraclasts are irregular in shape, from flat, elongate to

ovoid and subrectangular, some still show microbial Girvanellabind\ng (Pl. 2,8), but most

of them have a micritic internal structure. They are similar to Girvqnella \ntraclasts from a

microbial boundstone boulder in conglomerate of the Cow Head Group, Western

Newfoundland (Coniglio & James, 1985, p350, 7. This lithofacies is similar to irregular

fenestral, peloid wackestone to grainstone with rip-up fragments of micrite and peloid

wackestone described from the Devonian tidal deposits in buildups from Alberta (Mountjoy,

1975 in Ginsburg, 1975, ed.). Rare trilobite and echinoderm debris are present. Some red

mud is squeezed in between intraclasts, or is enclosed within some intraclasts.

Interpretation. This lithofacies indicates a restricted environment because of its sparse

open marine biota. Girvanella microbial binding proves that it is probably derived from

breaking down of microbial boundstone as result of storm-wave erosion and reworking of

microbial mats and therefore is a typical of intermat storm beds (cf. Kepper, 1912).

5.4.2 Fo.ciesøssemblage

The gradual passage from peloidal wackestone and packstone into microbial boundstone

breccia may indicate a trend from lower energy to higher energy because the latter has bigger

clasts and is almost free of lime mud. This is consistent with Wilson's (1975) standard

microfacies 19, which grades from pelleted lime mudstone / wackestone into pelsparite with

fenestral fabric.
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5.5. Intertidal / supratidal facies assemblage

5.5.1 Lithofacies description and interpretation

Fenestral, microbial laminite (P1.2, E-G; Pl. 3, C)

This facies is observed in both core 6 and core 7, Coongie 1. Neither skeletal fossils nor

siliciclastics are present within this facies. Fenestral microbial laminite is planar to slightly

crinkled, with thin microbial laminae, and mainly laminoid fenestrae which have been filled

by sparry calcite (Pl. 2, F-G). Some vertical or oblique open void stmctures (possible

shrinkage cracks) are also present, and some of these connect adjacent fenestrae. Two other

associated lithologies are oolitic wackestone / packstone and laminated dolomudstone.

Dolomudstone made of very fine peloids is laminated with oolitic chips, and intercalated

with fenestral microbial laminite by microbial binding. Oolitic wackestone/packstone

comprises small ooids (0.2-0.3mm), which can only be identified by their rounded shapes

and micritic envelopes.

Interpretation. The laminoid fenestrae and microbial mat facies resemble many rocks

described from both modern, e.g. microbial laminated fenestral intertidal sediments, Shark

Bay,'Western Australia, and ancient (e.g. Ginsburg, 1975). Crinkled laminations and sparse

large fenestral voids may be due to gas bubble formation or shrinkage and desiccation

formed in upper intertidal to lower supratidal zone (Shinn, 1983b). Microbial laminites with

fenestrae and shrinkage cracks are normally believed to be formed in the upper intertidal to

supratidal environments (Aitken,1967; Shinn, 1983a, 1983b; Tucker & V/right, 1990).

Flat-pebble rudstone (P1.2, F; Pl. 3' C-D)

This lithofacies occurs as thin layers (1-4cm) within the microbial laminite in core 6 and

core 7 , Coongie 1. This facies differs from the Girvanella intraclast rudstone by being much

thinner, and possessing different kinds of unsorted clasts and more irregular and vertical

open keystone vugs. Its two major kinds of clasts are rounded flat pebbles (>lcm) of

dolomudstone and thin, clongated, ribbonlike oolitic chips, some of which show

imbrication and blackish stain (Pl. 2, F). Keystone vugs are filled with patches of spany

calcite cement.
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Interpretation. The contents of this flarpebble rudstone are identical to the immediately

underlying rock, and some of clasts are jig-saw fit. It is possibly caused by desiccation or

slight reworking of the underlying or adjacent semiconsolidated dolomudstone and oolitic

packstone by cunent activity. Most of the elongate, oolitic packstone chips show imbricate

orientation. These ribbon-shaped chips of oolitic wackestone are possibly formed in-situ, as

veneers within the peloidal mudstone layer. The oolite is thinner and harder than the

mudstone layer, therefore, after desiccation and minor reworking clasts form ribbon-like

chips.

Alternatively, the rudstone is storm bed because of the roundness and lack of sorting of these

clasts. This lithofacies can be compared with the intraclastic horizons intercalated within

many microbially laminated rocks, which are analogous to pavements of microbial mat chips

or fragments of cemented crusts in modern supratidal environments (Pratt & James, 1992).

Brecciated wackestone / packstone "intruded" by dolomudstone (Pl. 2, F)

This lithofacies transitionally contacts the flat-pebble rudstone (Pl. 2, F). Thin beds of

brecciated wackestone / packstone comprising intraclasts, peloids, few ooids, and few fossil

shells are interbedded with thin laminae of yellow mudstone, and also "intruded" by light

creamy dolomudstone (1-2cm wide). Some open voids have been filled by sparry calcite

within black rims. The wackestone becomes darker upwards (Pl. 2, F).

Interpretation. The breccia and predominance by dolomudstone may indicate a supratidal

environment. Interruption and distortion by creamy mudstone may be caused partly by

desiccation and partly by early diagenetic effects such as dewatering. Rimmed open voids

possibly suggest original gas escaping bubbles, which also suggest a supratidal çnvironment.

Peloid-intraclast packstone with wavy dolomudstone stringers (Pl. 3, E-F)

This lithofacies is common at top of core 7 and both bottom and top of core 6 in Coongie 1.

Peloidal packstone and dolomudstone are intercalated and differ in colour and thickness.

This facies is best developed at 3069.58m (10070.8 feet), core 6, Coongie 1, where orange-

brown dolomudstone is interlayered with dark grey, thin-bedded peloidal wackestone /

packstone as anastomosing stringers (Pl. 3, B). Peloidal packstone had been smoothly

"invaded" by the dolomudstone (Pl. 3, F). 'When the amount of dolomudstone decreases, the

peloidal wackestone / packstone becomes less distorted. The latter contains possible
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birdseye and vertical burrow voids later filled by sparry calcite, and also possible burrowed

and desiccated firmgrounds (Pl. 3, E).

Interpretation. This lithofacies may be formed in a restricted supratidal marsh lacks biota,

and only contains pellet mud and possible mudcrack polygons, birdseye, and display early

dolomitisation. The dolomudstone could be of aragonite mud origin, and thus more easily

altered by early peritidal dolomitisation into microcrystalline dolomites. It possibly

represents erosional crust surface formed during subaerial exposure in a supratidal

environment.

5.5.2 Faciesassembløge

All of these lithofacies are in gradational contact with each other, as observed in core 6 and

7, Coongie 1 (Fig.5.3).

Fenestral, microbial laminite is interbedded and also intercalated on centimetre scale with

flat-pebble rudstone. The assemblage resembles mat and intermat lithofacies described by

Kepper (1972). Fenestral, microbial laminite is usually referred to microbial laminites

(Aitken, 1967; Tucker & Wright, 1990). Microbial mat growth is probably seasonal or

related to periodic wetting, and sedimentation is erratic, being largely controlled by storm

flooding. The fenestral, microbial laminite intercalated with flat-pebble rudstone indicates

that low energy microbial binding and associated desiccation are episodically interrupted by

high energy storm flooding. Therefore, an upper intertidal to lower supratidal environment

is interpreted. Peloid-intraclast wackestone / packstone with wavy dolomudstone stringers

possibly represents erosional crust surfaces formed during subaerial exposure in a supratidal

environment. The flat-pebble rudstone lithofacies gradually contacts the overlying

brecciated wackestone / packstone "invaded" by dolomudstone, this suggests a gradational

transition from upper intertidal to supratidal environments.

5.6 Vertical facies succession of peritidal carbonates

Subtidal, intertidal and supratidal facies assemblages form a genetically related peritidal

carbonate complex, and comprise a vertically stacked centimetre-scale shallowing-upward

facies succession. Each (Fig. 5.3) is essentially similar to other Early Palaeozoic,low energy

shallowing-upward successions (Pratt & James, 1992).
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5.7 Vertical wireline log facies

The carbonate-dominated succession over the interval 3048-3605.78m (10000 to 11830 feet)

in Coongie 1 can be divided into five different vertical wireline log facies, which can be

distinguished by change of wireline log curve shape and characteristics, and also

complemented by core and cuttings data (Fig. 5.4). Log facies 1 is dominated by peritidal

facies, 2. by subtidal / lagoonal facies, 3. by oolitic shoal complex facies, 4 by subtidal, and

5 by peritidal facies again. Gamma and sonic logs of the peritidal sequence are similar to

those described from other peritidal sequences such as that illustrated in Shinn (1983b),

namely, the subtidal dominated section has a "clean or blocky" cylindrical log curve shape,

while the peritidal one is much more irregular with frequent internal 'kicks'.

5.8 Discussion

Ancient peritidal carbonate deposits have been well studied for varied geological time.

Particularly, Middle Cambrian to Late Cambrian case studies by various authors such as

(Aitken, 1967; Kepper, 1972;Kennard, 1981; Mountjoy, 1975; Read,1975;1980; Markello

& Read, 1982; Pratt & James, 1986) are interestingly similar to the present example.

From late Middle Cambrian to early Late Cambrian, a global sea-level fall resulted in wide

spread or even globally distributed peritidal carbonates deposits, such as those recognised

from Canadian Cordillera (Aitken, 1967), eastern Great Basin, U.S.A. (Kepper, 1972), the

Georgina Basin, Australia (Kennard, 1981) and the North China Platform (Zhang et aI.,

1982). This may indicate eustatic events as suggested by (Kepper, 1972, p.503, 525) "I.

Comparison of tidal-subtidal cyclic sequence in the Cambrian of North America and

elsewhere may permit the recognition of eustaic and,ior epeirogenic events useful in

establishing temporal relations on a continental or larger scale. 2. Stromatolitic boundstones

and shoals appear to be important features on the Middle and Upper'Cambrian continental

shelves elsewhere in North America. 3. Cyclic tidal-subtidal sequences, particularly those

formed along shoals far from the main shoreline where sediment input is an additional

important control, may reflect variations in the rate of subsidence on the shelf or eustatic

oscillations."
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Figure 5.4 Five wireline log facies recognised in Coongie 1, on the basis of
wireling log curue shape and characteristics (gamma (GR), sonic (DT)). These log facies
are consistent with lithofacies interpreted from cores, mudlog, and cuttings thin sections.
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These peritidal carbonate environments are also similar in having very little or no

terrigenous sediment. This indicates that the environment is relatively far from the

shoreline, and is differentiated from a continental tidal flat.

5.9 Conclusion

Ten lithofacies can be grouped into genetically related associations representing three major

sedimentary environments. Mottled skeletal wackestone, peloidal oncolitic

wackestoneþackstone, and nodular lime mudstone-dolomitic mudstone indicate a lagoonal

setting; dolomitic oolitic packstone/grainstone and bioclastic-oolitic packstone/grainstone

suggest an ooid shoal setting; and peloidal-intraclastic packstone/grainstone, fenestral

microbial laminites with birdseye structure, flat-pebble storm bed, and dolomitic crust

stringers represent peritidal carbonate environments. However, there is no evidence of

associated evaporites. The palaeogeographic setting in the vicinity of Coongie I is of a

shallow, isolated platform relatively distant from the shoreline.
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Plate 1

Photomicrograph of bioclastic wackestone, showing sections of trilobite fragments

within micritic matrix, and intercalated with oolitic packstone. Sample 6943RS53, core

9, Coongie 1; plane polarised light.

Photomicrograph of oolitic grainstone, showing oomoldic and intercrystalline porosity

after dolomitisation. Porosity stained thin section, sample 6943RS54, 3418.03m (ll2l4
feet), core 9, Coongie 1; plane polarised light.

Core slab of burrow-mottled bioclastic wackestone (below) interbedded with thin

layers of intraclastic and coated grain packstone (above), showing poorly developed

stylolitic contacts at these two different lithological boundaries; some irregular voids

filled by sparry dolomite are scattered within mottled fabric. Core 1, 3242.46-3242.64m

(10638 ro 10638.58 feer), Daer 1.

Stained core slab of oolitic grainstone and packstone, displaying two interbedded

layers with different degree of dolomitisation: 1) calcite-rich (stained red) or less

dolomitisation, and not porous; 2) dolomite-rich (light grey or lack of staining), and

porous, even with minor vugs. Core 9,3418.03m(ll2l4 feet), core 9, Coongie l.

Core slab of nodular lime mudstone / massive dolomudstone, showing boudinage

comprising light grey lime mudstone boudins and surrounding dark grey dolomudstone.

Core 1, 3242.31m (10637.5 feet), Daer 1.

Photomicrograph of stained thin section of E, illustrating contact between the lime

mudstone composed of mainly micrite (stained pink) and dolomudstone comprising

mainly microcrystalline dolomite rhombs. Sample 940TS128, 3242.64m (10638.58

feet), core 1, Daer I ; plane polarised light.
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Plate 2

Core slab of micribial boundstone breccia , showing irregular intraclasts of the same

type, and cemented by sparry calcite; pink muddy laminae are intercalated. Core 7,

3099.5lm (10169 feet), Coongie l.

Photomicrograph of A, showing intraclasts probably derived from fragmentation of

microbial boundstone as shown by Girvanella-binding structure (arrowed). Sample

6943RS56,3099.5Im (10169 feet), core 7, Coongie l.

Photomicrograph of peloid wackestone / packstone, illustrating abundant peloids of

various sizes and shapes, high amplitude stylolites and sparry calcite cement. Sample

6943RS55, core 7,3100.73m (10173 feet), Coongie 1; plane polarised light.

Core slab of peloid wackestone / packstone, displaying uniformity and high amplitude

stylolites, and interbedding with a thin intraclastic packstone (lower halÐ. Core 7,

3100.73m (10173 feet), Coongie 1.

Core slab of microbial laminite, exhibiting black filamentous microbial mats

intercalated with laminae of creamy dolomudstone. Core 6, 3070.25m (10073 feet),

Coongie 1.

Core slab of fenestral, microbial laminite (lower) displaying laminoid fenestrae, flat-

pebble rudstone (middle) showing slight imbrication of flat-pebbles and chips of oolitic

packstone, and brecciated packstone "intruded" by creamy dolomudstone (upper)

displayingblackenedbreccias. Core7,near3097.23m(1016l.5feet),Coongiel.

Photomicrograph of fenestral, microbial laminite, displaying microbial binding,

laminoid fenestrae connected to possible shrinkage crack (vertical). Some dolomite

rhombs line the fenestrae. Sample 940TS133b, 3097.23m (10161.5 feet), coi'e 7,

Coongie 1; plane polarised light.
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A

Plate 3

Photomicrograph of polished thin section of intraclastic and coated grain packstone,

displaying a cortoid with trilobite as nucleus, peloids and intraclasts, some of which have

been replaced by coarse crystalline dolomite rhombs. Sample 940TS78a, 3240.16m

(10632A2 feet), core 1, Daer l;plane polarised light.

Photomicrograph of stained thin section of intraclastic and coated grain packstone,

illustrating elongate and slightly rounded intraclasts and carbonate mud. Sample

940TS78b, 3240.16m(10632.42 feet), core 1, Daer l;plane polarised light.

Core slab of flat-pebble rudstone, showing flat and slightly subrounded pebbles

concentrated as thin layers interbedded with microbial laminite containing microbial

binding clearly shown near the bottom. Core 7 ,3097 "53m (10162.5 feet), Coongie 1.

Photomicrograph of C, displaying slightly rounded pebbles of dolomudstone and chips

of oolitic / peloidal wackestone dispersed within poikilotopic calcite.

Core slab of peloid-intraclast packstone with dolomudstone stringers, exhibiting

wavy to irregular interbeds between dark brown contorted peloidal-intraclastic

packstone and orange dolomudstone stringers. Possible boring, fenestrae, and

desiccation are ubiquitous. Core 6, 3069.58-3O69.64m (10070.8-10071 feet), Coongie I .

Photomicrograph of E, showing smooth contact surface between peloid-intraclast

packstone and dolomudstone stringers comprising entirely dolomicrite. Sample

6943RS57,3O69.64m (10071 feet), core 6, Coongie 1;plane polarised light.
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CHAPTER 6
Mixed carbonate-siliciclastic, storrr-

dominated shelf environment

6.1 Introduction

Mixed carbonate-siliciclastic sequences in different marine environments have been recently

discussed in detail (Budd & Harris, 1990; Lomando & Harris, 1991). A mixed carbonate-

siliciclastic, storm dominated shelf is interpreted from the upper part of the Kalladeina

Formation. A relatively thick (greater than 600m) mixed carbonate-siliciclastic succession is

observed mainly in Kalladeina 1 and Coongie I (Fig. 5.1), and has also been partly drilled in

Charo 1, Titan 1, Wantana 1, and Packsaddle 1. This succession is dominated by interbeds

of fine-grained sandstone, siltstone and shale, but admixed and punctuated by mixed sandy,

silty carbonates. Two major facies assemblages, and an intermediate mixing zone are

recognised, and they can be subdivided into several individual lithofacies (Table L).

6.2 Lithofaciesdescriptionandinterpretation

Oncoid -Nuia packstone/grainstone

This lithofacies is observed in core 1, Charo 1. It is at least 1.5m thick which is the

maximum thickness of the recovered core; it is possibly thicker, but there is no wireline log

of the interval to show its possible vertical extent. There are two major truncation surfaces

(Pl. I, C-D) along which both carbonate grains and cement are truncated. Grain size has

decreased in the immediately overlying thin bed above the first (older) truncation surface. In

this thin bed glauconite particles seem to line up to mark the cross-stratification (Pl. 1, D).

Some smaller oncoids are also lined-up parallel to the cross-stratification. Thin packstone

layers (Pl. 1, E) are interbedded within this lithofacies composed chiefly of grainstone.
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Table L

* based on representative XRD results

Abbreviation: bio-intracl=bioclastic-intraclastic; horizon=horizontally; gs=grainstone; ms=mudstone; ps=packstone;

mr=mudrock; biotur=bioturbated; cl.-ripple-climbing ripple cross stratification; brachiop=brachiopods; f-g=fine-grained;

sst=sandstone; silt=siltstone; sh=shale; conglo=conglomerate; qtz=qvartzi chlor=chlorite; mus=muscovite; ft=feet;

Kl=Kalladeina l; Cl=Coongie l;Pl=Packsaddle l;Tl=Titan 1; Wl=Wantana l; c5=core 5'

Environment

(Facies

assemblage)

Carbonate sand shoal Mixing zone Storm-dominated muddy

shelfor
Lithofacies oncoid/N¿i¿

pdgs with

truncation

surface

silty/sandy

ooid-biocl.

pvgs

silty/sandy

bio-intracl

pvgs

calcåreous

sst/silU

conglo,

horizon.

biotur.

ms/sh

micro-HCS,

cl.-ripple

f-g ssUsilt

vertically

burrowed

silUf-g sst

color

sedimentary

structure

biota

carbonate

grain

terrigenous

mineralogt*

major

nunor

primary
porosity

observed

from

light to dark

thin-bed

truncation

surface

skeletal

Nuia abraded

&.

Íunor

branched

oncoids,

cortoids,

aggregates

l-5Vo

calcite

qtz

interparticle

Charo l, core

1.

light

thin-bed

skeletal

trilobites/

ooids,

intraclasts

l-5Vo

calcite

qtz

interparticle

T1, cl; Kl,
c5, & Cl,

cuttings.

light grey

thin-bed

lamina

Nuia,

echinoderms,

conodonts,

trilobites.

intraclasts

?calcimicrobe

5-lOVo

calcite+qtz

feldspar

interparticle

Wl, c4,

963Ofr;

Pl, c9;

K1,6565ft.

Iight grey

thin-bed

Nuia, skeletall

debris of

trilobites,

echinoderms

conodonts,

cortoid,

flat-pebble

lO-7OVo

qtz+calcite

mica + feldspar

intergranular

Wl, c4,9630ft;

Pl, c9; Cl,

cuttings.

Erey I
creamy

dark green

yellow

ofange

thin-bed bed

lamina

thin-bed, HCS thin-bed

cl.-ripple cross

trilobites

brachiop.

hyolithids

biohrrbators

none none

none none none

>80Vo >\OVo >904o

qtz+ qtz+feldspar qtz+feldspar

feldspar

chlor+mica chlor.+

trace mrca

mus.+

calcite

intergranular intergranular intergranula¡

Kl, c4; Cl,

c4.

Kl, c4; Cl,c4. Cl, c4

86l6ft

(Ts70);

W1, c4.
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The carbonate grains mainly comprise relatively large rounded and slightly-deformed

oncoids, and relatively small cortoids, fossil debris such as trilobites, echinoderms and Nuia.

Some fine-grained siliciclastic sands and silts are sparsely dispersed. Oncoids are largely

formed by numerous wavy millimetre-thick laminae of Girvanella which bind small fossil

debris or lumps of micrite together. Girvanella filaments are still recognisable in less

micritised oncoids (Pl. I, B). Cortoids are abundant, formed by micritised abraded trilobite,

echinoderm and Nuia grains. Glauconite granules are concentrated along some bedding

planes. Most Nuia are abraded, but some are well preserved, showing distinct branching or

encasing forms (nomenclature of Mamet & Roux, 1982). Early Ordovician conodonts

(Assemblage 8) are extracted from this lithofacies.

Interpretation. Presence of oncoids, cortoids, and well-abraded and micritised fossil debris

indicates moderately high-energy environment. Sparse muddy matrix and clean sparry

calcite cement also both suggest a clean, and well-winnowed high energy environment.

Existence of well-preserved Nuia and lesser interbeds of packstone and minor wackestone

suggests that Nuia possibly has not been transported far from its original site of growth.

The sharp truncation surfaces indicate minor hiatuses. Absence of boring and meteoric

diagenetic characteristics excludes the possibility that these are hardgrounds or subaerial

exposure surfaces. Strong storm-surge such as caused by hurricanes may sweep and erode

the already-lithified or semi-lithified sea floor to produce omission surfaces such as these.

The associated cross-stratification also indicates strong current activity. The presence of

minor quartz sands probably indicates the beginning of siliciclastic influx.

Silty / sandy oolitic grainstone

Oolitic grainstone is thinly (4cm) interbedded with siltstone/shale in core 10, Kalladeina 1,

and could be 7m thick assumed from blocky log signature and mudlog data. It is about 20cm

thick overlying a bioclastic-intraclastic grainstone within core 1, Titan 1. Ooids are more or

less concentric, being on average 1.5mm in diameter in Titan I (P1.2, G). This lithofacies is

also observed from several cuttings thin sections in Coongie 1.

Nuclei of ooids include skeletal debris such as trilobites and echinoderms, and lumps of

micrite. Some large intraclasts containing densely-packed skeletal debris are present in

oolitic grainstone in Titan 1 (Pl. 2, F). In Kalladeina 1, ooids preserved within rip-up
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intraclasts retain better concentric laminae than other ooids which have been largely

dissolved and replaced by sparry calcite. Fossil fragments are dispersed between the ooids.

Interpretation. Oolitic grainstone indicates a very shallow, agitated, high-energy

environment. Those better preserved ooids are due to early sea floor cementation which also

suggests a shallow, warTn sea. The presence of open marine fossils indicates a normal

marine environment. Silty and sandy material indicates siliciclastic input from a nearby

source.

Interbedded sandy bioclastic-intraclastic grainstone and calcareous sandstone /

conglomerate

This lithofacies is based on core observation and cuttings thin sections from many wells.

Two kinds of lithologies are closely intercalated, and can be distinguished only by the

majority content of siliciclastics. If siliciclastic content exceeds 507o of the bulk volume it

will be classified as calcareous siltstone or sandstone or conglomerate; if it is less than

5OVo of the bulk volume, it will be classified as sandy or silty packstone - grainstone.

Calcareous sandstone / conglomerate

This lithotype is commonly associated with the above mentioned sandy Nuia grainstone and

also a siltstone/sandstone facies

Calcareous sandstone comprises mainly qnartz and lesser feldspar grains. It also contains

bioclasts such as Nuia and other fossil debris (P1.2, B). Grain size of qruartz or feldspar can

reach 0.7mm. These sands are fairly well rounded and sorted (Pl. 2, A), and feldspars are

moderately fresh (Pl. 2,8).

Calcareous conglomerate is a few centimetres thick, comprising intraformational

conglomerate with clasts of Nuia grainstone. The siltstone matrix bears Nuia debris, which

can also form flat pebble and imbricate pebble layers (P1.2, D-E).

Silty or sandy bioclastic - intraclastic packstone / grainstone

This lithofacies is based on observation of core 4, 'Wantana 1, core 9, Packsaddle 1, and

cuttings (7010-7040 feet), Charo 1, and cuttings (6565 feet) in Kalladeina 1, and cuttings at
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depths: 8200, 8270,8950, 9050, 9200 feet in Coongie l, cuttings (7990 feet), Pondrinie I

and cuttings from Nardu I and Pondrinie 6.

Most bioclasts are abraded and rounded, and micritised in different degrees. Glauconite

grains are moderately abundant in some horizons, some are ovoid, and could be altered faecal

pellets (Pl. 3, C). Silts and sands are dispersed among these bioclasts and carbonate grains

(P1.2, A, C). The facies contains rip-up pebbles of the same or similar rock, and also some

siliciclastic pebbles. It can be subdivided into two following major subfacies depending on

their predominant type of carbonate grains.

l) Silty Nuis grainstone is several centimetres thick in Wantana I, comprises more than

600/o Nuia debris, and a lesser amount of skeletons such as trilobites, brachiopods,

echinoderms and conodonts (Pl. l, A; Pl. 2, C; P[.3, D). Quartz silts are either dispersed

(Pl. l, A) or concentrated along the lamine.

2) Sandy ? calcimicrobe grainstone comprises more than 50olo carbonate grains including

?calcimicrobe grains, and also other debris of trilobites, conodonts, echinoderms, and

fragments of unnamed algae (Pl. 2, A). These calcimicrobes are unusual carbonate grains

and cannot be readily identified into any categories, thus are assigned tentatively to ?

calcimicrobes (Gravestock, pers. comm., 1996). Overall shape of the calcimicrobes varies

from slightly rounded to spindle-shaped. They resemble Nuio by consisting of multilayers,

but with more complicated structures. Their calcareous outlayers or rinds resemble thin

layered cortex of superficial ooids. Associated quartz and feldspar sands are subrounded, and

poorly sorted.

Interpretation. Presence of flat-pebbles indicates rip-up due to storm-surge processes.

Abraded and rounded bioclasts also indicate a shallow, high-energy environment. This mixed

carbonate-siliciclastic lithofacies suggests mixing of carbonate and siliciclastic sediments in a

shallow shelf environment. Coarse siliciclastics are probably brought in by storm-surge as

they are intercalated within grainy carbonate storm bed of one to several centimetres thick.
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Micro-Hummocky Cross Stratification (micro-Hcs) fine-grained sandstone / siltstone

This lithofacies is based on observation of core 4, Kalladeina 1. It is several centimetres

thick, consisting mainly of interbedded light green to yellowish fine-grained sandstone and

dark green siltstone. Micro-HCS is suggested by pinch and swell, and a set of lamine

divergent downwards along the truncational surface (Pl. 3, B) (Fig.6.1). The sandstone unit

has irregular cross laminations including climbing ripple cross lamination (Pl. 3, G), and

also low angle erosional truncation surfaces which could be part of larger scale HCS.

Micro-graded bedding occurs within the sandstone unit. In thin section, this sandstone is

fine-grained, mainly composed of well-sorted subrounded quartz, some feldspar, and minor

chlorite and mica flakes.

Interpretation. Micro-HCS, truncation surfaces and climbing ripple cross lamination

normally suggest storm activity.

Horizontally bioturbated mudstone / shale

The siltstones and mudstones (Pt. 3, E, F) are interbedded, subtle graded bedding can be

observed in thin section. The siltstones possess fine parallel-lamination, whereas the

mudstones have been bioturbated as indicated by horizontal or low-angle-to-the-bedding-

plane burrows including resting traces (Pl. 3, F), crawling traces by worms, and scratch

marks; tracks possibly by trilobites are also present. The overall characteristics of trace

fossils include a predominance of horizontal structures, presence of traces constructed by

mobile organisms, and generally high diversity and abundance of mostly feeding and

grazing structures. Together these indicate a Cruzian¿ ichnofacies. Trilobites and

brachiopods including polymerid trilobites and Lingulella sp. are found along the bedding

planes of mudstones (Assemblage 9 & 10).

Interpretation. The Cruzianq ichnofacies normally indicates a shallow neritic marine

environment. Fine parallel-lamination in mudstone and shale also indicates a low-energy

offshore muddy shelf environment. Moderately diverse fossils suggest an open marine

condition.
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Bioturbated quartzose siltstone / fïne-grained sandstone

This lithofacies is based on observation of core 4, Coongie 1, core 4, Wantana 1, core 9,

Packsaddle 1; core 3 and core 8, Kalladeina 1. It is several centimetres thick, in various

colours such as orange, creamy to grey. Vertical burrows seem to have destroyed original

lamination (Pl. 3, A). Quartz and lesser feldspar dominated sands are fairly well sorted

(0.25mm for maximum size of quartz). Minor carbonate skeletal debris is scattered.

Interpretation. Prodominant vertical burrows probably suggest a Skolithos ichnofacies,

which indicates a shallower environment than the Cruziana ichnofacies observed in the

mudstone described above.

6.3 Facies association, facies succession and well-log facies

6.3.I Facies association andfacies succession

Shoaling-upward succession

In Titan 1, the 20cm thick silty oolitic grainstone overlies a bioclastic - intraclastic

grainstone (about 18cm thick) which overlies in turn a more than 2m thick lithofacies of

interbeds of ripple-cross laminated siltstone and bioturbated mudstone. The silty oolitic

grainstone represents high-energy shoal environment, whereas the mudstone indicates a low-

energy offshore environment. Since there is no evidence of transportation by storms, the

oolite is an in-situ shoal-water deposit, and this facies succession indicates a shoaling-

upward vertical succession (Fig. 6.2).

In core 10, Kalladeina 1, the oolitic grainstone facies is a few centimetres thick, and

interbedded with laminated siltstone and shale.

In Charo 1, due to lack of a complete wireline log, it is only assumed that the oncoid-Ntu¿

grainstone facies underlies silty / sandy grainstone which is indicated by irregular gamma

log curve shape and high garnma ray response. This order is also confirmed by cuttings thin

sections.
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Figure 6.2 Core 1 (2141.2-2143.9m) (7025-7034 feet), Titan 1. Sketch of upper
Kalladeina Formation displaying shoaling upwards succession.
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Tempestite facies assemblage

Micro-HCS fine-grained sandstone / siltstone is often interbedded with bioturbated

mudstone, and may or may not overlie or be intercalated with thin layers of sandy bioclastic-

intraclastic grainstone and thin beds of vertically bioturbated sandstone. Three variations of

this succession have been observed in core 4, Kalladeina 1 and core 4, Coongie 1.

1.In core 4, Coongie 1, micro-HCS fine-grained sandstone overlies and is intercalated with

I-2 cm thick sandy bioclastic-intraclastic grainstone containing ?calcimicrobes, and broken

pieces of the grainstone are concentrated along the cross laminae (Pl. 3, B, C). Micro-HCS

siltstone several centimetres thick, immediately overlies the fine-grained sandstone, and

upwardly becomes horizontally laminated siltstone, which finally grades into bioturbated

mudstone (Fig. 6.1).

2. However, in core 4, Kalladeina 1, no sandy bioclastic-intraclastic grainstone is associated.

Fine-grained sandstone shows a moderately sharp contact with underlying mudstone and

grades up into micro-HCS or ripple-cross laminated siltstone and then gradually passes into

the overlying mudstone. This rhythmic association occurs at least twice in core 4,

Kalladeina 1.

3. Vertically bioturbated sandstone either underlies the laminated siltstone as in cone 4,

Wantana 1, or in between dark grey siltstone / mudstone in core 4, Coongie 1.

6.3.2 Wirelíne log føcies

Both Coongie 1 and Kalladeina 1 provide good continuous sections for wireline log facies

analysis. In Coongie 1, four vertical wireline log facies can be recognised. As indicated by

cores and cutting thin sections, low ganìma ray response and cylindrical or blocky gamma

log curve shape indicates coarse calcareous sandstone or sandy grainstone facies, whereas

high gamma reading and irregular curve shape indicates siltstone, mudstone / shale, and

sandstone facies (Fig. 6.3).

In Kalladeina 1, the wireline log signature can be compared directly with that in Coongie 1.

For example, above 2066.54-2048.26m (6780 to 6120 feet) a siltstone/sandstone/shale

dominated unit (Fig. 6.4), with a trend towards increasing clay content (APL from 150 to

100), then jumps down to API < 20 with clean cylindrical gaÍìma log from 2048.26m (6720

feet) upwards to 2O33.Ol (6670 feet). Cuttings observation indicates that the unit contains
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small circular carbonate grains, which could be ooids or Nuia? This unit could represent a

high energy shoal, about 15m thick.

Cylindrical or blocky gamma logs containing some irregular 'kicks' may indicate

interfingering of carbonate shoal and quartz-feldspar sand shoal. This situation is indicated by

interchange of sandy grainstone and calcareous sandstone observed in core 5, Kalladeina 1.

6.4 Depositional environments

6.4.1 Carbonate-dominnted shoals

Oncoid -Nuia packstone / grainstone and silty / sandy oolitic grainstone both represent a

high-energy carbonate shoal environment. Frequent truncation surfaces and cross-stratification

indicate storm-surge and current activity. Oolitic and microbial oncoids also indicate shallow,

agitated waters. In-situ skeletal and oolitic grainstone lithofacies overlying siltstone/mudstone

lithofacies indicate a shallowing-upward facies succession such as in Titan 1 and Kalladeina l.

This succession can also suggest a lateral facies association, namely oolitic - skeletal shoal

(water depth < 10m) adjacent to a muddy storm-influenced offshore shelf environment. From

well-log facies, it seems that several such high-frequency shoaling-upwards cycles are

recognised over the interval255O-265Om in Kalladeina 1.

A combination of the lithofacies and well-log facies, such as over the interval 2773.68-2834.64m

(9100-9300 feet) (Fig. 6.3) in Coongie 1 indicates a carbonate, or carbonate dominated shoal

complex mixed with quartz sands.

6.4.2 Storm-influenced muddy shelf

Relatively diverse normal marine fauna indicates an open marine environment. The mudstones

with undisturbed resting and crawling traces and parallel laminated siltstones both indicate a

relatively low energy environment, possibly below fair-weather wave base. The Cruziana

ichnofacies suggests a shallow marine environment, and this is further supported by the presence

of the shallow water mud dweller LínguIeIIa. Interbeds of the micro-HCS sandstones / siltstones

indicate periodic storm wave generated deposits, the sharp base suggests scour by storm waves.

The micro-Hcs and climbing ripples indicate storm activity, therefore, the interbeds of

sandstone and sandy grainstone are storm generated tempestites. Poorly-sorted coarse sands

dispersed within sandy grainstone, and broken granules or pebbles of sandy grainstone along the
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cross lamination further indicate violent breakage and disturbance caused by storms. Thin layers

of sandy grainstone may be eroded and transported from nearby sand shoal complexes.

Minor vertically burrowed fine-grained sandstone is an associated facies, which may represent

the Skolithos ichnofacies. This suggests shallower conditions than the Cruzianø ichnofacies

represented by the horizontally burrowed mudstone. The fairly well-sorted sands may indicate

the shallowest part of a predominantly muddy shelf, which accepted shoreline input of

siliciclastics during a relative sea-level fall.

6.5 Discussion

The shoal-water environment is very similar to that interpreted for the Late Cambrian

Arrinthrunga Formation, Georgina Basin, central Australia (Kennard, 1981., p.24) "an extensive

and intermittently emergent epeiric sea, with low-relief substratum in very shallow water,

restricted tidal movement. A high-energy shallow-marine ooid and qtartz sand shoal close to a

shoreline dominated by terrigenous rather than carbonate sediments".

The tempestite facies assemblage resembles a storm-dominated shelf deposit as described by

'Walker & Plint (in V/alker & James, 1992), that is, sandstones with HCS are interbedded with

bioturbated mudstone. They pointed out that the sharp-based graded beds were probably

deposited from waning, storm generated flows; the muddy portion of each bed is probably partly

storm emplaced, and partly reflects pelagic deposition between storms.

The overall characteristics of the above discussed individual lithofacies and their association are

similar to those of the shelf-storm-deposited carbonate-siliciclastic succession of Mississippian-

Chester age in Arkansas (Handford, 1986). He recognised the following comparative major

facies: graded units of coarse skeletal-ooid grainstone indicating shoreface, planar-laminated and

hummocky cross-stratified limestones suggesting lower shoreface; hummocky cross-stratified

limestones and thin shales indicating storm-dominated muddy shelf.

6.6 Conclusion

Two main facies assemblages, namely carbonate shoal - quartz-feldspar sand shoal, and storm-

influenced muddy shelf are closely related as indicated by their vertical facies succession and

wireline log facies analysis. Therefore a mixed carbonate-siliciclastic, storm-dominated shelf

depositional system is interpreted, with varied depositional environments ranging from carbonate

shoals, quaftz sand shoals, to offshore muddy shelf in the Kalladeina, Titan, Charo and Coongie

areas, the Wantana-Packsaddle area, and possibly as far east as the Innamincka area.
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Plate 1

Photomicrograph of sitty Nuia grainstone, showing relatively well-preserved

Nuia in both cross-section and longitudinal-section, and also section of conodonts;

quartz silts are dispersed; 2935.22m (9630 feet), core 4, Wantana 1.

Photomicrograph of oncolite - Nuia grainstone, illustrating subrounded

microbial balls, concentric Girvanella laminae are still recognisable despite

micritisation; sample no. 6843RS 10 (MES 
^), 

2228.69 -2228.1 5m (7 3 I2-1 3 12.16

fcct), core 1, Charo l.

Photomicrograph of oncolite - Nuia grainstone, showing a prominettt surface

along which micritised oncoids and cement have been truncated; Nuia debris has

been abraded and coated with micritic cement, and some grains form aggregates;

2228.85m (7312.5 feet), core l, Charo 1.

Core slab of oncolite - Nuia grainstone; arrows mark two major truncatton

surfaces; dark particles are glauconitic grains which line up to with cross-laminae;

2228.85m (1312.5 feet), core 1, Charo 1.

Core slab of glauconitic, laminated bioclastic packstone interbedded with

oncolite - Nuia grainstone; abundant dark green glauconite particles are present.

Sample from core 1,2229.15m (7313.5 feet), Charo 1.
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Plate 2

Photomicrograph of sandy ?calcimicrobe grainstone, showing truncated and

rounded calcimicrobe grains. An algal aggregate is just above half way, to the left

of centre, medium-sized quartz-dominated sands are abundant; 2626.29m

(8616.42 feet), core 4, Coongie 1.

Photomicrograph of calcareous sandstone, which contains quartz and feldspar

grains which are angular and fairly well-sorted, and also yields debris of Nuia.

Cuttings thin section 2520.69m (8270 feet), sample no. 6943RS123, cross

polarised light.

Photomicrograph of silty Nuia grainstone, showing abraded, rounded and coated

Nuia, and dispersed quartz silt; 3164.43m (10382 feet), core 9, Packsaddle l.

Core slab of silty Nuia conglomerate, showing clast-supported texture; two kinds

of pebbles, 1) grey rounded pebbles of carbonate-dominated silty Nzlø grainstone

and 2) an angular siliciclastic-dominated pebble of Nuia siltstone the same as the

matrix. From core 9,3156.81m (10357 feet), Packsaddle l.

Core slab of silty Nuia conglomerate, demonstrating the different sizes of

pebbles of carbonate-dominated silty Nuia grainstone. From core 9, 3156.8lm

(10357 feet), Packsaddle 1.

Core slab of silty oolitic packstone in contact with overlying trilobite-intraclastic

grainstone. From core 1, 2141.41-2141.68m (1025.83 to1026.6 feet), Titan 1.

Photomicrograph of silty oolitic packstone, showing perfect spheres of ooids,

compound ooids, and ooids with nucleus of trilobite fragments. Sample no.

6843RS8 (MESA), 214L39-2141.45m (7 025.58-7 025.7 5 feet), core 1, Titan 1.
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Plate 3

Core slab of bioturbated flrne-grained sandstone, showing mottled structure

possibly caused by vertical burrows; 2627.O7m (8619 feet), core 4, Coongie l.

Core slab of pinch and swell ripple cross laminated siltstone overlying sandy

cortoid grainstone. The pinch and swell structure is interpreted as micro

hummocky cross stratification. From core 4,2626.31m (8616.5 feet), Coongie L

Photomicrograph of glauconitic, interlaminated calcareous sandstone and sandy

cortoid grainstone. From Alizarin Red-S stained thin section, sample no.

6943RS1,2626.77m (8618 feet), core 4, Coongie 1.

Core slab of sandy Nuia-intraclastic grainstone and overlying ripple-cross

laminated pebbly siltstone. The pebbles are lined up along the surface which has

truncated the underlying low-angle inclined laminations. Core 4,2934.6Im (9628

feet), Wantana 1.

Core slab of greenish-grey, slightly laminated mudstone, many horizontal

burrows or trails occur along bedding planes. From core 4, 202159m (6632.5

feet), Kalladeina 1.

Bedding surface of horizontally bioturbated mudstone, showing a resting trace

pointed by an arrow. From core 4, 2021.59m(6632.5 feet), Kalladeina 1.

Core slab of cross-laminated siltstone, showing climbing ripple cross laminatton

and mud drapes. From core 4, 2019.97m(6627.2feet).
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CHAPTER 7

Carbonate shelf-edge, slope and basin

environments

7.1 Introduction

Carbonate depositional environments are of great economic significance because they

contain the large volumes of oil and gas. Carbonate shelf-edge deposits are well-known

hydrocarbon reservoir rocks because they are grainy and commonly contain primary

porosity, and can also gain secondary porosity by exposure to meteoric water. However, in

recent years, some economic discoveries have been found in deep-water carbonates,

especially fore-reef debris talus. Deep-water, coarse-grained, carbonate sediment gravity

flow deposits are believed to be very important and make attractive reservoirs for

hydrocarbons (Cook & Enos, 1977; Scholle, 1977; Mullins & Cook, 1986). Extensive

hydrocarbon production from an ancient base-of-slope carbonate apron is the mid-

Cretaceous Tamabra Limestone of Mexico, where production and proved reserves exceed

2.3 billion barrels of oil (Bametche & Illing, 1956; Enos, l97l); production is mainly from

solution porosity in grainstone-packstone sediment gravity-flow facies that are enclosed in

fine-grained, deep-water pelagic mudstones (Enos & Moore, 1983).

In the Warburton Basin, deep-water carbonate lithofacies are recognised from Cambrian

successions in the Gidgealpa and Kalladeina areas. Slope facies in the Gidgealpa area have

been recognised by previous researchers (Gatehouse, 1986; Gatehouse & Cooper, 1986;

Gravestock, l99}a, b; Gravestock & Gatehouse, 1995). This chapter systematically

documents the deep-water carbonate facies in order to reconstruct sedimentary environments

on a broader scale. Ancient deep-water carbonate environments have been intensively

documented from deposits of different ages and on various continents, and recently have

been well summarised (Tucker & 'Wright, 1990; Coniglio & Dix, 1992; James & Bourque,

1992). The best modern analogues of deep-water carbonate environments are the northern

Bahamas-Florida region (Mullins et aI., 1980; Mullins et aI., 1984; Perry, 1984; Austin ¿r
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al., 1986,1988), and the Great Barrier Reef, Australia (ODP Leg 133 Scientific Party, 1991;

Davies, McKenzie et aL,1993).

Many models together with diverse terminologies have been created for description and

interpretation of deep-water carbonate environments, and those in common use are

summarised in Handford & Loucks (1993) (Fig. 7.1). The rimmed shelf to basin model is

more appropriate for the deep-water facies found in the Warburton basin.

Eleven lithofacies (Table 1) are recognised and described essentially from a detailed study

of cores, cuttings, and wireline logs in Gidgealpa 1,5, and 7 wells (Fig. 7.2).

Table 1 Characteristics of main lithofacies

Environment /
Facies

assemblage

Shelf-edge Foreslope / deep

open shelf

resedimented
clasts within

debrite

resedimented into
slope matrix

Lithofacies oolitic

grainstone

oncolitic -

cortoid

grainstone /
rudstone

skeletal-

intraclastic

grainstone /

rudstone

fossiliferous

ws/ps/rs

skeletal-peloidal

ws/ps/fs

calcimicrobe

packstone /

grainstone

Colour light grey light grey light grey dark grey dark grey to black light grey

Sedimentary

structure

masslve masslve ?massive thin bed,

breccias.

thin bed, borings,

hardgrounds.

thin bed

Biota fragmentary

trilobites,

echinoderms,

microbes.

echino,

trilobites,

brachiopods

trilobites,

brachiopods,

echinoderms,

molluscs,

spicules; tubules

& rafts of

microbes.

trilobites,

echinoderms,

brachiopods,

molluscs, spicules,

tubules & rafts of

GirvaneLla,

Obruchevella.

well-preserved

calcified

cyanobacteria:

Girvanella,

ObrucheveLIa.

Carbonate

grains

ooids,

mlnor

peloids &

intraclasts

oncolitic,

intraclasts

aggregates

cortoids peloid/intraclast abundant peloids minor peloids

Terrigenous

content

none to trace none to trace none to trace sparse sparse to l57o sparse

Basaltic lithics sparse mlnor

Primary

porosity

interparticle interparticle,

vuggy

shelter,

interparticle

shelter,

interparticle

i nterparticle/shelter

mlnor vuggy

interparticle

(Abbreviations: ws = wackestone; ps = packstone; gs = grainstone; fs=floatstone; rs=rudstone)
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Table 1(continued)

Lithofacies which co-exist are grouped into assemblages from which depositional environments

are interpreted. The interpretations are based on facies models derived from both modern and

ancient settings (Cook & Taylor, 1977; Coniglio & Dix,1992; Mullins & Cook, 1986; Mullins

et al., 1980; Mullins et al., 1984; Perry, 1984; Austin et al., 1986, 1988. Four such facies

assemblages (Table 2) arc recognised.

Environment

/ Facies

assemblage
slope-basin

transition

basin

Lithofacies debrite ca¡bonate

turbidite

basaltic lithic-rich

turbidite

nodular/ribbon

lime mudstone

argillaceous lime

mudstond

calcisiltite

thin-bedded, fine-

grained turbidite

Colour vanous light to dark

grey

blue-grey dark grey dark grey to black greenish-grey

Sedimentary

structure

chaotic,

slump, soft-

sediment

deformation

thin bed,

lamina;

Bouma

sequence

thin bed, lamina;

Bouma sequence;

Ioad cast, pillows.

thin bed, lamina; mm's laminae thin bed, lamina,

slump,

starved-ripple,

Bouma sequence;

rhythmic bedding,

Biota echino,

trilobites,

brachiopods

echino,

trilobites,

brachiopods.

sparse trilobites,

brachiopods.

phosphatic

brachiopods & sparse

trilobites.

sparse trilobites,

brachiopods,

molluscs.

Carbonate

grains

cortoids,

oncoids,

intraclasts,

aggregates

of ooids,

peloids.

broken ooids,

peloids &

intraclasts;

phosphate

pellets.

sparse peloids phosphate

pellets, minor

peloids.

Terrigenous little lirtle none to trace sparse 5-30Vo 4O-9ÙVo

Basaltic lithic¡ breccias or

clasts

mlnor 80-90%

Primary

porosity

shelter,

interparticle

interparticle intergranular intergranular intergranular intergranular
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Lithofacies Facies assemblage /
environment

Sedimentary setting &
process

Grainstone / rudstone

oolitic grainstone

oncolitic - cortoid grainstone / rudstone

skeletal-intraclastic erainstone / rudstone

Shelf - edge Originally deposited in a high-
energy, shoal-water
environment, and later
resedimented into slope-basin
environment by debris flow.

fossiliferous-intraclastic ws / ps / rs

silty skeletal-peloidal ws / fs - ps / gs

interbedded with thin layers of lime mudstone,
silstone/shale. and calcareous lithic tuff.

Foreslope

Slope-basin transition

Basin

Downslope transportation of
highly diverse and abundant
fossil debris from shallower
biogenic factory.

calcimicrobe packstone / grainstone Downslope sliding of originally
flanking sediments of a possible
microbial mud mound.

debrite Debris flow triggered by gravity
or seismic activity

Turbidites

carbonate

basaltic lithic-rich

Ca¡bonate turbidity currents,
possibly associated with grain
flow from shallower carbonate
factory.

Turbidity current by syn-
eruptive volcanism, associated
with basaltic lava and
hyaloclastites.

nodular / ribbon lime mudstone

arsillaceous lime mudstone / calcisiltite

Diluted carbonate turbidity
current, and also suspension
settling.

Thin-bedded, fine-grained turbidite

starved-ripple, slump siltstone/shale

rhvthmic, thin-bedded turbidite

Distal siliciclastic turbidity
currents, and also suspension
settling.

Table 2 Summary of lithofacies, facies assemblages of environmental significance, and
comments on sedimentary setting and process

(,4,bbreviations: ws = wackestone; ps = packstone; gs = grainstone; fs=floatstone; rs=rudstone)
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All of these assemblages contain some component of gravity-redeposition, with the in-situ

deep-water carbonates and siliciclastics, punctuated by redeposited shoal-water carbonates

from the shelf-edge. The eleven lithofacies grouped within a shelf-edge facies assemblage

and three deep-water facies assemblages are described and interpreted in a basin-ward order

as follows.

7.2 Shelf-edge

This facies assemblage is interpreted indirectly from the lithified clasts of shoal-water

derived carbonates resedimented within the debrite of the slope apron / basin facies

assemblage; the largest clast is of oolite, more than 8cm across. These grainy limestones can

be subdivided into three microfacies according to their main grain types.

7.2.1 Lithofacies description ønd interpretation

Oolitic grainstone (Pl. 1, A, D)

This lithofacies comprises purely ooids cemented by clean non-ferroan sparry calcite (Pl. 1,

D). Most ooids are 0.5-0.8mm in diameter, and vary from slightly to perfectly spherical.

They comprise well developed concentric laminae which occupy about 4O-507o of the total

diameter. The nuclei are often unrecognisable; the few recognisable ones are peloids or

peloid aggregates. Acicular or fibrous calcite marine cement (primary) forms a rim around

ooids (also primary calcite), which resembles those found in the Jurassic Smackover

Formation, Arkansas (Tucker & Wright, 1990, p.333). This lithofacies has been found as

polymict lithified breccia within the debrite lithofacies from core 2I, 3562.80- 3565.85m

(11689-11699 feet), Gidgealpa 1, also has been observed in cuttings thin sections over the

interval 3550.92- 3557.016m (11650-70 feet), Gidgealpa 1.

Interpretation. Spherical ooids with concentric laminae indicate an agitated high energy

environment (Flügel, 1982, p.1a9). Good sorting, normal packing, absence of fossil

skeletons, and acicular early marine cement all suggest an agitated shoal-water environment.

This lithofacies is the same as the standard microfacies SMF 15 - ooid grainstone that

suggests a high energy environment on oolite shoals, beaches, and tidal bars (Wilson, I975;

Flugel, 1982).
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Skeletal-intraclastic grainstone / rudstone (Pl. 1, A, B)

This lithofacies is observed only as blocky or lithified carbonate breccias within debris flow

deposits. It is very fossiliferous, mainly contains skeletal grains including trilobites,

echinoderms, spicules, brachiopods, ostracodes, and other non-skeletal carbonate grains such

as intraclasts, broken ooids, and peloids without clear origin. This lithofacies is fairly

similar to fossiliferous grainstone / rudstone in the foreslope facies assemblage, but differs in

its partially worn and micritised grains, and presence of broken ooids.

Interpretation. Worn and micritised bioclasts in association with broken ooids indicate a

winnowed-platform-edge-sands facies belt (cf. 'Wilson, 1975; Flugel, 1982) or storm

disturbed shoal-water environment. This lithofacies may have been originally at the rim of a

carbonate shelf.

Oncolitic-cortoid grainstone / rudstone (Pl. I, A, C, E)

Girvanella oncoids, coated bioclasts (cortoids), and micritic intraclasts are cemented by

sparry calcite. They are recognised from two wells, and can be divided into two subfacies.

One is from several carbonate clasts within the debrite lithofacies in core 21, Gidgealpa I

(Pl. 1, A, C). Cores of oncoids contain trilobite skeletons or simply lumps of micrite, and

have been coated by concentric and asymmetric Girvanella coats. Few uncoated skeletal

grains are present including rounded echinoderm fragments. Radiaxially arranged sparry

calcite crystals have replaced former calcimicrobes, some of which have been micritised and

form aggregates (Pl. 1, C).

The other occulrence is in core 13, Gidgealpa 7 (Pl. 1, E). This Girvanella oncoid-

bioclastic-intraclastic rudstone differs slighly in containing more skeletal grains, and lacking

ooids. It comprises mainly Girvanella oncoids, and lesser small trilobite fossils, cortoids

and intraclasts. The Girvanella oncoids are either spherical or elliptical, and about 0.2 to

lcm in diameter. The nuclei are usually lumps of micrite. The laminae aÍe wavy and

discontinuous, usually concentric and, where identifiable, ile formed by microbial

(Girvanella) films. Most Girvanella laminae are micritised. These grains are cemented by

sparry calcite.
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Interpretation. Oncoids, cortoids, skeletal grains and intraclasts set in clean

indicate a high energy shoal-water environment, which is equivalent to the in

the standard microfacies - SMF13 or SMF14 - oncoid grainstone (wilson, l9l5).

7.2.2 Facies assemblage and envíronment

The above three grainstone microfacies form an assemblage, which is only found in blocks

resedimented with the slope debrite facies, except the Girvanella oncolite. Because it

contains similar lithofacies, this assemblage resembles the standard facies belt 6, namely

winnowed-platform-edge-sands (Wilson, 1975; Fhigel, 1982).

Fragmentation and micritisation of skeletal and other carbonate grains, coating, rounding,

lack of mud, and acicular shallow marine rim-cements all indicate a high energy, agitated

shoal-water environment. Skeletal grainstone / rudstone and oncolitic grainstone / rudstone

with abundant fossil debris may indicate a lesser agitated and deeper condition than that of

the oolitic grainstone. In all, they positively indicate a winnowed shoal-water environment.

Water depth is estimated to range from 2m to 10m by comparison with modern analogues.

These lithified or semilithified breccias were transported downslope and resedimented

within the slope-basin transition environment, which further substantiates their original

depositional environment to have been at the shelf-edge.

7.3 Foreslope

7.3.1 Lithofacies descrþtion and interpretation

Thin-bedded, fossiliferous grainstone / rudstone

This fossiliferous grainstone / rudstone facies comprises ribbon or lens shaped thin beds,

containing microbreccias. It is best developed in core 23, Gidgealpa 1, and also found

resedimented within the debrite facies. More than SOVo of grains are skeletal, originating

from abundant and diverse marine organisms, including trilobites, echinoderms,

brachiopods, molluscs, sponges, and partially or completely micritised tubiform calcified

microbes (Girvanella) in aggregates (bundles or masses). High concentrations of these

bioclasts have sometimes formed shell hash layers. Trilobite fossils are disarticulated, but

their body parts are more or less still in association. Benthic, thick-shelled trilobites are

predominant, with minor pelagic agnostid trilobites present. The facies displays early

tncement
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marine cementation, characterised by fibrous cements that predate the later blocky or equant

cements.

Interpretation. Little to no matrix indicates a high energy environment. High diversity of

the marine fauna indicates warrn, oxygen-rich, open circulation conditions. The fossils in

different sizes and shapes, and without sorting or coating indicate that they have neither been

winnowed nor transported very far. High concentrations of these slightly damaged fossils

normally suggest flanking sediments of a biogenic community. It is possible that high

concentration of well preserved fossils was derived from a shallower, high energy shelf-edge

environment and transported by downslope sliding into the foreslope. Some microbreccias

are probably lithified or semilithified skeletal grainstone / rudstone derived from the

winnowed shelf-edge zone by storms. These have also slid down to the foreslope

environment.

Silty skeletal-peloidal wackestone / floatstone and pâckstone / grainstone

This lithofacies is very common, and comprises different microfacies varying from

wackestone / floatstone to packstone / grainstone depending on the abundance of micrite. It

is dominated by wackestone / floatstone punctuated by thin layers of packstone / grainstone,

and also thin layers of lime mudstone or siltstone / shale. It is predominantly a light to dark

grey, fine-grained, thin-bedded rock. Core24, Gidgealpa l, includes terrigenous quartz silts

with minor ash-sized, dispersed basaltic clasts; in contrast, none of these has been observed

in core 24, Gidgealpa 5. It is often closely associated with thin layers of either black

siltstone / shale or basaltic lithic-rich siltstone / sandstone.

Carbonate grains mainly comprise in decreasing order of abundance: skeletal grains, peloids

or partially micritised microbial peloids, and peloidal intraclasts. Skeletal grains include

trilobites, echinoderms, sponge spicules, brachiopods, molluscs and other phosphatised

small shelly fossils. Girvanella and Obruchevella (cf. non-fan subgroup, Riding &

Voronova, 1985) are well preserved in their typical filamentous and spiral forms

respectively. Similar cyanobacteria have been reported from the Early Cambrian Parara

Limestone, Curramulka, South Australia (Bengtson et aL,1990,p.2O, fig.9).

Submarine hardgrounds are relatively common in this lithofacies. Several burrowed or

bored firm or hardgrounds (Fig. 7.3) were developed within fine-sandy, silty, skeletal

wackestone (Pl. 3, C). Silty and sandy material comprises angular quartz silt and minor fine
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sand-sized basaltic lithic clasts, which together occupy about IO to ßqo of bulk volume.

Several angular to slightly rounded, phosphatic breccias (from 0.5 to lcm in length) (Pl. 3,

C) occur at or near the submarine hardground surfaces. Some of these phosphatised breccias

may yield minor fossil debris and some quartz silt, but others contain abundant microfossils

including bivalves, brachiopods, ostracodes and spicules, and some broken echinoderm

debris (Pl. 3, C). One of the phosphatic breccias contains borings.

Interpretation. Diversity of marine fauna suggests an open marine environment.

Abundance of peloids indicates a low energy condition. Several firm grounds or

hardgrounds indicate slow sedimentation or sediment starved surfaces, which thus could be

condensed strata. The allochthonous phosphatic sediments usually were eroded and

transported by gravity flows in the manner described by Föllmi et al. (1991), and commonly

were deposited in continental margin or slope environment (Tucker, 1991). Loutit et aI.

(1988) suggest that such phosphatic intraclasts indicate slow sedimentation and the existence

of submarine hardgrounds. The bored surface preserved in one of the phosphatic breccia

clasts confirms this assumption. A similar phosphatic breccia deposit was reported from

early Middle Cambrian sequence in the Georgina Basin by Southgate & Shergold (1991),

who interpreted the phosphatic breccias to be lags from hardgrounds related to maximum

flooding. Taken together, the characteristics of this lithofacies indicate a sediment-starved

foreslope to deep shelf-margin environment.

Laminated thin beds of fine-grained, calcareous basaltic material-rich siltstone /
sandstone

Many thin layers of fine basaltic clast-rich sandstone are interbedded within two lithofacies

mentioned above. The basaltic material comprises feldspar laths in a vesicular groundmass,

some feldspar laths are still fresh in appearance. Thin layers of ash-sized basaltic lithic

clasts have been enhanced by dissolution seams (P1.2, H). The volcanic composition of this

lithofacies was identified as trachytic (in Harrison & Higginbotham, 1964); however, the

present chemical analysis (Chapter 4) indicates it to be within-plate basalt.

Interpretation. Thin laminae or layers of fine-grained basaltic material indicate distal

transportation of ash-sized basaltic hyaloclastites into a deep-water carbonate environment

as discussed in Chapter 4. This is further supported by the fact that the basaltic material is

not present in the shoal-water carbonates. The resedimented ash-sized basaltic hyaloclastite
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beds could be derived from either from suspension settling or as tails of distal volcaniclastic

turbidites

7.3.2 Facies assemblage and environment

These lithofacies are thinly interbedded, and form repeated cycles a few centimetres thick.

For example, in core 24,Gidgealpa 1, such vertical facies succession is observed (Fig.7.3).

The laminated micaceous siltstone / shale indicates a distal siliciclastic turbidite deposit, the

bioclastic wackestone with phosphatic breccias and submarine firm or hardgrounds suggest a

sediment-starved slope, and the thin-bedded bioclastic wackestone / packstone indicate a low

energy, open marine environment. This facies assemblage indicates a foreslope

environment, and the succession or small scale cycles may indicate oscillations of relative

sea-level. V/hen sea-level rose rapidly, only distal siliciclastic turbidite was deposited, and

associated starved submarine hardground surfaces developed, some phosphatic breccias were

brought into the environment by gravity flow. After carbonate deposition slowly caught up,

skeletal and peloidal grains were brought down from the shallower water carbonate factory,

producing a coarsening upwards trend from siltstone / shale interbedded with skeletal and

peloidal wackestone / floatstone to fossiliferous grainstone / rudstone. When sea-level rose

again, another similar cycle started.

In core 23, Gidgealpa I, a vertical facies succession appears to contain an assemblage of

three recognisable lithofacies from bottom to top: a relatively thin wackestone interbedded

with similar thick layers of tuffaceous siltstone or sandstone, a relatively thick packstone /

grainstone interbedded with thinner layers of tuffaceous siltstone adjacent to which there is a

densely packed fossiliferous layer, and finally a relatively thick tuffaceous sandstone. This

upward transition suggests an increasing influence of volcanism with time.

In summary, the muddy facies assemblage with phosphate-impregnated hardgrounds and

phosphatic breccias, and frequent submarine hardgrounds indicate a starved foreslope or

deep shelf margin environment. In the grainy facies assemblage, the skeletal bioclasts and

microbial tubules or masses are neither coated nor micritised, which indicates that they were

not reworked in agitated water. Absence of ooids or other coated grains further suggests that

the adjacent shallower environment is not as shallow as the well-winnowed sand shoal, but

is instead a submarine skeletal-dominated sand shoal. The fact that the water depth was not

shallow enough to produce ooids may indicate that this carbonate bank may have been

drowned at the time. After the carbonate bank caught up to sea-level, progradation
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transported biogenic material down a gentle slope by gravity sliding, resulting in

redeposition of the fossiliferous breccia clasts or ribbons of grainstone / rudstone into the in

sirz packstone / wackestone, and basaltic ash beds. Therefore a gently-dipping prograding

platform margin to foreslope environment under the influence of distal basic volcanism is

the likely depositional setting.

7.4 Slope to basin transition

7.4.1 Lithofacies description and interpretation

Thin-bedded bio-peloidal wackestone / packstone - microbial packstone / grainstone

(P1.2, E; Pl.3, A-C)

Thinly interbedded (cm scale) bioclastic wackestone/mudstone characterises this lithofacies.

In some instances, "very thin layers" pinch out laterally, morphologically resembling lenses

or ribbon limestone. The lithofacies can be subdivided into two microfacies: 1) bio-peloidal

wackestone dominated by skeletal grains and 2) laminated calcimicrobe packstone /

grainstone dominated by disaggregated calcified microbes. These two rock types are always

associated, with the latter overlying the former, and the contact between them gradual. They

occur together either sharply contacting the carbonate turbidite or debrite lithofacies, or as

chips within the debrite.

Calcimicrobe packstone / grainstone (Pl. 3, A-C)

Light grey, thin bedded (lcm or slightly thicker), with internal horizontal lamination. The

majority of grains are calcified microbial tubules, rafts, including well preserved filaments of

Obruchevella (spiral) (Pl. 3, B) and Girvanella (spaghetti-like) (Pl. 3, A), and peloids of

microbe-origin, which are easily confused with pellets. However, under high magnification

they show irregular shapes and different sizes, and are an intermediate stage between

unmicritised calcified microbes and semi-micritised peloids of microbial origin. In some

examples, relatively fresh calcified microbes constitute more than SOVo of the grains. This

microfacies gradually contacts the following microfacies, and they can be intercalated.

Microspar and minor pseudospar matrix is scattered.
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Interpretation. The freshness of microbial tubules and rafts (Pl. 3, A-C) are in contrast to

those micritised ones from shallower water environments. Therefore, it is possible that this

fresh calcified microbe debris is derived from a microbial buildup or mound on the seaward

side of the shelf-edge. The predominant microspar may be formed by neomorphism of

former micrite, and if this is so, the original rock could have been micrite-dominated.

The bio-peloidal wackestone is almost the same as the above mentioned skeletal-peloidal

wackestone.

This lithofacies is probably equivalent to the calcarenites and finer-grained carbonate

sediment - Facies D (Mullins & Cook, 1986), which has been interpreted as base-cut-out

Bouma sequences such as commonly deposited on carbonate aprons. Therefore, the present

facies represents carbonate redeposited on a gentle slope as slump and slide deposits.

Abundance of calcified microbes and open-marine fossils indicate an open marine condition,

and well preserved calcified filaments suggest the possible existence of a nearby microbial

mud mound.

Debrite (Pl. 1, A; fig.10.3)

This facies is only recognised from core 21, over the interval 3563.lm - 3566.16m (11690-

11700 feet), Gidgealpa 1. Unsorted limestone breccia clasts 'float' chaotically in a dark grey

matrix. Commonly clasts are self-supporting, and the matrix varies from layer to layer. The

clasts are randomly oriented with respect to bedding, but some show stratification and slight

imbrication. Various grainstones occur as clasts which are mostly unorganised or chaotic.

Other clasts are more or less organised, and either show slightly stratified or 'fitted fabric

texture' or jig-saw structure similar to that illustrated by Enos (1977, fi9.22b); one of the

clasts is nearly normal to the general bedding (Pl. L, A). The broken pebbles and sandy

granule-sized matrix are similar to the carbonate turbidite. The maximum clast size

observed in a 3m thick debrite is at least 7cm across.

There are two major types of clasts within the debrite: organised or platy, and disorganised

or blocky. The organised type comprises three other lithofacies within this facies

assemblage, all showing semiconsolidated soft-sediment deformation structures. Platy,

ribbon-like limestone intraclasts are generally parallel with the apparent palaeoslope if

tectonic dip is removed (Hubert et aI.,1911). The disorganised or chaotic type is blocky or

consolidated breccia or conglomerate composed of shoal-water grainstones. The matrix is
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either thinly squeezed between clasts, or relatively thicker, with apparent soft sediment

deformation, or dark grey following pressure dissolution.

Interpretation This facies is similar to facies E - megaconglomerate (Hiscott & James,

1984), but on much smaller scale, and is common in many documented slope-basin

environments. Two major kinds of clasts are mixed within the muddy matrix, one represents

blocky, lithified shoal-water derived carbonates, the other represents platy, slope-derived

carbonates because the clasts were still soft or at least semiconsolidated at the time of flow.

The combination indicates that the debrite is a typical debris-flow conglomerate produced by

sediment failure on a slope. It can be found in foreslope, slope apron, even basin-plain

settings. However, it is normally confined to the foreslope or slope apron environments

according to (Mullins & Cook, 1986). In the present setting, it should be in a slope apron

environment because it contains foreslope clasts and is interbedded with toe of slope and

basinal mudstone / shale facies.

Turbidite

A turbidite facies comprises various stratified allochemical material, and can be subdivided

into two subfacies according to their grain composition: 1) carbonate turbidite, 2)

volcaniclastic turbidite. Both display some well developed small-scale Bouma sequences.

Carbonate turbidite (P1.4, A-C)

Bouma sequences (Ta-e) and irregular combinations (Ta-b; Tb-c; Ta-c etc.) of Bouma

sequences for carbonate turbidites are observed in several cores from Gidgealpa 1 and

Gidgealpa 7. A typical sequence is at 3570.12m (lI7I3 feet), core 21, Gidgealpa 1 (Fig.

7.4). In this section, Ta comprises coarse skeletal and intraclastic carbonate grains showing

a fining upwards trend, Tb has similar but smaller carbonate grains, Tc is slightly cross-

laminated, Td has horizontally laminated stratification with bioturbation, and Te is

horizontally laminated mudstone with little bioturbation. However, incomplete Bouma

sequences are more common (Pl. 4, A). A hardground or firm ground occurs on the top of

this carbonate turbidite unit, and is phosphate-impregnated, and associated with some

phosphatic particles (P1.4, A).
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Interpretation. This facies is similar to carbonate turbidite facies deposited commonly on

slope, slope apron, or even in basin environments by turbidity current flows. It has been

classified as a gravity flow facies in the carbonate slope environment by Cook & Mullins

(1983) and Coniglio & Dix (1992). The example described herein is fine-grained, with or

without Bouma sequences, and indicates a distal carbonate turbidite deposit.

Basaltic lithic-rich turbidite

Basaltic breccia-dominated turbidites or resedimented hyaloclastites are interbedded with

almost all other deep-water carbonate facies. This lithofaces also shows well developed

partial or complete Bouma sequences, for example, at 3562.81m (11689 feet), core 21,

Gidgealpa 1 (Fig. 7.5). There are at least six microcycles within the illustrated l6cm thick

section which has a steep dip from 35" to 40" relative to the core axis. Most of these cycles

fine upwards, each with the thickness varying from 0.5cm to 1.5cm. The basal bed sharply

overlies clasts up to 4cm x 2.8cm 'floating' in a black argillaceous matrix (Pl. 4, D). Grain

size varies from mud - silt to coarse sand up to 0.8mm. Most grains are of volcanogenic

origin. Most are altered basalt comprising feldspar laths and a vesicular groundmass (Pl. 4,

E).

In a complete Bouma sequence, Ta is a massive bed, and contains the coarsest basaltic

lithics; Tb has subtle horizontal lamination; Tc displays cross lamination; Td is almost

massive siltstone to mudstone. The grains are mostly felspathic lithics, with size varying

from 0.lmm to 0.5mm. Some are detrital carbonate, possibly relict peloids, and sorne grains

are calcisiltite, and clay that may be derived from the decomposition of volcanics. Partial or

irregular Bouma sequences may also display reverse grading and load casts.

Interpretation Typical Bouma sequences in this volcaniclastic turbidite, and its monomict

nature, indicate that the volcanic material was transported from single source by turbidity

currents. Furthermore, chemical analyses suggest a basaltic hyaloclastic origin (Chapter 4).

Irregular Bouma sequences suggest that periodically, volcanogenic breccias were transported

as high density grain flows into a still uncemented silt or mud substrate. Reverse grading

and grain-supported coarse sandstone also suggest a grain flow (high density) deposit.

Interbedding of soft calcareous siltstone / shale and hard coarse-grained volcaniclastic debris

caused load casts to develop.
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Laminated to thin bedded, nodular / ribbon lime mudstone (Pl. S, A-8, C-D, F)

This lithofacies is interbedded with or intercalated within an argillaceous lime mudstone /

calcisiltite facies described below. The beds (pale layers in Plate 5A) are irregularly spaced

in the argillaceous mudstone, and commonly vary from thin beds to pinching and swelling

layers and finally to completely isolated lenses or nodules. The lamination is shown by a

colour change between black and white. The laminae are slightly thicker than those in the

surrounding argillaceous mudstone layers. Often there is a transitional zone between the two

lithofacies. The colour of the transitional zone is slightly darker, which indicates less

carbonate and more terrigenous material, or indicates the presence of dissolution seams or a

non-carbonate organic residue. This results of x-ray diffraction show that calcite is major

component. The abundance is namely, calcite plus minor quartz, mica, dolomite, pyrite and

plagioclase. The few fossils observed include trilobites (Pl. 5, tr'), brachiopods, and minor

debris comprising possible calcified microbes or peloids. Minor scattered phosphatic sand-

sized pellets or concretions (Pl. 5, C-D) are also present.

Diagenetic overprint

This lithofacies is characterised by plastic deformation, especially around ends of the

nodules or lenses intercalated within argillaceous mudstone. The mechanism of formation

of such an assemblage and its deformation has been explained to result from compaction

(McCrossan, 1958), compaction and dolomitisation (Wanless, I9l9), submarine cementation

(Mullins et al., 1980), differential compaction and segregation, and sedimentary boudins

(Nichols, 1966), and limestone-shale/marl cycles produced by shallow-burial diagenesis

(Hallam, 1986; Ricken, 1986; Coniglio & James, 1990; Coniglio & Dix,1992). The present

material shows the wide range of preservation of this type of rock, and can demonstrate that

the plastic deformation is caused by both depositional and diagenetic reasons. Episodic

carbonate turbidites and suspension settling of carbonate mud and argillaceous material has

caused subtle intercalated relationships between these tlvo facies as shown by

cathodoluminescence photomicrograph (Pl. 5, B). Differential cementation and compaction

have enhanced the contrast between the facies and given rise to the deformed fabric.

Interpretation This lithofacies is closely associated with the argillaceous lime mudstone /

calcisiltite facies, and could have been diagenetically enhanced within the latter. Thus they

ought to represent the same environment. This lithofacies is similar to nodular or ribbon
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limestone, or limestone-shale/marl cycle deposits, which often occur in Palaeozoic slope

carbonates (Coniglio & Dix, 1992). It was deposited on a carbonate slope, sourced from

dilute carbonate turbidity currents or from fragmentary peloids and calcified microbes

settling from suspension (Coniglio & Dix, 1992) (Fig. 7.6). The phosphatised hardground,

condensed laminae and associated phosphatic particles brought by gravity flow further

suggest slow sedimentation, and a slope environment.

Laminated, argillaceous lime mudstone / calcisiltite (Pl. 5, A-8, E, G)

This lithofacies is dark grey to black, planar, generally continuously parallel and millimetric.

There is basal scour and bioturbation is scarce along the laminae. This facies is often

interbedded with the nodular or ribbon lime mudstone. The horizontal thin lamination is

indicated by colour alternation between black: parallel, discontinuous, clay-rich layers with

some microstylolites, and grey: carbonate-rich, discontinuous blebs to very thin laminae (Pl.

5, A).

Some authigenic pyrite micro-concretions concentrate along the laminae, and sometimes a

lamina is entirely made of pyrite crystals, which also have replaced fossil tests replicating the

original microstructure. Early diagenetic pyrite forms framboidal aggregates (Pl. 5, E)

visible under reflected light.

Fine silt-sized terrigenous material from XRD includes mainly quafiz and muscovite, minor

calcite (micrite), plagioclase, illite and chlorite. In general, as shown by

cathodoluminescence photomicrograph (Pl. 5, B) the quartz content is much richer, while

the calcite content is much less than the nodular / ribbon lime mudstone discussed above.

Along laminae, there are few angular to rounded phosphatic concretions or coated

phosphatic particles (0.5 to lmm up to 1.2mm). One of these encloses a spiral calcified

microbe (?Girvanella). Very little trilobite and phosphatic brachiopod debris occurs in the

black muddy or silty laminae (Pl. 5, G). Along grey carbonate-rich laminae, very few fossils

are observed. On bedding planes of hand specimens, one or two species of phosphatic

inarticulate brachiopods are found. Occasionally, where it contacts carbonate turbidite, some

Llace fossils (?Chondrires) have burrowed down to the black layer, and have been filled by

light grey micritic material from the overlying bioclastic wackestone layer. Although quaftz

silt and other clay minerals are present, fissilisity is not developed, and parting is along the

laminae where diagenetic pyrite is present.
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Interpretation Lack of wave or current formed structures indicates deposition primarily out

of suspension in a low-energy environment below wave base. Absence of bioturbation and

benthic animals or calcified microbes indicate that the substrate or water bottom was

oxygen-deficient - a transition from anaerobic to exaerobic zones (e.g. Rhoads & Morse

l91I). Low diversity of the biota (only one or two species of brachiopods that could have

been attached to some planktonic organism) further indicates a restricted condition. Good

preservation of organic matter in this facies also indicates an anoxic condition. Minor

bioturbation occurs at the contact between carbonate turbidite facies and redeposited shoal-

water carbonates, possibly due to input of oxygen-rich water, epifauna and nutrients. The

finely laminated silrsized terrigenous detritus (later recrystallised into authigenic quartz

crystals) was probably derived from a by-pass shelf margin. Some tiny phosphatic grains

could be derived from up-slope by gravity-driven flows. They are similar to those classified

as allochthonous phosphatic sediments which are norrnally eroded and transported by

gravity-driven flows according to (Föllmi et aI., 1991). Therefore, this lithofacies was

deposited in a mud-rich slope apron to basin environment punctuated by resedimentation

events. Depending on geometry, it could be deposited in either a toe of slope or distally

steepened ramp. It is similar to many deep-water basinal deposits, such as the dark, parallel

laminated shale rich in sponge spicules described in (Cook & Taylor, 1977), or the

calcisiltite / shale lithofacies described by (Coniglio & James, 1990). These lithotypes are

all characteristic of suspension settling, typical of the carbonate slope facies defined by

Coniglio & Dix (1992).

7.4.2 Facíes assembløge and environment

All the above lithofacies have been recognised in core 21, Gidgealpa l, and their

sedimentary structures and textures are schematically illustrated (Fig. 7.5). Because coring

is not continuous, and cored intervals are widely spaced, observations are constrained by the

limited coverage. Wireline logs, mud logs and cuttings were also used to aid the

interpretation. Therefore, lithofacies are observed in a cm scale, but a larger scale wireline

log signature was carefully examined in order to obtain the vertical facies succession and

lateral facies variation.

Vertical facies succession is recorded from several cores in both Gidgealpa I and Gidgealpa

7. Argillaceous lime mudstone / calcisiltite is often interbedded or intercalated with nodular

/ ribbon lime mudstone, forming carbonate / marl couplets, but the thickness and frequency
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of nodular / ribbon lime mudstone occurrences are neither regular nor predictable. The top

of the carbonate turbidite is bioturbated and gradually merges into argillaceous lime

mudstone / calcisiltite, or has a firm ground or hardground separating the overlying bio-

peloidal wackestone and calcimicrobe packstone / grainstone. In other instances, carbonate

turbidite can overlie bio-peloidal wackestone and calcimicrobe packstone / grainstone with a

sharp base (Fig. 7.7). Coarse volcanogenic breccias in cores 17, 18 and 19, Gidgealpa 1 are

interbedded with thin bedded ribbon limestone or skeletal packstone; thin bedded and fine-

grained volcanogenic turbidites are interbedded with the debrite. A general vertical trend as

observed in 10m interval from core 21, Gidgealpa t has argillaceous lime mudstone /

calcisiltite dominating at the bottom, and gradually becomes interbedded with nodular /

ribbon lime mudstone. This association is interrupted by debrites, turbidites and skeletal-

peloidal wackestone and microbial packstone / grainstones at mid-levels (Fig. 7.8).

Gamma reading is relatively high through the intervals where argillaceous lime mudstone /

calcisiltite and nodular / ribbon lime mudstone are dominant or interbedded with minor

carbonate turbidites, but is relatively low over the intervals dominated by debrite, and is the

lowest in dolomitic carbonates, where it shows a typical cylindrical log curve shape. Using

these log signatures, several upward-coarsening trends can be observed in Gidgealpa 1 (Fig.

7.9). Such trends represent upward increasing resedimented carbonates of shoal-water

origin, or an increased amount of shelf-edge material shed into the slope or basin

environment where the log change is gradual. On the other hand, the log change may be

abrupt, for example, in GidgealpaT, between oncolitic / intraclastic grainstone breccias (low

gamma) and siltstone/shale (high gamma) (Fig. 7.10). This abrupt change can be caused by

two possibilities. The first is abrupt sea-level fall, and the other is the possibility that a

megaconglomerate block could have been transported into the deep-water environment.

Shoal-water derived isolated block or megabreccia (Mountjoy et aL, 1972) can be up to few

hundred metres in thickness, and can indicate proximal facies of a shelf-edge or reef build-

up. Such isolated megabreccia blocks are the result of slope failure and gravity-controlled

mass transport.

A combination of these facies indicates a slope-basin transitional environment. The

"background" sediment is the black mudstone, with its millimetre-thick laminations,

moderate organic matter content (TOC 0.4-0.85Vo, Appendix III), early authigenic pyrite,

and lack of infauna all indicating that it was deposited from suspension, below storm wave

base, in an oxygen deficient basinal setting. Numerous phosphate-impregnated, and
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burrowed or bored submarine hardgrounds at the top of thin carbonate turbidite beds or

coarser bioclastic wackestone layers suggest slow sedimentation. Occasionally to frequently

(unpredictably) this environment received thin-bedded and fine-grained carbonate or

volcanic turbidites, and resedimented shoal-water or deeper water derived carbonate

sediments via various gravity processes. Upward shallowing vertical facies suggest a rapid

change from deep-water to shoal-water carbonates. The debris flow deposits include both

deep-water and shoal-water derived material. These all indicate a carbonate slope apron

environment that is similar to that described by Mullins & Cook (1986).

7.5 Facies assemblage of basinal environment

7.5.1 Lithofacies description and interpretation

Laminated, starved-ripple, slumped siltstone/shale (Pl. 6, A-D)

This lithofacies is typically well-indurated, argillaceous, micaceous siltstone and mudstone.

Its major colour is yellowish-green, and the TOC content varies from 0.09-O.25Vo (AMDEL

1987). Lying on top of a sharp scour base, a coarser layer sometimes shows starved ripple

and convolute laminations and load casts (Pl. 6, A-C). The grain size varies from fine sand

(0.05-0.09mm) (yellowish) to silt (0.01-0.03mm) (greenish). Sediments are thinly

interlaminated because of subtle grading and some argillaceous concentration to form

coarser silt and very fine silt to mud couplets, being 2 to 6mm and 1mm to 12mm in

thickness respectively. Inside finer layers, the individual flakes of mica show parallel

alignment. Couplets are typically unfossiliferous although rare fossils do occur; a mollusc

has been found in core 15, and spicules in core 22, Gidgealpal (Gravestock, pers. comm.,

1993). Rare bioturbation has been observed; for example, some small "lJ" shaped burrows

and possible deposit feeders' burrows filled by coarse silt and fine sand within mudstone (Pl.

5, D). A very similar lithofacies is recognised in Dullingari 1, where it shows frequent

slumping, a scoured base, and possible flute casts.

Interpretation Characteristics of subtle graded bedding, fine-grained sediments, sharp

scoured base, starved ripple lamination, rare bioturbation and lack of body fossils except

possible spicules, indicate relatively deep-water or distal turbidite (?Bouma sequence C-D)

deposits. The majority of the rock lacks significant calcite, which may suggest a

depositional environment starved of sediments from a carbonate platform. The only shelf

sediments accepted were from suspension or by dilute turbidite or storm derivation.
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Therefore, a basinal setting is indicated. A slightly thicker layer at 3664.46m (12022.5 feet),

core 22, Gidgealpa, is slowly acid active, possibly indicating it to be a dolomitic lime

mudstone. The diluted turbidite sediments can be transported across the continental shelf to

relatively deep-water environments, and usually have Bouma C-D beds. The characteristics

of horizontal dominated, weak ripple lamination, silt to very fine sand and very fine silt /

shale couplets are generally consistent with Class D2 (organised silts, silty muds & silt-mud

couplets) from the classification scheme for deep-water clastic sediments (Pickering et aL,

1986). Rare bioturbation and body fossils also support the interpretation of a relatively deep

environment, rather than a restricted lagoonal environment.

Rhythmic thin-bedded, fine-grained turbidite (Pl. 6, E-F)

The lithology of this facies is greenish grey siltstone and shale with minor very fine-grained

cross-laminated sand. Accessory minerals are mainly biotite, sphene, tourmaline and opaque

grains. This facies is characterised by fine-grained, thin-bedded rhythmic bed sets. Each set

(Pl. 6, F) is up to 5cm thick, from bottom upward, consisting of: a sharp scoured base

overlain by a relatively thick sandy bed with asymmetrical, unidirectional cross-lamination,

a relatively thick silty or laminated bed, and a dark grey, very thin clay or shaly layer.

Asymmetrical flame structures are observed at the sharp base. Rare flute marks also occur at

the base of cross-laminated sandy beds (Pl. 6, B, F). Grain size decreases upward within

one set as quartz fines from fine sand (0. 1 to 0.13mm) to fine silt. About 3 sets of thin beds

form a larger repeated cycle; within this cycle, the amplitude of sandy and silty beds

decreases upward. Body fossils are rare, and are found only in relatively thicker muddy

beds. Horizontal, slightly meandering worrn burrows and possible paired tracks are found in

muddy layers.

Interpretation Mineral composition of the sediments indicates them to be of terrestrial

origin, possibly a dilute turbidite. The rhythmic bedding suggests that the sediments were

supplied from a regular sediment source. Each set probably corresponds to an irregular

Bouma sequence, namely the sharp base equivalent to disturbed Te, upwardly fining layers

are equivalent to Tc and Td. The fining upward trend is consistent with decreasing

asymmetric, unidirectional current ripples of Tc indicating a current in reducing intensity.

Repetition of rhythmic sets may indicate seasonal change or reduction in intensity of

turbidity currents. The flute marks, unidirectional current cross lamination, and scoured

structures all indicate a unidirectional current influence, and are consistent with a turbidity
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cunent origin. Flame structures are usually caused by downward gravitational displacement

of soft sands and silts into underlying soft muds, and is asymmetrical in a uniform direction.

Lack of Ta and Tb, and the fine-grained sediment both suggest that this is a distal turbidite

deposit.

The characters of this facies are consistent with a distal (or thin-bedded) turbidite sequence

as sunìmarised by Walker (1965): that is, thin-bedded, fine-grained, with few small scours,

no channels, siltstone between sandstone beds being well developed, sand/mud ratio low,

base of sand always sharp, top grades into fine sediment, AE sequence rare, laminations and

ripples very common. The core sequence presents mainly Tc and Td units of the Bouma

sequence, namely, cross-laminated sandstone (Tc) and laminated siltstone (Td). According

to Walker (1978,1985), this kind of deposit was deposited in a deep-water basin either on a

channel levee or at the distal end of a lower submarine fan. Since this lithofacies is

interbedded with deep-water carbonates, a slope environment is more likely.

7.5.2 Facies relationship, facies trends and environments of deposition

Generally speaking, argillaceous lime mudstone / calcisiltite and nodular / ribbon lime

mudstone are in-situ deposits, and are punctuated by other lithofacies which are gravity-

displaced deposits. There is a gradual colour change from black to light grcy from

argillaceous lime mudstone / calcisiltite to turbidite and to skeletal-peloidal wackestone and

microbial packstone / grainstone, indicating gradual increase of oxygen level. Fossil content

also changes; in argillaceous lime mudstone / calcisiltite only two species of phosphatic

brachiopods occur, but in other facies, trilobite and other fossils especially calcified microbe

filaments are much more abundant. Non-skeletal, coated carbonate grains from shoal-water

are much more abundant in intraformational clasts within the debrite, and prevalent in grain

flow or turbidity flow deposits; very few to none occur in the remaining lithofacies.

The debrite or small-scale megaconglomerate consists of all the lithofacies described above,

this suggests that the debris flow brought both shoal-water and slope sediments down to the

slope apron / basin environment. Calcified microbial tubules and rafts possibly belonging to

Gi.rvanella and Obruchevella (Pl. 3, figs.A-C) within the calcimicrobe packstone /

grainstone are well preserved, and differ from micritised ones within shoal-water grainstones

(Pl. 1, fig.C). The well preserved filaments and debris of little transportation may suggest

the possible existence of slope mounds.
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The laminated, starved-ripple, slumping siltstone/shale quite abruptly overlies the foreslope

facies, but is gradually overlain by the slope apron / basin facies in Gidgealpa 1, while it
overlies both the slope apron / basin facies and upper slope facies in Gidge alpa 7 . The

rhythmic thin-bedded, fine-grained turbidite gradually overlies the toe of slope to basin

facies in Gidgealpa 7. Both gradually contact with the toe of slope and basinal facies, but

abruptly contact with shoal-water or foreslope carbonate facies. This gradational facies

relationship indicates a basinal setting. They were possibly deposited during drowning of a

platform or shut-down of its carbonate factory because the only sediment supply is distal

siliciclastic material from turbidity currents and suspended argillaceous mud.

The vertical sequences interpreted from two key wells (Fig. 7.ll) further confirm the

interfingering relationship of facies assemblages.

7.6 Facies models

Four kinds of facies models are summarised for the carbonate slope depositional system by

Coniglio & Dix (1992): l. rimmed platform slope apron; 2. rimmed platform base-of-slope

apron; 3. open (unrimmed) platform apron; 4. carbonate submarine fans. The first model is

more suitable because the lithofacies and facies assemblages in the Gidgealpa area can be

directly correlated to those recognised for the slope apron model of Mullins & Cook (1936).

Similar deposits are well documented in Cambrian and Ordovician sedimentary rocks

elsewhere in the world. The present deposit resembles the Late Cambrian to earliest

Ordovician the Hales Limestone of central Nevada described by Cook & Taylor (1977).

They both have similar lithotypes and gravity movement on a limited scale, but differ in that

the Gidgealpa slope facies lacks deep-sea or hemipelagic trilobites. Thus, the Gidgealpa

slope deposits may be formed adjacent to an intrashelf basin rather than connected to open

deep sea basin. It is also similar to that described from the Cow Head Group, western

Newfoundland (Hiscott & James, 1984; Coniglio, 1986; Coniglio & James, 1990), and other

ancient slope examples are in (Coniglio in Walker & James, 1992).

7.7 Discussion

7.7.1 Volcanism

Volcanogenic turbidites or breccias are interbedded with deep-water facies, and have not

been found within shoal-water derived grainstones. This suggests that the volcanic material
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may have come from a seaward direction. The thin basaltic lava (possibly pillow lava), and

associated monomict basaltic breccias further indicate the existence of nearby submarine

basaltic lava flow and quenching. Tucker & Wright (1990) pointed our rhat the pelagic

limestones are closely associated with two end members: shallow-water carbonates and

pillow lavas which indicate an extensional tectonic background. A similar mixed volcanic

and carbonate facies assemblage was described and interpreted to indicate the beginning of a

rifting episode (Einsele et al, 1991). The volcanic input and debris flow events in the

Gidgealpa area may be related to syn-depositional volcanism and associated fault movement

due to rifting (Chapter 4).

7.7.2 Accumulntion rate

Compared with the starved slope-basin environment of the Cow Head Group (James et al.,

1989) in Canada, this slope apron to basin transition belongs to a depositional margin (cf.

James & Mountjoy, 1983) because of its much more rapid accumulation rate. The interval

2417 to 2636.5m in Gidgealpa 7 was deposited during the time range from the

Boomerangian to Mindyallan Stages, and constitutes about 2l9m sediments deposited in a

duration of less than 5Ma. However, in the Cow Head Group, representing over 70Ma only

300-500m of sediments accumulated (Hubert et al., 1977; Tucker & Wright, 1990). In

Gidgealpa 1, apparently, a much thicker sediment pile accumulated during the same period

as Gidgealpa 7, but a large component was provided by basaltic lava breccias rather than thin

carbonate mudstones.

7.8 Conclusion

Three interfingering deep-water facies assemblages corresponding to foreslope, slope-to-

basin transition, and basin environments are interpreted. The interfingering relationship is

due to gravity-controlled transportation processes. The shallower water facies can be

resedimented into deeper water (richly fossiliferous grainstone resedimented into the lower

slope or slope apron), and the micritic carbonate material gradually dies out from upper

slope to basin. Thus deposits vary from nodular/ribbon, lime mudstone to argillaceous

mudrock, and finally green siltstone/shale, or rhythmite, or black pyritic shale. A slope

apron model is suggested for the slope to basin transition facies assemblage, it is also

influenced and supplied by syn-depositional basaltic volcanism. Together with the shelf-

edge facies assemblage, carbonate shelf-edge, slope and basin environments can be

reconstructed.
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A.

Plate L

Core slab of clast-supported debrite in micrite matrix, showing elongate, vertically

oriented skeletal grainstone / rudstone (S), polymict semiconsolidated to consolidated

oolitic grainstone (O), polymict oncolitic / cortoid / intraclastic rudstone containing

aggregate grains (A), and other smaller elongate ribbon limestone clasts all enclosed in a

dark muddy matrix. Core2l,3564.l0-3564.33m(11693.24-11694 feet), Gidgealpa 1.

Photomicrograph of stained thin section of skeletal rudstone, showing transverse

section of a trilobite fragment; skeleton has micritised coat and internal sediment.

Sample 940TS110, core 21,3563.11m (11690 feet), Gidgealpa 1.

Photomicrograph of oncolitic / cortoid grainstone, showing aggregate of calcimicrobes

with partly micritised envelopes. Sample 940TS110, core 21, 3563.11m (11690 feet),

Gidgealpa 1.

Photomicrograph of stained thin section of oolitic grainstone, showing circular, radial-

concentric ooids, surrounded by early fibrous isopachous cement and late blocky pore-

filling cement. Sample 940T5964, core 2I,3564.03m (11693 feet), Gidgealpa 1.

Core slab of oncolitic / cortoid rudstone, showing rounded to irregularly rounded

Girvanellaballs. Core 13,2850.19-2850.97m(9353-9353.58 feet), Gidgealpa 7.

B.

C.

E.

D
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A.

Plate 2

photomicrograph of stained thin section of fossiliferous rudstone, showing predominant

large trilobiie and echinoderm debris. Several multiple generations of carbonate cement

have occluded original shelter porosity. Sample 940T5878' core 23,373197m (12244

feet), Gidgealpa 1.

Photomicrograph of skeletal-peloidal packstone / grainstone, showing section of

trilobites, echinoderms, and Chancellorlø (righQ. Thin section 940TS33, core 24,

2422.86m (7949 feet), GidgealPa 5.

Photomicrograph of silty, skeletal-peloidal packstone / wackestone, showing

bioturbated surface, and scattered echinoderm and trilobite debris, and several slightly

reworked phosphatic breccia clasts (at top). Sample 6942R592,3842'3Om (12606 feet),

core24, GidgealPa 1.

Photomicrograph of stained thin section of silty skeletal-peloidal grainstone'

displaying p.eáominance of trilobite debris and peloids cemented by sparry calcite'

Sampie 940TS7, core21,3843.53m (12610 feet), Gidgealpa l'

photomicrograph of stained thin section of skeletal-peloidal wackestone, demonstrating

trilobite debris and peloids in micritic matrix; green particles are authigenic quartz" Core

Ig, 3466.79m (1 137 4 feet), Gidgcalpa l'

Core slab of skeletal-peloidal floatstone / packstone, showing skeletal debris floating

within rhe dark grey r; black micritic matrix. Core 24, 2423.34-2423.46m (7951 feet),

Gidgealpa 5.

Core slab of fossiliferous rudstone, displaying densely packed fossil debris cemented

by sparry calcite and wavy layer concentrated by dissolution seams' Core 23' at

37 3 1.97 m (12244 feet), Gidgealpa 1.

Core slab of skeletal packstone / grainstone interbedded with thin calcareous basaltic

lithic thin layers. corc23,3733.19m(12248 feet), Gidgealpa 1.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F

G
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A.

C.

Plate 3

photomicrograph of stained thin section of calcimicrobe grainstone, showing well

preserved bundles of Girvanella tubules and rods, with both longitudinal and transverse

sections. Sample 6942RS89, core 21,357O.73m (11715 feet), Gidgealpa 1.

photomicrograph of calcimicrobe packstone, showing spaghetti-like Girvanella,

Obruchevella, and also some non-walled calcispheres. Core 21,3559.45m (11678 feeQ,

Gidgealpa 1.

photomicrograph of stained thin section of calcimicrobe packstone / grainstone,

showing very well preserved walls of single-tube Girvanella. Sample 6942RS89, core

21,3559.45m (11678 feet), Gidgealpa 1.
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A.

C.
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E.

Plate 4

core slab of carbonate turbidite, overlying ribbon / nodular lime mudstone; showing

massive main body containing vague skeletal debris and laminated top' core 10,

2565.65-2565.9m (8417 .5 -841 8'3 feet), Gidgealpa 7'

photomicrograph of stained thin section of skeletal / calcimicrobe packstone within the

carbonate turbidite; displaying predominant debris of trilobites, calcispheres and

calcimicrobes. Sample 940T5424, 2565.8m (8418 feet), core 10, GidgealpaT '

Core slab of thin carbonate turbidite beds, fining upward from skeletal grainstone to

laminated skeletal-peloidal packstone and microbial packstone / grainstone' The top thin

layer is skeletal / cortoid / ooid grainstone which may be the bottom of another cycle'

core 21,3567 .28-3567 .47m (11103.61-11704.29 feet), Gidgealpa 1.

core slab of basaltic lithic-rich turbidite, showing several fining-upwards cycles. core

21, 3562.72-3562.83m(1 1688.? l- I 1689'07m), Gidgealpa 1'

Photomicrograph of basaltic lithic-rich turbidite, displaying lithic clasts composed of

elongated feldspar laths. Sample 6942RS330 (MESA), 3473'50m (11396 feet)' core 20'

Gidgealpa 1.
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A.

Plate 5

Core slab of interbedded argillaceous lime mudstone / calcisiltite (dark grey ) and

nodular / ribbon lime mudstone (white). Core 20,3413.81-3413.96m (11397-11391 .5

feet), Gidgealpa 1.

B Cathodoluminescence photo of argillaceous lime mudstone / calcisiltite intercalated

with nodular lime mudstone, showing that the former comprises predominantly fine

quartz silt (blue) and clay (black), and the latter comprises mainly calcite microspar and

pseudospar (orange and brown). Sample 940TS113, (Kv=l2.5,pA=164,15.16 sçcond);

3570.58m (11114.5 feet), core 2l,Gidgealpa l'

c-D Photomicrograph of nodular lime mudstone, displaying several spindle-shape

phosphate pellets or concretions. Sample 940TS113, 3570.58m (11114.5 feet), core 21,

Gidgealpa 1. C, plane polarised light; D, cathodoluminescence (Kv=14, pA =168' l'28

second).

E. phoromicrograph (under reflected light) of argillaceous lime mudstone / calcisiltite,

displaying early diagenetic framboidal pyrite. Sample 940TS113,3570.58m (11714'5

feet), core 2L,G\dgealPa 1.

photomicrograph of nodular lime mudstone, with rare trilobite fragments within

microspar / pseudospar dominated background. Sample 940TS89, core 15, 3043'33m

(9984.67 feet), GidgealPa 7 .

photomicrograph of argillaceous lime mudstone / calcisiltite, displays quartz silt-rich

and clay-rich laminae. Sparse fine-grained trilobite debris aligned with the quartz silt-

rich laminae. Sample 940TS89 (6942RS169), core 15, 3043.33m (9984.67 reet),

Gidgealpa 7.
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A.

C.

D.

E.

Plate 6

Core slab of starved-ripple, slump siltstone / shale, showing ripple cross lamination,

and couplets of siltstone and shale. Core 29 , 2987 .34m (980 1 feet), Gidgealpa I .

Photomicrograph of starved-ripple, slump siltstone / shale, illustrating siltstone which

filled starved-ripple within shale layer (yellow-brown). Sample 940TS28, 3044.95m

(9990 feet), core 14, Gidgealpa 1. Cross-polarised light.

Photomicrograph of starved-ripple, slump siltstone / shale, with soft-sediment

deformation. Sample 940TS28, 3044.95m(9990 feet), core 14, Gidgealpa 1.

Photomicrograph of starved-ripple, slump siltstone / shale, displaying a micro-burrow

delineated by concentration of silt. Sample 940'l'S29, core 13, 2987.34m (9801 feet),

Gidgealpa 1.

Core photo of bedding plane of rhythmic, thin-bedded turbidite, showing a flute mark.

Core 14, 295O.16m(9679 feet), GidgealpaT,

Core slab of rhythmic, thin-bedded turbidite, indicating a succession of four beds. Each

includes a sharp base, cross-laminated coarse silt to very fine sand, a horizontally

laminated layer and thin mudstone cap. The basal cycle shows cross lamination modified

by current drag. Core I4,2950.16m (9679 feet), GidgealpaT .
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CHAPTER 8

Tectonostratigraphy and

post-depositional structural style

8.1 Introduction
Stratigraphic units in the eastern Warburton Basin (Chapter 2) are built up from limited

intersections in different wells. The Kalladeina Formation directly overlies the

Mooracoochie Volcanics, but contacts between other units have not been intersected in any

well. These units include the Kalladeina Formation and Dullingari Group (Gatehouse,

1983b, 1986), "Innamincka Red Beds" (Sprigg, 1967), Pando Formation (Gravestock et aI.,

1995), and a quartzite unit designated as "unknown Late Carboniferous subquartzite" of

Bever (1988). Tectonic deformation including folds, faults and igneous intrusions,

inadequate biostratigraphic control, limited drilling and, poor to fair seismic data make

correlal"ion between these type section wells difficult. Investigation of structural geology and

seismic sequence stratigraphy has enabled reconstruction of stratigraphic relationships by

regional correlation and matching seismic packages, which has improved understanding of

the stratigraphic framework of the basin.

Structural restoration is essential for a structurally complicated region like the 'Warburton

Basin before commencing sequence stratigraphic analysis in the following Chapter 9. Two

methods are used to achieve structural reconstruction. First is to use an integrated sequence

stratigraphic analysis (Payton, ed,1977; Hubbard, 1988) to identify major seismic packages

and correlate them across structurally complicated areas. Concepts and terminology of

sequence stratigraphy will be discussed in Chapter 9. Second is to interpret major

structures from seismic data in order to understand structural style. Regional matching of

displaced major seismic packages, incorporating an understanding of fault movement,

substantially helps reconstruction of pre-deformation stratigraphy.

More than 160 seismic lines (Appendix V; dotted lines in Fig. 8.1 ) were carefully selected

for regional correlation. Seismic correlation was achieved across the study area, excluding
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the region approximately southeast of the GMI Ridge, where seismic data quality was

inadequate. The key seismic lines used for seismic interpretation and regional conelation

are shown in Figure 8.1.

Following the definition and colour scheme of Santos Ltd, the following major seismic

reflectors are chosen as important markers.

C horizon: top of the Cadna-owie Formation of the Eromanga Basin (Lower Cretaceous).

L horizon: base of the Eromanga Basin (Lower Jurassic).

N horizon: top of the lVimma Sandstone Member of the Nappamerri Group (Middle

Triassic)

P horizon: top of the Toolachee Formation (Upper Permian).

Zhorizon: base of the Merrimelia Formation (Upper Carboniferous) or top of the W'arburton

Basin strata in structurally high areas.

Within the 'Warburton Basin (below Z honzon), there are ten seismic events (subZl to

subZl0), which will be discussed in Chapter 9. The nature and colour scheme of these

seismic markers and horizons are surnmarised in Table 1.
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Table 1. Brief comments and colour scheme of or seismic horizons and events.

r¡ KALZ,3, 4, 5,6 were defined as important seismic events by Roberts et al. (1990), colour scheme they
used is followed.

8.2 Major basin boundaries

The Warburton Basin unconformably underlies the Cooper and Eromanga Basins (Fig. S.2).

In seismic section, Warburton Basin reflectors have a distinct erosional truncation upper

boundary with the Eromanga Basin, and this represents a time span of approximately 290Ma

based on biostratigraphic evidence in Kalladeina l. However, it has subtle upper boundary

with the overlying Cooper Basin. Although the timing of the top of the Warburton Basin is

unconstrained, these Early Palaeozoic strata have been uplifted, intruded by Early

Carboniferous granite (Gatehouse et al., 1996), and later glaciated and eroded. The oldest

Cooper Basin sedimentary rocks of the Merrimelia Formation are Late Carboniferous in age

(Apak et a1.,1995).

Horizon color type other

name

peak or

trough

amplitude continuity corresponding to

Formation tops ;

other interpretation

c
L

P

z
subZ I
subZ 2

subZ 3

subZ 4

subZ 5

subZ 6

subZ 7

subZ I

subZ 9

subZl0

qn

yellow

9Egl
blue

red

brown

gI99!

orange

purple

yellow

dark blue

ulc

ulc

Fm/u'c

u/c

u/c

ulc KAL 6

KAL 2

KAL 3

KAL 4

KAL 5

peak

peak

trough

trough

trough

trough

peak

peak

peak

trough

peak

peak

trough

trough

strong

moderate

strong

moderate

moderate

moderate

strong

strong

strong

strong

strong

moderate

strong

strong

good

moderate

good

moderate

poor

poor

good

varies

varies

good

good

poor

good

good

top of Cadna- owie Fm

base of Eromanga Basin

top of Toolachee Fm

base of Merrimelia Fm

onlap on eroded H.S.; SB2.

partially eroded top of H.S.,

near SB2.

H.S. Top /
onlap or downlap to it

onlap flooding surface

flooding surface

flooding surface

flooding surface

H.S. after maximum flooding

surface

first thick carbonate horizon

top of Mooracoochie

Volcanics, diachronous

through the bas¡n; SB1.
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8.3 Major seismic packages of Warburton Basin

V/ithin the Warburton Basin, three major unconformities separating four major seismic

packages can be recognised by stratal termination and reflection characteristics of these

packages. Their overall genetically related reflection patterns are well illustrated from a

composite seismic line intersecting Kalladeina 1, Nulla 1 and Kanowana I and? wells (Fig.

8.3). This line shows two prominent seismic surfaces (SBl and SB3) defined by truncation

below and onlap above, and a subtle one (SB2) marked by a prominent contrast of reflection

characters in which reflection terminations are not clear due to poor seismic resolution.

These four packages have distinct seismic geometry, reflection configurations, amplitudes,

frequency, and interval velocities (Table 2).

Table 2 Characteristics of seismic after Mitchumet al r977b

These seismic packages (I-[V) are probably equivalent to tectonostratigraphic sequences

(Hubbard, 1988; Shaw, 1991) because they are bounded by regional unconformities and with

major shift in depositional patterns (Chapters 4-7). However, the available seismic quality

does not allow confident interpretation of basin-wide tectonic history and depocentre

geometry, they are tentatively called major seismic packages.

I 4724-52t2mound contorted moderate to

low

both low to

moderate

II layer-cake,

bank,

mound

high /

high to

moderate

4968-61 10even good

III ? wedge or hummocky

basin fill

4298-4511low low / low

Iv even to

hummocky

? < +zstwedge low low / low

Seisnric (leonrctrv lLcl'lection Contirtuit¡ ,,\nt¡rlitutlc/ I nferval r ckrcil¡

(nr/second)ltcncconf i ¿rtion
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8.3.1 Regional correlation of seismic packøges

It is difficult to trace these packages from the Kalladeina-Nulla area, where they are easily

recognised and mapped, to other parts of the basin. Poor seismic data prevents carrying

seismic packages across the present structural lows where the Cooper Basin strata thicken

markedly, and thick Permian coal beds absorb seismic energy, and the signal to noise ratio at

the level of the Warburton Basin reflectors deteriorates markedly. All of these make

regional correlation of seismic packages difficult. However, the following integration of

structural analysis, lithostratigraphy and biostratigraphy established in well data enables

matching seismic packages from the Patchawarra to the GMI regions.

8.4 Structural style of Warburton Basin

Little structural study of the Warburton Basin has been carried out. Seismic time structure

maps exist only for individual gas and oil fields by companies, and a whole basin structure

contour map for the 'Warburton Basin was compiled in Gatehouse (1986) which requires

revision. Roberts et aI. (199O) produced a structural element map in the Patchawarra region

as a result of their regional seismic mapping. Canoll (1990) interpreted a thrust system from

the Warburton strata in the Gidgealpa North Dome area. This study extends from their study

area to the northeast about 80 km.

In seismic profiles, the'Warburton structures have been truncated or onlapped by reflectors

of the Late Carboniferous Merrimelia Formation of the Cooper Basin. Structures of the

'Warburton Basin are mostly post-depositional, and formed under a compressional regime.

They can be divided into four categories: 1. severely folded and faulted zones; 2. simple

reverse faults, wrench faults, and high-angle, reverse fault-bounded pop-ups; 3. ramp and

imbricate thrust faults; and 4. gentle and tight folds.

8.4.1 Severely deþrmed fold.ed øndfaulted zones

Severely deformed zones, such as the 'complex fault zone' of Roberts et al. (1990) have

been recognised along the eastern side of the Birdsville Track Ridge. Seismic records of

these severely folded and faulted zones are too poor to allow a positive interpretation

(Appendix Vtr). However, different patterns of faults have been observed locally, including

thrusts (e.g. 84-SFX, 84-SFTV), and high angle reverse fault-bounded pop-ups.
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8.4.2 Reverse, and high angle reverse fault bounded pop-ups

Reverse faults are common and widely distributed, such as shown in lines 81-KRF, ïO-JZJ,

89-CAS (Fig. 8.a) and also in 84-SGC (Fig. S.5). Wrench faults have been interpreted by

Roberts et aI. (1990) in the Titan-Charo-Yanta area. High-angle reverse fault-bounded pop-

up structures recognised by Roberts et al. (1988) are also common in the Patchawarra region.

Good examples occur along the coongie-Daer area, such as 83-NYQ and 82-MGC.

8.4.3 Simple, ra.mp, and imbricate thrustfaults

A thrust fault system is the most important structural style of all, as is well developed along

the GMI Ridge. This has produced repeated sections, and foreshadowed NE trending

younger structural elements such as the GMI Ridge. Its episodic reactivation in the

overlying younger basins has resulted in great vertical thickening and some lateral shortening

of the Warburton strata.

V/ithin this thrust system, the major thrust faults are preserved in slightly different patterns

from area to area due to their different degrees of reactivation during development of the

Cooper and Eromanga Basins. A low angle overthrust sheet has been interpreted

(SAGASCO, 1988), in the Lake Hope area. A leading imbricate fan thrust system has been

interpretecl and modelled by Carroll (1990) in the Gidgealpa South Dome area.

This study concentrates on interpreting ramp, imbricate thrust slices in the Merrimelia-

Bookabourdie-'Wantana-Innamincka areas. The thrust sheets in these areas are less

deformed than those in the Gidgealpa area, and thus easier to be pseudobalanced and

reconstructed. A migrated seismic line 81-KMS represents typical piggy back thrust

imbricate slices in the Merrimelia-Bookabourdie-Wantana area (Fig. S.6). In the vicinity of

Innamincka 1, thrust slices formed complex internal and external rides, for exampleinTg-

JUV (Fig. 8.7), resembling those described by Morley (1986).

8.4.4 Folds ønd associated reverse føults

Folds occur near the eastern side of the Birdsville Track Ridge and extend eastwards. Gentle

folds are observed in the vicinity of Coongie 1, as shown in 82-LML and 82-MGB (Fig.

8.8). Numerous small scale faults are associated with tighter folds where Warburton strata

were considerably uplifted and eroded as seen in 82-LMK, 84-SQB and 82-LML.
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8.4.5 Structural style of Warburton Basin

All these structures are results of compressional regime, and have mainly northeast trends.

This indicates a principal northwest component of compressional stress in the deep

W'arburton Basin. The intensity of thrust faults decreases west from the GMI Ridge, as

localised small simple or ramp thrust faults occur sporadically in the Patchawarra area.

Imbricate thrust slices with complex rides formed the cores of the GMI Ridge.

8.5 Structural elements post-dating Warburton Basin

Structural elements in the Warburton Basin have been inherited and reactivated in the

younger basins. To differentiate these superimposed structures from pre-existing ones it is

important to understand the whole structural history of these stacked basins in order to

reverse tectonic deformation step by step and finally restore the original sedimentary

sequences of the rWarburton Basin.

8.5J Present structaral elements and trends

The present day structural trends are well shown by computer generated image of the 'C'

seismic horizon structural contour map as overlain by the interpretation by Thornton (1979)

(F'ig. 1.a). It shows prominent northeast-trending structures such as the Birdsville Track

Ridge and GMI Ridge. Northwest-trending lineaments divide the Cooper Basin into several

individual blocks which were uplifted, depressed or laterally displaced relative to each other

during phases of pronounced earth movements (O'Driscoll, l99O; Apak, 1993, 1995). These

major structural trends and fault systems have heavily controlled the distribution of
'Warburton Basin strata. Early Carboniferous granite intrusion has also made an impact on

the deformation of 'Warburton Basin strata.

8.5.2 Structural style of the Cooper, Eromanga and Lake Eyre basins

The present day structural trends are considered as representing reactivation of the older

northwest-oriented and northeast-oriented Warburton Basin structures (Wopfner, 1960;

Sprigg, 196l; Stuart, 1976; Kuang, 1985, Roberts et aI., 1990; Canoll, 1990; Apak et al.,

1993, 1995). Along the GMI Ridge, the thrust system which developed in the Warburton

Basin has exerted a strong influence on the overlying Cooper Basin and a more subtle

influence on the structure of the overlying Eromanga Basin (Carroll, 1990).
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Major structural movements occurring during development of the overlying younger basins

can be classified into the following five categories.

1. Reactivation of the pre-existing thrust faults such as propagation of thrust sheets, mainly

along the GMI Ridge. In the Packsaddle-Pondrinie-Innamincka atea, the thrust slices have

been reactivated during deposition of the Cooper Basin. Some have formed faulr

propagation folds whose fronts have been partially eroded as shown in lines 83-NEY, 89-

CHN and 83-NEA (Fig.8.9).

2. Compressive blocks resulting in high angle reverse faults such as in the Murteree area

(Fig. 1.5), the Coonatie-Mudrangie area, and also near the eastern side of the Birdsville

Track Ridge.

3. Right lateral wrench faulting as interpreted by Kuang (1985) and Apak (1993). In the

vicinity of Innamincka2 and 3, thrust faults have been complicated by younger faulting and

shearing due to right-lateral wrenching effects; for example, a possible flower structure is

interpreted in 82-LTN (Fig. 8.10). Packages displaced by such structures can be

reconstructed, which is consistent with lithostratigraphic control in Innamincka 3.

4. Small scale normal faults are common in the Patchawarra and Nappamerri Troughs, such

as seen in seismic lines 81-KRL (Appendix V[). They are probably caused by

downwarping effects at the footwall of the prominent thrust and reverse faults along the GMI

Ridge.

5. Drape folds are also important, and associated with high angle reverse fault bounded pop-

up structures such as in seismic lines 82-MFZ and 83-NEA. In the Tertiary, there was

further folding to form surface domal structures in the Packsaddle (Fig. 8.9) or Innamincka

area.

8.6 Structural history and phases

Major structural events are recognised from the stacked basins ranging from Cambrian to

Tertiary times, and can be divided into three major phases (Table 3).
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Lake-Eyre folding gentle folds & pop-ups

Eromanga

compressive block high-angle reverse

3

Cooper

compressive block

wrenching

propagation

high-angle reverse, pop-up

right lateral wrench faults

reactivation and propagation of thrust

faults

2

faulting ramp and imbricate sheets;

reverse faults, "pop-ups", wrench faults

Warburton

(post-depositionl

folding mild to tight folds

I

'l'iming Structures Comnrenfs Phases

Table 3 structures formed in different basins three main

In summary, strata of the Warburton Basin were deformed and partially eroded before the

deposition of the overþing Cooper and Eromanga Basins, and these structures have been

inherited and further reactivated in the younger basins. Tectonic regimes during three major

phases were all compressional and accompanied crustal shortening. The most spectacular

examples of vertical thickening and horizontal shortening are observed in the Packsaddle

and Innamincka areas, demonstrating that several superimposed reactivation events have

taken place along the GMI Ridge and influenced strata as young as Neogene in age as

displayed in 83-NEA (Fig.8.9).

8.7 Integrated correlation of seismic packages

8.7.1 Biochronological control

Biostratigraphic control is vital for seismic sequence stratigraphy. Roberts et aI. (1990) used

preliminary results of trilobite dating by Daily in the 1960's to guide their regional seismic

mapping in the Patchawarra region. A thrust fault was revealed in Gidgealpa 1 because of

repeated trilobite assemblages recognised by Daily (1964,1966).
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The present refined biostratigraphy provides better biochronological control to guide well-

to-well correlation (Figs. 3.1r3.2), and thus increases feasibility of well controls for regional

seismic correlation from the Patchawarra region to the structurally complicated GMI region.

The finding of Early Ordovician conodonts in Wantana I provides vital evidence to support

a ne\ry interpretation that the Early Ordovician strata had been thrust over the younger

"Innamincka Red beds", and permits correlation between the first thrust slice (steeply

dipping) and the second one (gently dipping) which shows prominent kink bands (Fig. 8.6).

The biostratigraphic evidence ensures correlation of the high amplitude package of

containing the Early Ordovician (Cordylodus angulatus Assemblage) in Wantana I to the

same age strata shown in a similar high amplitude reflection subset of seismic package tr

observed in the vicinity of Kalladeina 1 and Coongie I (Fig. 8.11). Therefore, the

"Innamincka Red Beds" do not interfinger with the top part of the Kalladeina Formation, but

are stratigraphically above it with a sub-quartzite unit between. Because it contains

conodonts that indicate Early Ordovician Warendan to Lancefieldian age, this sub-quartzite

unit should be Early Ordovician, rather than Late Carboniferous as previously suggested by

Bever (1988).

8.7.2 Stru c tural re s to ratio n

Restoration of tectonic structural deformation can be done in chronologically descending

order step by step by backstripping and pseudobalancing of seismic sections in order to

reconstruct pre-deformation strata.

From seismic event stbZ 5 upwards, the thickness of strata is more or less uniform across

the basin, and environments both in Kalladeina 1, Coongie 1, and Wantana 1 were similarly

shallow marine. Therefore, digitised seismic lines 84-SFW, 8I-KRF, and 82-MGG have

been flattened at subZ 5 by backstripping method in order to remove structural effects. An

idealised original geometry before tectonic deformation can be reconstructed in a composite

section combining 84-SFW, 8I-KRF, and 82-MGG (Fig. 8.12). The structural restoration

allows the extension of the high amplitude of seismic package II across the Patchawarra

Trough towards the GMI region in the Wantana area even Innamincka aÍea.
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Therefore, an understanding of structural style and history of the Warburton, Cooper, and

Eromanga Basins partly helps overcome the constraints of poor seismic resolution in the

Patchawarra and Nappamerri Troughs and along the GMI Ridge and enables a sensible

regional seismic correlation. Backstripping and pseudobalancing of seismic sections further

allows restoration of pre-deformation strata. 'When combined with lithostratigraphy and

biostratigraphy, the integrated data permit correlation of the four seismic packages from

Kalladeina to other areas (Appendix VIID.

8.8 Interpretation of seismic packages

The structural reconstruction and regional correlation of seismic packages are integrated into

lithostratigraphy and biostratigraphy by seismic-well ties. The result indicates that the top

part of seismic package I is equivalent to the Early Cambrian Mooracoochie Volcanics,

package tr mainly contains the Middle Cambrian to Early Ordovician Kalladeina Formation,

package III is currently interpreted as mainly "Innamincka Red Beds" equivalent. Packages

Itr and fV have not been penetrated by any wells in the Patchawarra region. Package IV

probably contains the sandstone units which unconformably underlie the Merrimelia

Formation, such as those in Tirrawarra 1 and Mudrangie 1.

8.9 ConclusÍon

Four seismic packages from the Warburton Basin strata can be differentiated by their

sequence boundaries and reflection characteristics. The regional correlation of these

packages indicates that they mainly contain four major lithostratigraphic units. These units

are bounded by major unconformties, thus are not interfingering with each other. Revised

stratigraphy of the Warburton Basin is suggested (Fig. 8.13). Other units such as the

Dullingari Group could interfinger with the Kalladeina Formation based on

palaeogeographic reconstructions of facies (Chapter 10). However, there is neither

biostragraphic or seismic evidence to back this correlation due to poor seismic quality in the

region.
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CHAPTER 9

Seismic sequence stratigraphy

9.1 Introduction

9.1.1 Concepts of sequence stratigrøphy

Concepts of sequence stratigraphy were foreshadowed in the work of Sloss (1963) and

formalised using seismic data by the Exxon Production and Research Company published in

(Payton, ed, 1977). "A depositional sequence is a stratigraphic unit composed of a relatively

conformable succession of genetically related strata and bounded at its top and based by

unconformities or their correlative conformities" (Mitchum, et al., I977a, p.53). A
depositional sequence comprises three parts, or systems tracts. A systems tract is a linkage

of contemporaneous depositional systems (Brown & Fisher, 1977; Posamentier et a\.,1988).

Brown & Fisher (1977) believed that one of the most useful concepts in seismic-stratigraphic

analysis is that of "depositional systems" which were defined originally by Fisher &

McGowen (1961) as three-dimensional assemblages of lithofacies, genetically linked by

active (modern) or inferred (ancient) processes and environments.

Identification of sequence boundaries

In intracratonic basins especially those with limited data, sequence boundaries can be

identified in several ways as Kennard & Lindsay (1991) and Lindsay et al. (1993) pointed

out: 1. Stratal terminations. 2. Discontinuities in facies, namely anomalous facies change,

where Walther's Law of adjacent versus vertical facies relations appears to be violated. 3.

Hiatuses indicated by biostratigraphy. 4. Regional subaerial or marine erosional surfaces,

often indicated by diagenetic alteration. 5. Systematic changes in parasequence stacking.

9.1.2 Sequence stratigraphic øpplication in a frontier basin

Posamentier & James (1993) pointed out that sequence stratigraphy must be viewed as a tool

or approach rather than a rigid template. In this study, an integrated sequence stratigraphic

approach has been applied to the little studied Warburton Basin with limited well and
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seismic data. Seismic data has been integrated with lithologic, environmental-facies,

biostratigraphic, geochronological, and well-log information. Following recognition of four

seismic packages and reconstruction of pre-deformation basin geometry (Chapter 8), this

chapter concerns depositional sequence stratigraphy within seismic package tr (Fig. 8.3),

which has comparatively better well control and seismic resolution. The depositional

sequences within this seismic package should have duration varying from fifth-order (-0.01-

0.2Ma), fourth-order (-0.2-1.0Ma) to third-order (-1-10Ma). The integrated approach will

be focused on interpreting seismic facies and their relation to depositional systems and

sedimentary environments interpreted from lithofacies analysis.

The following standard procedures of conventional sequence stratigraphy by Vail (1987) are

attempted, except forward seismic modeling due to inadequate seismic data: 1. seismic

sequence analysis, 2. well-log sequence analysis, 3. synthetic, well to seismic ties,4. seismic

facies analysis, 5. interpretation of depositional environment and lithofacies, 6. forward

seismic modeling. 7. final interpretation. Vail (1987) suggested that seismic sequence

analysis and well-log sequence analysis should be started independently so that

discontinuities are identified as objectively as possible on both the seismic and well data

before they are tied together by the synthetics. After the synthetic ties are completed, the

sequence and systems tract boundaries can be adjusted to the best solution.

9.2 Seismic sequence analysis

Genetic reflection packages referred to as seismic sequences and systems tracts can be

defined by discontinuities on the basis of reflection termination patterns (Vail, 1987).

Sequence boundaries are characterised by regional onlap and truncation, and systems tract

boundaries within a sequence are characterised by regional downlap.

9.2.1 Seismic events

Roberts et aL (1990) recognised and mapped six seismic events within the Kalladeina

Formation for convenience of regional mapping in the Patchawarra area. These reflectors

are mappable in the Patchawarra area. They are considered to follow geologically

synchronous time lines within (plus or minus) one seismic half wavelength, thus have

chronostratigrpahic significance and can cross lithostratigraphic units even depositional

systems. Five additional reflectors are added in order to refine stratigraphy and enable

correlation when extending from the Patchawarra atea into part of the GMI region.
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9.2.2 Seismic reflection pøckage recognition

Three major seismic packages (Fig.9.1) are recognised by their different thickness patterns,

regional distribution, stratal geometry, and reflection configuration. In ascending order, the

first package is between the base of reflectors subZ 8 and subZ 10, and it thins dramatically

from southwest of Kalladeina 1 towards the north and east, such as illustrated in seismic line

84-SFW. This package has a widely divergent seismic reflection configuration, and wedge-

shaped stratal geometry. The second package is between stbZ 6 and subZ 8, which thins in

a similar manner, but with much less intensity; it has also divergent reflection configuration.

The third package is between subZ2 and subZ 6, which has minor thinning, and possibly has

oblique prograding clinoforms. Whether these seismic packages represent depositional

sequences depends on whether they are separated by sequence boundaries.

9.2.3 Reflection termínations and interpretation problems

9.2.3.1 Structural complexity

Onlap or downlap usually can be readily identified. However, in areas of great structural

complication, the discrimination between onlap and downlap may be practically impossible

(Mitchum et aI.,l977a). In the Patchawarra region, seismic data are fair to good for seismic

sequence stratigraphy, but post-depositional tectonism has uplifted and eroded the western

part of the section; folds and faults also complicated seismic interpretation. The

discrimination of onlap or downlap is important for further interpretation of seismic

sequence stratigraphy. The analysis of structural style and restoration of basin architecture

(Chapter 8) indicate that structural inversion exists, and this has caused the original onlaps

to appear to be downlaps.

9.2.3.2 Distinguishing real or apparent reflection terminations

Most seismic profiles of seismic package II show parallel layer-cake or locally divergent

patterns. However, because of relatively poor seismic resolution, one of the key concerns of

this study is to distinguish reflection termination from reflection convergence, because a

reflection may terminate owing to a thinning of strata, and this may continue below the

resolution of the seismic technique. If there is true lapout, then the nondepositional hiatus

lies beyond the lapout. Operationally, downlap surfaces are recognised by basinward

convergence of dipping beds onto beds with a lower dip, whereas onlap surfaces are

shelfward convergence of gently dipping beds onto beds with steeper dips (Brown &
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Loucks, 1993). True downlap and onlap surfaces with reflection terminations will be called

downlap and onlap surfaces. Surfaces with basinward convergence without true lapout

termination will be called apparent downlap surfaces, and surfaces with shelfward

convergence without true lapout termination will be called apparent onlap surfaces. These

latter surfaces are not true baselap surfaces.

Onlaps

In the Kalladeina area (Fig. 9.2), surfaces of true onlap occur dipping against subZ 10 (dark

blue) which is an irregular erosional surface of the upper boundary of seismic package I.

True onlap possibly also occurs dipping against two prominent reflectors between subZ 8

and subZ 9. They are diachronous marine onlaps because they lap onto diachronous,

inclined surfaces (Fig. 9.3).

In the Coongie-Daer area, several surfaces of true onlap are recognised in the seismic

reflection package below subZ 8, as shown in 82-MGG (Fig. 9.4) that can be jump

correlated to 82-LML intersecting Coongie 1. In the vicinity of Coongie 1, subZ 7 onlaps

against subZ 8, as recognised in many seismic lines, especially in many strike lines, such as

82-MGN and 82-MGK.

Apparent onlap surfaces

Between these three reflectors, many lower-ranked reflectors seem to terminate towards east

or north as possible onlaps, which can be seen in many seismic lines. Further towards the

east, the prominent reflector between subZ 8, subZ 9 thins and becomes invisible, and could

either onlap or be convergent into subZ 9 as shown in 83-NRA (Fig. 9.5), this also can be

seen in 82-LME (Fig. 9.3). These apparent onlap surfaces do not lapout against an inclined

surface. A similar situation is described by Cartwright et aI. (1993) who pointed out that the

apparent surfaces should be distinguished from real onlaps, and do not indicate

nondeposition in the upslope direction. Above the subZ 8 reflector, it seems that many

minor reflectors also terminate or are convergent towards the north and southeast, but poor

seismic resolution does not permit positive conclusion.
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Apparent downlap surfaces

No positive true downlap surfaces have been recognised.

Within the third package, several minor reflectors with low amplitude thin towards to the

east, and gradually merge downwards to major reflectors of high amplitude such as down to

subZ 5, subZ 4, and possibly subZ 3 (Fig. 9.2).

Truncation and apparent truncation

Several truncation surfaces have been recognised. 1. A regional erosional truncation surface

cuts irregularly across the strata of both the Warburton and Cooper Basins. 2. Another

erosional truncation surface forms the inegular upper boundary of seismic package I (Fig.

9.2). 3. A possible erosional surface is truncated against subZ 9 towards the east and north.

9.2.4 Three major seismic packnges

Having recognised reflection terminations, seismic packages can be considered as three

seismic sequences because they are separated by two major truncation surfaces. The lower

boundary of Sequence 1 is characterised on seismic lines by erosional truncation of strata

below the sequence boundary and onlap of strata immediately above the sequence boundary,

namely (subZ 10); its upper boundary is marked by truncation below the subZ 8. The upper

boundary of Sequence 2 is marked by truncation below the subZ 6. It is possible to

subdivide each seismic sequence into higher frequency sequences, especially Sequence 1,

but the present low seismic resolution does not permit a positive determination of subtle

surfaces of truncation or onlap.

9.3 Welllog sequence analysis

According to Vail (1987), interpreting the depositional lithofacies on wireline logs using

cores and cuttings to calibrate the wireline log is the first step towards determining

sequences and systems tracts. Following this, sequences and systems tracts are estimated

from the interpreted lithofacies, and changes in accommodation from parasequence stacking

patterns. \Mell-log sequence analysis is particularly important because of the present low

quality seismic data.
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9.3.1 Recognition of well-log sequences

Detailed lithofacies analysis of cores and cuttings, and pattems of wireline log curve shape

simultaneously allow vertical well-log sequence analysis and a preliminary estimate of

parasequences in key wells.

9.3.1.1. Kalladeina area

Three well-log sequences are recognised in Kalladeina 1 (Fig. 9.6) as potential depositional

sequence candidates.

Sequence L can also be subdivided into at least three vertically stacked units alternating

between siliciclastic-dominated and relatively clean carbonate-dominated lithotypes. The

former is indicated by its high gamma ray log signature and irregular or spiky shape, but the

latter has a low gamma ray value and cylindrical or blocky log curve shape.

Sequence 2 comprises three units. The first unit is a thick clean intraclastic/echinoderm

grainstone/rudstone, which has a sharp lower boundary with the underlying sequence. In the

grainstone/rudstone, there are flat-pebbles and other clasts in which fabrics have been

truncated, indicating a submarine erosion. This may suggest a lag deposit during

transgression. The second unit is a bioclastic-peloidal wackestone, indicating an open

marine, deep neritic environment. It contains smaller planktonic agnostid trilobites, far

fewer echinoderms, and more common carbonate muds which may indicate deeper

conditions than the previous unit. The third unit starts with a higher gamma ray value than

the underlying sequence, indicating an abrupt diminishing of carbonate content and influx of

silts or muds. This lower part is calcareous shale. The upper part of the unit has a much

lower gamma reading and a spiky log curve pattern which represents oolitic limestone

interbedded with burrowed siltstone and shale. In this oolitic grainstone, previous oomoldic

pores (now filled by sparry calcite) indicate dissolution which may suggest subaerial

exposure.

Sequence 3 comprises two units. The first unit is marked by a high gamma reading,

irregular or spiky log curve shape, representing a lithofacies of dark grey to brown shale,

siltstone and sandstone, and tuffaceous sandstone. The tuffaceous sandstone beds are fine-

grained and chloritic, and not easy to identify further petrographically; however, a possibly

equivalent tuffaceous sandstone unit in Yanta 1 shows volcanic qu,artz grains with typical

resorption embayments. The second unit is displayed by cylindrical or blocky log curve
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shape with some spiky 'kicks', representing carbonate dominated to calcareous sand or sandy

carbonate intervals, intercalated with siltstone/shale/sandstone dominated interval. Frequent

early marine cemented hardgrounds, abundant glauconite grains, and dissolution and

dolomitisation of ooids may suggest a high energy, storm influenced shoal-water

environment. Dolomitisation may indicate possible frequent subaerial exposure events

during intermittent sea-level falls on the shelf.

9.3.1.2. Coongie area

Four well-log sequences are recognised in Coongie I (Fig. 9.7) as potential candidates for

depositional sequences.

Sequence I is indicated by a spiky or irregular log signature, representing a dolomudstone /

peloidal wackestone / mudstone dominated succession deposited in a peritidal environment.

Sequence 2 has a cylindrical or blocky gamma ray log, representing an intraclastic,

bioclastic wackestone dominated sequence, indicating a subtidal or lagoonal depositional

environment.

Sequence 3 has two major units. Unit 1 also has a mainly blocky log shape, representing an

oolitic packstone/grainstone, peloidal wackestone/dolomitic mudstone succession. This

indicates a carbonate sand shoal / lagoonal to peritidal environment. At least six spiky log

'kicks' occur within this unit and are caused by thin argillaceous mudstone-bearing interbeds

such as in core 8. Oomoldic and vuggy porosity and dolomitisation are observed mainly in

oolitic packstone / grainstone below the mudstone bed such as in core 9. Unit 2 is marked

by a funnel-shaped log curve in the lower half, and a blocky log curve with some spiky

'kicks' in the upper half. The lower half is dominated by oolitic packstone, intraclastic /

peloidal wackestone with fossiliferous beds at the bottom; indicating an open marine

environment. The upper half is dominated by restricted, intertidal / supratidal carbonate

deposits.

Sequence 4 is displayed by an alternating high and low gamma ray log trace, representing a

mixed shallow marine siliciclastic-carbonate sequence. This sequence is essentially similar

to sequence 4 in Kalladeina 1, but a younger section has been preserved in Coongie 1 as

shown by diagnostic fossils.
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9.3.1.3. Gidgealpa area

Three well-log sequences are recognised in Gidgealpa 1 (Fig. 9.8) as potential candidates for

depositional sequences.

Sequence 1 is represented by a partly cored dolomite unit, displaying a cylindrical gamma

log signature with very low values. It has vuggy porosity, indicating subaerial exposure and

dissolution. It has sharp upper and lower boundaries.

Sequence 2 has a lower unit of fine-grained siliciclastic and carbonate mudrocks, and

gradually becomes grainy, bioclastic packstone and grainstone. The wireline log is funnel

shaped, indicating a gradually upward-coarsening or cleaning trend.

Sequence 3 has three units. The first unit has an upward coarsening or cleaning (cylindrical)

log trend. In the lower half gamma ray is high where shale and siltstone dominated, and

ganìma ray values are lower in the upper half where carbonate dominated. There is a

cylindrical or blocky log interval representing clean oolitic grainstone with minor siltstone

and shale. It is bounded above and below by slope / basin facies (Chapter 7). The second

unit is a thick mixture of basaltic hyaloclastite, tuffaceous limestone, and interbeds of

bioclastic wackestone and mudstone. The wireline log shows low gamma, and a slightly

irregular pattern. The third unit is dominated by siltstone and shale, possibly with minor

limestone. It has a sharp lower boundary, and its top boundary is abrupt due to being cross

cut by a thrust fault.

Three well-log sequences are recognised in Gidgealpa 7 (Fig. 9.9) as potential candidates

for depositional sequences.

Sequence f. is represented by a dolomite unit, displayed by a funnel-shaped gamma log. It

has sharp upper and lower boundaries. The moderate gamma ray value in the lower portion

may be caused by its content of volcanic breccias as mentioned in the well completion

report. The remainder of the gamma ray log is blocky, representing fine-grained

recrystallised vuggy dolomite.

Sequence 2 has three units. The first has a spiky or irregular, low gamma ray value,

representing fine-grained, thin-bedded siliciclastic turbidites and deep-water lime mudstone

with minor ribbon limestone. The second unit is tuffaceous sandstone / siltstone. The third

unit is oncolitic, intraclastic grainstone, shown by blocky gamma ray log.
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Sequence 3 contains three units. The first unit has a low gamma value, representing

dominance of shale and siltstone. The second unit has a spiky or irregular gaÍtma ray log,

and indicates a lime mudstone and ribbon limestone, with minor basalt lava. The third unit

starts with an abrupt shift of the gamma ray log indicating an increase of argillaceous

material. It is then similar to unit two, i.e. dominated by lime mudstone, ribbon limestone,

but with increasing argillaceous content.

9.3.2 Nature of well-log sequences

These well-log sequences are basically consistent with major stages of sedimentation

recognised by facies analysis (Chapter 10), and represent third-order relative sea-level

cycles because they have time durations varying from 1 to 6 Ma (see explanation below).

Fourth or fifth order sequences, lasting less than lMa can also be recognised within the log

sequences as higher frequency events.

9.4 Well-seismic tie

As many as possible synthetic seismograms and time depth plots have been used to tie well

logs to seismic sections. V/ell-logs can be replotted in terms of equivalent two-way travel

time such as in Coongie I (Fig.9.10).

Synthetic seismograms can also help recognition of major seismic events (peak or trough)

through well-log sequence analysis where structural complexity prevents direct seismic

correlation such as in Gidgealpa 1 and 7, these events can be tied indirectly to other areas

with less tectonic deformation such as in Coongie I and Kalladeina 1 (Fig.9.11).

Only seismic data in the vicinity of Kalladeina 1 and Coongie 1 are adequate for such

comparison whereas in the Gidgealpa area thrust faults and moderate dips prevent

interpretation. Although the sonic log in Kalladeina I is only available to a depth of

2O24.5m due to collapse of the casing, Roberts et aI. (1990) constructed a pseudo-sonic log

by using a technique of blocking interval velocity values for different lithologies and

matching the Kalladeina 1 cuttings descriptions with similar lithologies from Gidgealpa 7

and Coongie 1. This generated sonic log ties reasonably well to the seismic, and is

important for tieing the most complete strata in Kalladeina 1 from well to seismic.

In Kalladeina 1, three well-log sequences are recognised and can be tied to seismic sections

8I-KRF,84-SFX and 84-SGC. The well-seismic tie enables lateral correlation into the
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adjacent representative lines such as 85-XHA, 84-SGC, and 92-CKY; helping recognition

and mapping of sequence boundaries.

Table 1 Well-seismic tie Kalladeina L

In Coongie 1 (Table 2), four well-log sequences are recognised, and can be tied to seismic

section 82-LML. The well-seismic tie enables lateral correlation into the adjacent

representative lines such as 82-MGK, 82-MGG, and 82-MGX, helping recognition of

sequence boundaries and their lateral extent.

SEOUENCE WELL-LOG DATA SEISMIC DATA

Decreased intensity of thinning, possible

downlaps. Upper boundary is erosional

truncation, and being onlapped by seismic

package III and unconformably overlying

Cooper or Eromanga Basins.

3 Several units of shallow marine

sandstones, sandy limestones, storm beds /

muddy shelf siltstone/shale couplets.

Many shallow marine hardground surfaces

Two lower limestone-dominated units:

early, skeletal packstone / grainstone with

a possible lag bed bearing hardgrounds;

later bioclastic / pelodial wackestone /

packstone. Third unit started with

calcareous mustone / shale and ended with

oolitic grainstone and bunowed

siltstone / shale.

Whole package thins towa¡ds east and north

between two major seismic events subZ6 and

subZS due to possible onlaps or conYergence.

Possible truncation below

major reflection subZ 8.

)

At least th¡ee stacked parasequences of

alternating neritic limestone and shale.

Possible condensed section and lag bed

occur in the middle of siltstone/shale-

dominated unit in the oldest unit.

high amplitude strong peaks and troughs; peak

represents a shift from siltstone/shale to

limestone; troughs represents a shift from

limestone to shale/silstone. At least three such

high frequency units.

Real onlaps against subZl0; possible truncation

at the bases of subZ8 and 9.

erosional truncation at base

(middle &

toP)

I (base) unconformably overlies the Mooracoochie

Volcanics
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Table 2 Well-seismic tie

The well-seismic tie indicates that sequence boundaries recognised both from well and

seismic data are more or less consistent. Cycles recognised in well-log sequence analysis

can also be related to the stacked seismic reflection patterns.

9.5 Age dating of seismic events and sequence boundaries

9.5.1 Biostrøtigraphic dating ønd correlation of seismic events and sequence boundaries

The present refined biostratigraphic framework (Chapter 3) and well-seismic tie allow the

physically defined major seismic reflectors (events or surfaces) to be tied into the Australian

standard chronostratigraphic framework (Fig. 9.L1). Sequence boundaries are also dated

using the present refined biostratigraphic control and numerical time-scales recommended in

Jones (1996) according to geochronological dates based on Cambrian zircons most recently

summarised by Shergold (1995). Ages are assigned on the basis of proximity of sequence

boundaries to biozone boundaries, preferably using outer slope to basin sections where

sequence boundaries are presumed to be conformable. Using biostratigraphic control

1

SEOUENCE WELL.LOG DATA SEISMIC DATA

4 mixed shallow marine siliciclastic-carbonate;

three prominent grainy units of oolitic-Nuia

grainstone / sandy limestone

widely extended three prominent peaks

or two troughs corresponding to three

grainv units.

subtidal, fossiliferous limestones, gradually

upward-shoaling into peritidal carbonates.

local onlap of subZ 7 or truncation of

minor reflectors between subZ 6 and

subZT at shelf-crest and mounds

strong peak and trough, locally

mounded structure.

3

(unit 1)

(unit 2)

bioclastic packstone, oolitic packstone /

grainstone with dolomitisation indicating ooid

complex or prograding into subtidal

envrronment.

strons peak2 subtidal / lagoonal deposits

strong peak, non-deposition or

truncation at shelf-crest.

peritidal carbonates with dolomitisation

erosional Euncation at base

middle & top

I (base) unconformably overlies the Mooracoochie

Volcanics
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and chronological time-scale, we can estimate these sequences to have been deposited in

third-order cycles of 1 to 6 Ma duration.

The key well correlation on the basis of refined time framework (Chapter 3) and well-

seismic tie allow integrated correlation of depositional sequences between four individual

wells (Fig.9.l2).

9.6 Correlation of relative sea-level events with central and northern
Australian basins

The Warburton Basin has some advantages over the other basins because of its more

complete and integrated data sets including well-logs, seismic data, and biostratigraphic,

sedimentological and facies analysis.

A fall in relative sea-level was recorded in the Georgina Basin at the end of their

Biosequence2by Southgate & Shergold (1988, 1991). This may be coeval with the sea-

level fall event in the Warburton Basin, where the upper boundary of Sequence 2 is indicated

by subaerial exposure surfaces, which generated secondary porosity and dolomitisation. In

the latest Cambrian and Early Ordovician, sedimentation was limited by accommodation

space and relatively frequent sea-level fluctuations in the Warburton Basin, which resembles

the situation recorded by Nicoll et aI. (1992) in the Georgina and Amadeus Basins at this

time. Also there ìvvas an Australia wide major transgression during Middle Cambrian

Templetonian (Cook, 1988; Paine, 1992), this is also reflected in the transgressive systems

tract of Sequence 2 of the Warburton Basin.

9.7 Seismic facies analysis

After seismic sequences are defined, environments and lithofacies within the sequences are

interpreted from seismic and geologic data. Seismic facies analysis is the description and

geologic interpretation of seismic reflection parameters. A seismic facies is the sonic

response to a lithofacies. Brown and Fisher (1979, p.27) stated "a seismic facies is an

areally definable three-dimensional unit composed of seismic reflections whose elements,

such as reflection configuration, amplitude, continuity, frequency and interval velocity, differ

from the elements of adjacent facies units."
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9.7.1 Reflection configuration patterns

Reflection configuration is believed to be the most important parameter of seismic facies

(Mitchum et aI., 1977b).

9.7.I.1 Subparallel reflections

Subparallelism, good continuity and high amplitude are attributes of the reflection

configuration of the upper two sequences as shown in Fig.9.1. This pattern suggests uniform

rates of deposition on a uniformly subsiding shelf or stable basin plain setting. The

combination of good continuity and high amplitude further indicates a uniform depositional

environment over a wide area. More specifically, such reflection characteristics suggest

shales interbedded with thick sands, silts, or carbonates, laid down in a neritic environment

as shown by well-log sequence analysis in Kalladeina 1 (Fig. 9.6).

9.7.1.2 Divergent reflections

Sequences 2 and 3 are dominated by a divergent reflection configuration (Fig. 9.1), and

characterise a wedge-shaped unit (divergent fill, see below) in which most of the lateral

thickening is accomplished by thickening of individual reflection cycles within the unit.

9.7.1.3 Shingled reflections

A possible shingled reflection pattern exists in the vicinity of Kalladeina 1 (Fig.9.L), within

the lower part of Sequence 4.

9.7.2 Externalforms of seismic facies units

Mitchum et aL (1977b) pointed out that an understanding of three-dimensional external

forms and areal associations of seismic facies units is important in seismic facies analysis.

9.7.2.1 Sheets, wedges and banks

The most common seismic facies geometries are sheets, wedges and banks, which can

extend in the strike direction (northeast) for about 100km, and for about 80km in the dip

direction.
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9.7.2.2 Mounds

Mounds are reflection configurations interpreted as strata-forming elevations or

prominences, which rise above the general level of the surrounding strata (Mitchum, l9l7).

Two types of mounds are recognised in the basin.

Volcanic mounds. Several possible volcanic mounds are observed in the vicinity of

Kalladeina 1 and Coongie 1, their upper boundaries are erosional truncations, and lower

boundaries are not certain due to poor seismic resolution. These mounds formed a

palaeohigh area, acting like banier island or shelf rim, which can be seen in many seismic

lines such as 8I-KRF (Fig.9.1), 82-LME, and 82-MGG (Fig.9.4).

Carbonate buildups. A possible localised, mounded carbonate buildup is observed near

Coongie 1, it has internally downlapping reflections, and externally onlapping reflections

(F'ig.9.13).

Shelf-edge. A possible rimmed shelf-edge is observed slightly east of Coongie 1, it is

characterised by i) immediately overlying the volcanic mound, absence of Sequence 1,

condensed section of Sequences 2 and 3; ii) subtle suggestion of carbonate mound; iii) it is

adjacent to onlap margin. (Fig. 9.4).

9.7.2.3 Onlap fill and divergent fill

Fill reflection patterns are interpreted as strata which fill negative-relief features in the

underlying strata. East of the Coongie area, as shown in 82-MGG (Fig.9.4), below su'bZ 5, a

series of onlaps occurs as onlap fill against a possible foreslope.

In the Kalladeina area, Package 1 is considered as a combination of onlap fill and divergent

fill. Real marine onlaps occur below subZ 9, which thickens dramatically towards the

southwest in the vicinity of Kalladeina 1. The package between subZ 9 and subZ 8 is

considered to be a possible diachronous onlap fill; alternatively, it could be divergent fill due

to lack of positive seismic data. Package 2 and Package 3 are possibly divergent fill. The

geometry of onlap fill and divergent fill can be distinguished as illustrated in Mitchum er ø/.

(1977b) (Fie. e.1a).
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9.8 Integration of lithofacies and seismic facies

After completing well-seismic ties, profiles of depositional settings can be recognised which

can aid in the prediction of growth history and enclosing geologic facies. Interpretation of

depositional environment and lithofacies from the objectively determined seismic facies

parameters can be integrated with knowledge of the regional geology.

9.8.1 Reflection character versus major depositional system

Overall reflection configuration of seismic package tr is subparallel, with good continuity

and moderate to high amplitude, which suggests an overall uniform depositional

environment over a wide area. This confirms the depositional environments interpreted

from lithofacies analysis (Chapters 4-7). I-ncally onlapping, divergent, and high frequency

and high amplitude reflection charcteristics in the vicinity of Kalladeina 1 are also consistent

with the existence of several stacked parasequences due to interchange between shale /

siltstone and limestone interpreted from well data (Table 1). Two seismic packages,

distinguished on the basis of seismic facies parameters (Table 3) are consistent with the two

distinct depositional systems or styles of sedimentation: early carbonate-dominated shelf-to-

basin and later mixed siliciclastic-carbonate shallow marine depositional systems interpreted

from lithofacies analysis (Chapters 4-7).

Table 3

Phases Configuration Amplitude Frequency Interval

velocity
(m/second)

Environments

early subparallel /

highly

divergent

high high 4913-61r0 shelf and deep-water

carbonates

late subparallel /

slightly

divergent

moderate low to

moderate

4639-4855 shallow-water,

mixed siliciclastic-

carbonate

In the early phase, high amplitude and high frequency reflection characteristics suggest

shales interbedded with thick carbonates, laid down in a deep neritic environment. In the

late phase, moderate amplitude and low frequency reflection characteristics are caused by
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interbeds of siltstone, shale and fine sandstone, and limestone, sandy limestone and

calcareous sandstone (Table I & 2) deposited in a shallow marine environment.

9.8.2 Externalforms versus geometry and depositional setting

The wedge, onlap and divergent fills occur in the vicinity of Kalladeina 1, and suggest a

wedge or trough shaped geometry. This thickening is shown by the subZ 8 (=KAL5) to

subZ 10 (=KAL6) isochron mapped by Roberts et al. (1990) although the eastward extent of

subZ 10 could be less, and should not be synchronous due to erosion (Fig. 9.15). The

seismically recognisable volcanic mounds can be confirmed by recovery of rhyodacite lava

and hyaloclastites in Kalladeina 1 and rhyodacitic ignimbrite in Coongie 1 below subZ 10

and their lateral extents. The onlap to divergent fill to the west of these volcanic mounds

contrasts with the much thinner Sequence 2 which overlies them, and further suggests these

mounds to be palaeohigh areas during deposition of Sequence 2. East of these mounds, a

shelf-edge rim and onlap margin, recognised in seismic records, can also be confirmed by

the depositional environments derived from the lithofacies of ooid and skeletal shoal, and

foreslope skeletal packstone and resedimented debrite during Sequence 2 and 3 (Chapter 7).

On the shelf interior, carbonate mounds, interpreted from seismic data such as in 82-MGK,

can also be confirmed by lithofacies response of lagoonal carbonate mudstone on the flanks

of the mounds, and ooid and peritidal carbonates within and above the mounds as indicated

by lithofacies recognised in nearby Coongie 1 (Chapter 5).

9.8.3 Regíonal well conel.ation, reconstruction of basin architecture

Comprehensive correlation of four widely spaced, key measured sections (Fig. 9.L2) helps

reconstruct a transect across the shelf and its bounding ramp and slope margins during

deposition of Sequences 2 and 3 (Fig. 9.16). It shows basin architecture at this time to be

possibly a detached carbonate platform with basin fill to both west and east. A
predominance of fine-grained sediments, namely mud to very fine sand, and lack of ooids,

support a deeper water setting in the basin areas distance from shoreline. Deposition became

more or less uniform, with little change in thickness across the basin during deposition of

Sequence 4. This may indicate that the offshore platform started to attach to the continent as

accommodation in the basin decreased to a minimum or as subsidence was balanced by

carbonate sedimentation which built up to sea-level. Siliciclastic-predominance together

with much coarser sandstones, frequent rip-up pebbles and shoal-water carbonates with

frequent hardgrounds all support the sedimentation style of proximal to shoreline input.
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9.9 Conclusion

Sequence I is characterised by a dolomite unit with vuggy and mouldic porosity,

indicating a subaerial exposure period. It is succeeded by Sequence 2 which is

characterised by a backstepping style typical of drowned platforms. Transgressive deep-

water muddy facies with sediment-starved hardgrounds have interchanged with limestone

or grainy facies. Several such stacked cycles characterise catch-up and keep-up

carbonate systems or parasequences. Sequence 3 started when relative sea-level reached

a maximum. A condensed section represented by basinal shale contains hardgrounds or

lag beds which may indicate the maximum flooding event. The succeeding highstand

systems tract can be subdivided into three major parasequence sets: early highstand

aggradation, middle highstand progradation and late highstand regression. A relative

sea-level fall due to either tectonic uplift or a lack of accommodation space probably

ended Sequence 3. There is an abrupt change to shallow marine facies, an influx of

coarse and immature siliciclastics, tuffaceous beds, and also possibly a few fossil

assemblage zones missing. Furthermore, the Delamerian Orogeny occurred at this time,

and influenced an area extending from the South Australian basins to some central

Australian basins. Since the Warburton Basin is situated in between, it is likely to have

been influenced somehow. Contrasting with the previous sequences, Sequence 4 was

deposited in a much shallower marine environment, with much coarser and more

abundant siliciclastic sediments, and much less carbonates. The clastics may be erosion

products from areas uplifted by Delamerian orogenesis, as documented on the Gnalta

Shelf by Webby (1973) and Wang et al. (1989). Fourth or fifth-order sea-level

oscillations frequently fluctuated throughout the sequence, which can be subdivided into

many parasequence sets by both well-log and seismic analysis.
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Tectonic control on sequence development is profound in Sequence 2 as the strata

thicken westward in the Kalladeina area, and produce a local basin-fill wedge geometry.

The severely folded and faulted zone further west of that area results in unusable seismic

data, which prevents a proper interpretation of depositional and tectonic setting.

Nevertheless, depositional style, onlaps and basin fill geometry of this part of the

Warburton Basin resemble the well-documented carbonate ramp that developed in a

foreland tectonic setting in the northern Rocþ Mountains of the United States (Dorobek

et al-, 1991; Reid & Dorobek, 1993). The deep neritic shale and siltstone dominated

depositional environment interpreted from Kalladeina I is also consistent with an

intrashelf basin or depression setting. Both depositional style and geometry resemble the

intrashelf basin interpreted in Read (1980, 1985) and Markello & Read (1982).
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CHAPTER 10
Integrated sequence stratigraphy, geological

history and application to petroleum
exploration

A study of sedimentology and volcanology in Chapters 4 to 7 permits the recognition of

four principal depositional environments: a continental silicic volcanic terrain, carbonate

peritidal platform, carbonate shelf-edge to basin, and mixed carbonate-siliciclastic storm-

dominated shelf. The refined biostratigraphy (Chapter 3) permits reliable correlation

between synchronous facies. Seismic sequence stratigraphy together with structural

restoration provides further crucial evidence of sequence development and basin geometry.

All the data are integrated and result in recognition of five stages of depositional history

from Early Cambrian to Early Ordovician with a time span greater than 30 million years

(Fig. 10.1). These five sedimentary stages correspond to part of seismic package I and four

depositional sequences of seismic package II, their integrated development is disctlssecl in

this chapter, as successive stages in basin history.

Although two other depositional settings are briefly discussed in Chapter 2, one is a

shallow-water marginal marine setting of the "Innamincka Red Beds" and "Mudrangie

Sandstone", the other is a deep-water siliciclastic slope and basin environment of the

Dullingari Group, inadequate biostratigraphic control and seismic data do not permit their

palaeo geographic reconstruction.

10.1 Stage L (late Early Cambrian) (part of seismic package I)

As discussed in Chapter 4, in this stage a widespread igneous event resulted in deposition of

the Mooracoochie Volcanics that are complex in type and chemical composition. The

Mooracoochie Volcanics comprise syn-eruptives: rhyodacite, rhyodacite/dacite, and

associated ignimbrite and rhyodacitic hyaloclastite and limestone. Volcanogenic

conglomerate and sandstone, and some late stage basalt are also present. Two major facies

models have been recognised, suggesting the eruptions of multiple continental silicic

volcanoes. Facies assemblages also suggest the existence of a caldera in the Gidgealpa area,
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and a possible rhyodacitic lava sill occurred near a subtidal marine environment in the

Kalladeina area. Seismic interpretation indicates possible existence of volcanic mounds

which are located from east of the Kalladeina area to Coongie area, forming a linear -ridge-

like palaeohigh. A pronounced regional unconformity surface indicated by truncation below

and onlap above indicates the top boundary of this seismic package. This hiatus resulted in

the deposition of large volume of epiclastic conglomerate and sandstone of the upper part of

the Mooracoochie Volcanics.

10.2 Stage 2 (earty Middle Cambrian) (Sequence l')

Stage 2 is characterised by a thick vuggy and fractured dolomite unit. Due to severe

dolomitisation, its age is only constrained by the age of the overlying unit which is Middle

Cambrian Lat Templetonian / Floran age. The 'ghosts' of original fabric include oncoids,

intraclasts and possible fenestrae, which suggest that its precursor may be oncoid-intraclastic

wackestone and packstone. The facies indicates a possibly peritidal environment (Sun et al.,

1994). The dissolution event indicates a period of subaerial exposure (Gravestock, 1990a).

Interestingly, a subaerial erosional surface of similar age (late Ordian to early Templetonian)

is also recorded in the Georgina Basin due to a rapid fall in relative sea level (Southgate &

Shergold, 1991). This unit has not been observed in Kalladeina 1 possibly due to non-

deposition or erosion. In Kalladeina 1, biostratigraphic and seismic evidence indicates that

Sequence 2 unconformably overlies and onlaps seismic package I. Therefore, non-

deposition is more likely. In the Gidgealpa atea, a strong peak reflection represents this

dolomite unit (Carroll, 1990); however, the presence of thrust faults and erosion prevent

lateral correlation of this reflector regionally. It possibly extends as far north as the

Merrimelia and Wantana areas as indicated by strong correlative reflections (Fig. 8.11).

10.3 Stage 3 (Middte Cambrian Late Templetonian - Undillan) (Sequence 2)

Stage 3 started with a major transgression which coincides with an Australia wide maximum

sea-level rise (Paine, 1992). Contrasting the underlying subaerial erosional surface, open

marine neritic environments formed, which were characterised by fine sandy wackestone,

grey shales, and organic-rich dark grey to black lime mudstone / calcareous shale. In the

initial muddy rocks of Late Templetonian to Floran age, bored, submarine hardgrounds have

been documented at two intervals in the cores of Kalladeina 1 and Gidgealpa 1. Phosphate

impregnated breccias with bored surfaces, and glauconite indicate reworking from the
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hardgrounds. These sediment-starved surfaces indicate drowning of the platform during a

rapid rise in relative sea level.

Sedimentation is characterised by two phases: the older'muddy'and the younger'grainy'.

During the early phase, a thick succession of marine shale and siltstone is interbedded with

thin ribbons of bioclastic packstone, wackestone and mudstone. The vertical succession

indicates stacked cycles of catch-up parasequences; at least three such high frequency cycles

can be recognised from wireline logs of Kalladeina 1 and seismic reflectors in the vicinity of

Kalladeina 1. During the late phase, namely late Floran to Undillan time, a thick succession

of thinly-bedded skeletal packstone / grainstone was deposited in Gidgealpa 1, a thick

oncolitic grainstone in Gidgealpa 7 , and a thick succession of peloid-intraclast packstone /

grainstone in Kalladeina 1. This thick package is suggestive of a shallowing-upwards, keep-

up carbonate systems during sea-level stillstand when carbonate rapidly built up to sea level.

However, a peritidal environment is interpreted in the vicinity of Coongie 1, characterised by

coarsely crystalline dolomite with 'ghosts' of former fenestrae and minor peloid-bioclastic

wackestone and packstone interbedded with very thin layers of siltstone and shale.

Distinctly onlapping seismic reflectors recognised on many lines in the vicinity of

Kalladeina I (Figs.9.1-4) correspond to the vertically stackcd parasequences. Several onlaps

and a possible truncation occur below the sequence boundary (ust below subZ 8) near

Coongie 1 and Charo 1, indicating absence of partial or entire of this sequence.

The depositional style during Stage 3 is expressed by hiatus and erosion on the shelf crest,

and drowning, catch-up and keep-up carbonate systems in the slope and basin, which

according to (Kendall & Schlager, 1981; Sarg, 1988) suggest transgressive and early

highstand systems tracts. The palaeogeography of this sequence would have ranged from

deep shelf-depression or intrashelf basin in the Kalladeina area, to peritidal in the Coongie-

Daer area, and foreslope in the Gidgealpa area (Fig. 10.2). There would have been an

elevated non-depositional area between Kalladeina and Gidgealpa, possibly due to existence

of volcanic mounds which probably formed stratigraphic reef-like shelf-edge.

10.4 Stage 4 (late Middle Cambrian to Late Cambrian) (Sequence 3)

Stage 4 commenced with a relative sea level rise that is slightly earlier than the one

documented in the Gnalta Shelf in western New South Wales (V/ang et a1.,1989). Previous
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palaeohighs along the trend from Coongie to Daer became sites of subtidal deposition, and

later developed into a barrier bar system with an inner shelf or lagoon landward. In

Kalladeina 1, a carbonate dominated sequence composed of skeletal grainstone, dolomitic

siltstone and shale, and bioclast-peloid wackestone and mudstone was deposited in an

extensive ramp depositional setting. The seismic reflector configuration representative of

this sequence is sigmoid / oblique clinoforms indicating a stable, slowly subsiding carbonate

dominated ramp to basin transition. In Gidgealpa 1, a prograding bank margin and slope

apron environments can be recognised and predicted from the following lithofacies. Thin

bedded, ribbon-nodular lime mudstones interbedded with calcareous siltstone and shale,

indicate in-situ suspension sediment dominated, deep water sedimentation; whereas chaotic

debris flow deposit suggests gravity-driven resedimentation of shoal water derived

intraformational breccias. Furthermore, the environment was influenced by

contemporaneous volcanic activity, as indicated by a large number of interbeds of basaltic

lithic breccia, tuff, and mixture of carbonate and volcaniclastic deposits. In Gidgealpa7, a

toe of slope to basin transition is interpreted, in which dark lime mudstone / argillaceous

mudrocks are thinly interbedded with nodular or ribbon lime mudstone, minor skeletal

wackestone and basaltic lava layers. On the other hand, in Coongie 1, an oolitic lithofacies

has been found associated with carbonate lagoonal and peritidal deposits (Chapter 5), and

this has frequently undergone dissolution and dolomitisation. A strong seismic reflector

(subZ 8) representing this thick oolite succession extends towards the basin, and supports

interpretation of a prograding phase during highstand (Fig. 9.a). Many oolite and other

grainstone breccias (with clasts up to several centimetres across) resedimented within the

deep-water mudstone in the Gidgealpa area.further indicate highstand shedding.

Figure 10.3 shows the general depositional setting in the vicinity of Coongie 1 and

Gidgealpa 1. The depositional setting is a mature carbonate platform during a high sea level

stand, with environments varying from a lagoon / inner shelf, carbonate shoal, prograding

bank margin, to slope apron and basin transition. A possible localised, mounded carbonate

buildup (Fig. 9.13) and rimmed shelf-edge (Fig. 9.4) observed in the vicinity of Coongie I

by seismic interpretation further support this reconstruction. A palaeogeographical synthesis

in plan view is shown in Fig. 10.4. This reconstruction also includes possibly interfingering

basinal facies in southwest of the Gidgealpa area. Similar basalt found in the Gidgealpa and

Murteree areas further suggests that they are probably synchronous deposits.
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The close of this sequence is indicated by abrupt change of depositional style from a

carbonate shelf-to-basin environment to a shallow mixed carbonate-siliciclastic, storm

dominated shelf. Apparent truncation and onlaps occur below and above the sequence

boundary (Fig.9.3). The boundary also can be recognised by well-log sequence analysis in

both Kalladeina 1 and Coongie 1 (Fig.9.12) but the sequence has been eroded in the

Gidgealpa area.

L0.5 Stage 5 (Late Cambrian to Early Ordovician) (Sequence 4)

Stage 5 is characterised by abrupt change of depositional style, sediment supply and much

shallower water setting. The depositional setting is a mixed carbonate-siliciclastic

depositional system, composed of carbonate shoals, and possibly siliciclastic shoal, and

offshore muddy shelf as documented in Kalladeina l, Charo 1 and Coongie 1 wells, and the

'Wantana to Innamincka areas to the east (Chapter 6).

The depositional style is represented by three main lithotypes: 1) glauconitic sandstone,

quartz arenite, siltstone and shale; 2) silty to sandy oolitic, oncolitic, and Nuia grainstone; 3)

interbedded siltstone and fine sandstone of tempestite aspect. The essentially similar facies

association has been observed from cores and cuttings from Kalladeina 1, Titan 1, Charo 1,

Coongie 1,'Wantana 1, Packsaddle 1, Nardu 1, and Pondrinie 6. Because they bear the same

age conodonts (Assemblage 10), core 4, Coongie 1 and core 4, Wantana I are synchronous

deposits, thus they are lateral facies variants. Coongie I has coarser sandstone than Wantana

1, thus is a higher energy deposit than the latter. Core 9, Packsaddle 1, and cuttings of

Pondrinie 6 have similar lithofacies to Wantana 1, but core 9, Packsaddle t has rip-up clasts,

indicating in-situ reworking. Because the age of core 9, Packsaddle 1 is slightly younger

(Assemblage 11) than core 4, Coongie 1, it indicates that the environment became shallower

upward through the section. The overall facies model suggests that the depositional

environments vary from carbonate shoals, quartz sand shoals to an offshore muddy shelf in

Kalladeina, Titan, Charo, Coongie, and Vy'antana-Packsaddle area. This environment

possibly extends further east to the Innamincka area because of the extension of correlatable

high amplitude reflection packages (Chapter 8).

The moderate amplitude and low frequency reflection characteristics indicate a dramatical

decrease of carbonate and increase of siliciclastics compared with the previous three

sequences. The subparallel reflectors with more or less uniform thickness also suggest a
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shallow marine environment. The shingled reflectors in the vicinity of Kalladeina I further

indicate a prograding shallow marine setting. Siliciclastic-predominance together with much

coarser sandstone, frequent rip-up pebbles and shoal-water carbonates with frequent

hardgrounds all support the sedimentation style of proximal to shoreline input. However, it

is difficult to reconstruct the palaeoshoreline due to post-depositional regional erosion. A

synthesis of palaeogeography is suggested in Fig 10.5.

The overall environment is a relatively shallow shelf, which resembles those recorded in the

Georgina and Amadeus Basins of the same age (Nicoll et aL, 1992), thus sedimentation was

controlled by limited sediment accommodation space and relatively frequent sea level

fluctuations.

L0.6 Discussion on palaeogeography and ecology

A warm water, low latitude palaeogeography is indicated by high biological activity;

especially benthic microbial production, abundant peloids, ooids and other coated grains;

heavy micritisation, shallow marine sea floor cementation, early peritidal dolomitisation; and

distinctive upward-shoaling cycles. During Middle Cambrian, common calcified

cyanobacteria include Girvanella and Obruchevella, and possibly minor Nuia. During Late

Cambrian to Early Ordovician, Nuia is extremely abundant, sometimes occupying more than

507o consitituents of Nuia grainstone. Some unnamed calcified or phosphatised algae are

found in the Early Ordovician Warendan Stage and younger shallow shelf deposit' This

further supports the suggestion of previous workers that Australia was situated at low

palaeo-latitudes during the Cambrian and Ordovician. No evaporites have been found in the

Middle Cambrian to Early Ordovician Kalladeina Formation, this may indicate that the

climate was humid at the time.

IO.7 Application of sequence stratigraphy to prediction of hydrocarbons

The sequence stratigraphic analysis provides a quicker and sharper vehicle to predict

occuffence of reservoir, source, and seal rocks, and also stratigraphic traps, based on an

understanding of the distribution and evolution of depositional sequences and facies.

10.7.1 Location of source rocks

Potential source rocks were suggested to occur in a deep trough in the vicinity of Kalladeina

and its western area (Roberts et al. (1990)). This study suggests that the deep
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marine mudstone or shale tend to occur in the slope to basin environments in the Gidgealpa

area and also further to the east.

10.7.2 Location of carbonate reservoirs

In Coongie 1, the dolomitised oolitic grainstone contains oomoldic, intercrystalline and

minor vuggy porosity (Chapter 5, Pl. 1, B). It was deposited at the flank of an oolitic shoal

complex where it forms part of a diagenetically modified late highstand systems tract. More

porous reservoirs of this type are likely to be located within oolitic build-ups on the shelf and

also at the shelf-edge. Because higher energy would produce more porous interparticle

primary porosity, and additionally subaerial exposure due to emergence would enhance

secondary porosity and dolomitisation.

A possible oolitic-skeletal build-up is interpreted on the basis of its mounded reflection

configuration in seismic line 82-MGK (Fig. 9.13) and also of its lateral facies relationship

with Coongic 1. In this well an oomoldic reservoir occurs in grainstone interbedded with

oolitic packstone and argillaceous mudstone. Higher energy and subaerial exposure

conditions are predicted at the mound crest, which will delineate more porous and permeable

reservoirs (F ig.10.6).

The vuggy-fractured dolomite has been found in Gidgealpa 1, 5,7, and possibly 36

(Carroll, 1990). The origin and distribution of this reservoir unit outside the Gidgealpa area

has not been clear. Its origin was assumed to be related to the fracturing and uplift of the

Gidgealpa trend (Roberts et al., I99O). However, this study indicates that the dolomite was

subaerial exposure enhanced originally peritidal sequence (Sequence 1), it was dissolved

and dolomitised before the overlying sequence (Sequence 2). Due to distortion of thrust

faults, it is not possible to seismically map this reservoir in the Gidgealpa area. It probably

can be found along the strike, extending north to the Wantana area as indicated by integrated

seismic regional correlation. The reservoir has been thrust and overlain by thick

"Innamincka Red Beds" in the Merrimelia-Wantana area, thus only deep seismic section

permits recognition of it, e.g. the first high amplitude reflector in the vicinity of Wantana I

(Fig. S.6). The small-scale faults concentrated along the kink bands within the thrust fault

sheet illustrated in line 81-KMS (Fig.8.6) are believed to have created similar fracture

porosity to those observed in the Gidgealpa area.
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CHAPTER 11

Conclusions

The Warburton Basin has been suggested to provide a vital link between the cratonic and

geosynclinal area of the Early Palaeozoic in Australia (Cook, 1982). It is an under-explored

frontier basin. In this study, integration of biostratigraphy, lithostratigraphy, seismic

sequence stratigraphy, facies analysis, volcanology, and structural geology has improved

knowledge of the stratigraphic framework and geological history. This study has led to a

better understanding of biostratigraphy, palaeogeography, palaeoecology, sea-level change

and tectonics in the V/arburton basin and also in adjacent basins. This work is a good

example of the utility of sequence stratigraphy, and how it can predict the temporal and

spatial distribution of source and reservoir rocks in a subsurface basin with limited data.

Biostratigraphy and palaeontology

Systematic palaeontology largely on trilobites and conodonts has resulted in the recognition

of eight new trilobite species. The Warburton faunas have close affinities with those from

the North China Platform. Many typical Chinese genera are found in both regions;

furthermore, Solenoparia, Lisania, Anomocarella represent typical Chinese fauna found for

the first time in Australia. Recognition of eleven fossil assemblages refines the Cambro-

Ordovician biostratigraphic and chronological framework, and this provides a reliable

foundation for sequence stratigraphy in the basin. Bryozoan fossils found in the basal unit of

the "Innamincka Red Beds" reveal that unit to be at least younger than Early Ordovician, and

have already demonstrated their great value in intrabasinal correlation.

The biostratigraphic study also permits interbasinal and international correlation. As the

palaeontological data of this study show, more than 85Vo of the species of the 'Warburton

Basin during the Middle Cambrian to Early Ordovician are either the same as, or are similar

to those from the Georgina Basin. Generally speaking, the Warburton Basin contains a

fauna that occupied an open extensive, shallow, warfn carbonate platform as shown by the

high taxonomic diversity and large number of benthic polymerid trilobites, resembling

conditions onthe North China Platform. It differs from the so-called trough area such as the
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Tasman Fold Belt in eastern Australia, where the fauna is dominated by pelagic agnostid

trilobites and graptolites, in a deeper marine environment.

During the Middle to Late Cambrian, the Warburton Basin was connected with the Georgina

Basin, Gnalta Shelf of western New South Wales, and possibly the Amadeus and Officer

Basins, but there was probably a deep trough between it and northwestern Tasmania. It was

probably disconnected from the Arrowie and Stansbury Basins following the Delamerian

Orogeny. During the early Ordovician, the Warburton Basin was still connected with the

Georgina and Amadeus Basins. However, since the Early Ordovician, the Warburton Basin

was more closely linked to the Amadeus Basin as both yield similar trilobite and conodont

faunas, and both have shallower depositional environments with more clastics than the

Georgina Basin.

Lithostratigraphy

The stratigraphic distribution and geometry of four seismic packages (I-[V) has been

properly delineated for the first time from an integration of biostratigraphy, lithostratigraphy,

seismic sequence stratigraphy and structural geology. An informal lithostratigraphic unit -

"Mudrangie Sandstone" was suggested to represent part of a seismic package in between the

"Innamincka Red Beds" and the unconformably overlying Merrimelia Formation. This

results in an improved order of superposition of the lithostratigraphic units: the

Mooracoochie Volcanics, Vuggy Dolomite, Kalladeina Formation, "Innamincka Red Beds",

and Mudrangie Sandstone. The Pando Formation still remains uncertain both in age and

sedimentary origin. It is probably equivalent to the basal part of the "Innamincka Red Beds"

because of correlation of the similar bryozoa, and is certainly younger than the Early

Cambrian age suggested by Gravestock (in Gravestock et al., 1995).

The lower part of the Dullingari Group may interfinger with the Kalladeina Formation, and

the upper part of the Dullingari Group interfingers either with part of the upper part of the

Kalladeina Formation or the "Innamincka Red Beds".

Structural restoration
Four major kinds of poct-depositional structures are described. All these structures are

results of compressional regime, and have main northeast trending. This indicates a

principal northwest component of compressional stress in the deep Warburton Basin. The

intensity of thrust faults decreases west from the GMI Ridge, as localised small simple or
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ramp thrust faults occur sporadically in the Patchawarra area. Imbricate thrust slices with

complex rides formed the cores of the GMI Ridge. An understanding of structural style

together with regional correlation of displaced block helps reconstruct pre-deformation

geometry. This permits detailed seismic sequence stratigraphic analysis and also has

improved understanding of stratigraphic framework of the basin.

Sedimentary environments and history

Detailed lithofacies analysis has achieved recognition of a variety of environments, and five

sedimentary stages. Although the quality of the available seismic data limits ability of

seismic sequence stratigraphy, the integration of sedimentology and sequence stratigraphy

facilitates confident recognition of sedimentation and evolution in part of the basin. Both

lithofacies and seismic facies analysis suggest that two principal depositional systems

dominated the deposition of the Middle Cambrian to Early Ordovician Kalladeina

Formation: a carbonate shelf-to-basin, and the succeeding mixed carbonate-siliciclastic

storm dominated shelf. The carbonate shelf-to-basin depositional system includes inner

shelf, peritidal, ooid shoal complex, shelf-edge, foreslope, slope, slope apron to basin

transition environments during development of Sequences 1 to 3. The mixed carbonate-

siliciclastic storm dominated shelf depositional system comprises carbonate shoal,

siliciclastic shoal and offshore muddy shelf influenced by storm activity during development

of Sequence 4.

The basin geometry can be reconstructed by an integrated approach especially structural

restoration and seismic facies analysis. The seismic reflection configurations of Sequences 2

and 3 are generally continuous and parallel-layered, with locally mounded structures which

suggest carbonate build-ups and pre-existing volcanic relief. An early detached platform

(Sequence 1 to 3) and later attached shallow shelf (Sequence 4) geometry is interpreted.

Palaeogeography during Sequences 2 to 3 can be reconstructed as deep ramp to intra-shelf

basin setting in the Kalladeina area, an inner-shelf, ooid shoal complex to peritidal

environments in the Coongie area; a slope to basin environment in the Gidgealpa area.

Further to the Pinna-Mudlalee area, a deep basin, influenced by nearby submarine basaltic

volcanism via slightly transported hyaloclastites or associated dyke emplacement is

predicted.
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Relative sea-level changes

After erosion of the Mooracoochie Volcanics and deposition of volcanogenic conglomerate

and sandstone, sea-level gradually rose. Following this, a relative sea-level fall occurred in

the Warburton Basin, where the upper boundary of Sequence 1 is indicated by subaerial

exposure surfaces, which generated secondary porosity and dolomitisation. At the same

time, namely Middle Cambrian, Early Templetonian / Ordian Stages, a relative sea-level fall

was recorded in the Georgina Basin, resulting in subaerial exposure causing karstification

and dolomitisation (Southgate & Shergold, 1988, 1991). There was an Australia-wide major

transgression during Middle Cambrian Templetonian Stage (Paine, 1992), this is also

reflected in the transgressive systems tract of Sequence 2. Arelative sea-level fall occuned

at the Late Cambrian Payntonian Stage, causing a change in depositional style from deep

neritic to shallow shelf, and this event is coeval with the active period of the Delamerian

Orogeny. In the latest Cambrian and Early Ordovician, sedimentation was limited by

accommodation space and relatively frequent sea-level fluctuations in the'Warburton Basin,

which resembles the situation recorded by Nicoll et al. (1992) in the Georgina and Amadeus

Basins at this time.

Palaeogeography and ecology
A warm water, low latitude palaeogeography is indicated by the highly diverse skeletal biota,

abundant calcified cyanobacteria and algae, together with the presence of carbonate grains

particularly ooids, peloids and oncoids, and early sea-floor cementation. During the Middle

Cambrian, common calcified cyanobacteria include Girvanella and Obruchevella, and

possible minor Nuia. During the Late Cambrian to Early Ordovician, Nuia is extremely

abundant, especially in shallow shelf environments. Some unnamed calcified or

phosphatised algae are found in the Early Ordovician Warendan Stage and younger shallow

shelf deposits. This further supports the suggestion (Cook, 1988; Paine , 1992) that Australia

was situated at low palaeo-latitudes during the Cambrian and Ordovician. No evaporites

have been found in the Middle Cambrian to Early Ordovician Kalladeina Formation, which

may indicate that the climate was humid at the time.
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Tectonic setting or background as reflected in sediment supply

Volcanism

Volcanic facies analysis and geochemistry indicate that there are two major phases of

volcanism in the basin's history. Phase 1 (older) is felsic dominated with minor late stage

basalt (Early Cambrian Mooracoochie Volcanics), and indicates an epoch of widespread

multiple-vent continental silicic volcanism, with a possible caldera in the Gidgealpa area.

Phase 2 (younger) is a locally distributed Middle Cambrian to early Late Cambrian

submarine basalt suite intercalated within a deep marine environment. The basalts occur as

dykes or basalt lava and brecciated basaltic hyaloclastites, closely associated with slope-to-

basin carbonates and shales, but are absent on the shelf. Phase I volcanics indicate a

continental rift tectonic setting, rather than an arc setting. Phase 2 within-plate alkaline

basalt possibly indicates renewed rifting or the existence of episodically active fracture

zones.

Coarse siliciclastic influx and abrupt decrease of carbonate production

The Delamerian Orogeny seems to have influenced the basin by elevating the basin margin,

and this is reflected in sediments of volcanogenic lithic sandstone during the Late Cambrian

Payntonian Stage. Carbonate rock decreases abruptly, but coarse immature sandstone

increase substantially from the Late Cambrian Datsonian Stage to Early Ordovician epoch.

This sequence was succeeded by a thick (>1700m) red bed dominated sequence with little to

no carbonate production. This trend of increasing continental sediment input further

indicates uplift of the basin margin or adjacent cratons.

Petroleum potential

Based on an understanding of the distribution and evolution of depositional sequences and

fäcies, a sequence stratigraphic approach provides a quicker and sharper vehicle to predict

the occurrence of reservoir, source, and seal rocks, and also stratigraphic traps. The

Warburton Basin has potential opportunities for the discovery of further amounts of

petroleum in both structural and stratigraphic traps. The Cooper Basin source / V/arburton

Basin reservoir play type is the most attractive, because both structural and stratigraphic
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traps at the unconformity between the Warburton and overlying Cooper Basins have a good

chance to be charged by rich Permian source rocks if juxtaposed next to each other. The

Warburton Basin source, reservoir and seals play type can be a prospective one if the

hydrocarbons are migrating from basinward or downdip sources.

Future work

More work may be done to establish conodont assemblages to refine the Cambrian-

Ordovician boundary and Early Ordovician strata in the Warburton Basin. Wells particularly

recommended are Charo 1, Wantana 1, Packsaddle 1, Coongie 1, Nardu 1, Pondrinie 6 and

Kalladeina 1. This work may contribute to the international interest in solving the

Cambrian-Ordovician boundary problem, and also identify potential reservoir rocks similar

to those of the same age one in the Amadeus Basin. More collection is needed in Dullingari

1, at and near the interval of core 29, and this may better reveal the age of the Dullingari

Group.

The time and facies relationships between the Dullingari Group, "Innamincka Red Beds" and

Pando Formation remain to be established. Solving the stratigraphic position of the Pando

Formation is important for understanding the occurrence of this economic sandstone

reservoir within the basin.

The source potential of Cambrian and Early Ordovician deep-water calcareous mudstones

and shale should be systematically evaluated. The timing of generation and migration

pathway of source rocks of the Warburton Basin need a detailed study. A study of

diagenetic history of already known and potential reservoir rocks is required to determine the

magnitude and extent of secondary porosity. The Pando Formation should be studied

systematically in terms of its distribution and porosity evaluation. Post-depositional tectonic

style and history need further investigation to obtain a better understanding of fault patterns

and styles and to constrain the timing of orogenic events, so that fracture porosity and fault

seals can be predicted with a greater degree of confidence.
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